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Throckmorton's

Salt.

Cl eat mistakes are sometimes made by
tin- use of nitrate of s,)( ia alone on poor lands
It contains very few
as a top-dressing
loinetits of manure, therefore tin* intenseh given and improved color of the crops
i- delusive, which I have obsi»rved, and
tliis i- also the opinion of llaron Liebig
■■Mode,it Agriculture." letter t.
t -ee b
I much prefer and always use the
)
p
best Peruvian guano, well mixed with
Us own weight ol eonniion salt. for in this
mixture you have nearly all the elements
A comparative
plants exeept side a
trial in the same ticid will give satisfaeton
hiet ei w hen tin cr p is Inin ested. With
I; trati
ot
-oda the growth ot straw is
lores,1 and it
often mildewed there are
eases wh. ,v nitrate of
oda is advantage*
it- 'iiel,
sol',- abounding in plios-
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Fowls
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Horse

<

should never be permitted to
have aeeess to the horse stable, nor the
leed room, nor the hay mow. Their roosts
-lioiild lie entirely separate from the stable
so that they may not always be
ready to
slip in. whenever a door is opened : and
Fowls

■

..

11 ],r.w cuts llie ra\age~ i must he exceedingly hungry before lie "ill
P i'peeialty favorable eat his mess. Many a horse has been de-u, h a- mangolds, whose
prived of bis ieeding of grain bv a lot of
I never j Inild. gallinaceous robbers that had learn!"■
e.-nt "I salt.
ed when and where to till their empty crops
except m x. d with its own
Let gates
l.o.e everything else, it j with the feed of a jaded horse.
it
and liars exclude fowls and pigeons from
:
ia \
snv. greatly risen in
tin- doors and yvindoyys of all horse slaldes.
\ a go,
all
rep' SOCHI to
N V limes.
and neat salt water, os-

■.aside,a:
wire worm
ijiai olantshe- f", tali.
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till precaution may appear,
that will be tumid greatly to con-
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house this

your shawl. Rachel, i

evening"

When she came in from her little room
in
her old plaid -bawl ami shabby lint.
it is one
hi t
duce to success in hatching during the Uncle Jacob was blind and deaf to all I
tielu
a\
lio
rnp-,
eraged
hopper- injured
and the Hallelujah I
concerns,
earlier months in the year. Another piv- present
m
of wheat
bushels
I is ir11 per :er--.
!
nation that should always lie taken is, to Chorus from the .Mount of Olives via satli-om one and me halt bushels" sowing,
examine the eggs after they have been sat is tying the mail's higher cravings. Rachel i
lie has underand ent
ton- ei hay
for a week, and to remove those that stopped a moment as she closed the outer |
drained ■• ce ideralie digging the ditches upon
look clear when held at night against a door, and wiped away some harder tears. !
from tw and one half t" three lecl deep,
l’oor Uncle Jacob! Would she ever be
I his plan is most advancandle
and tilling with cobble -tones t" within lighted
tageous. as, )i\ the removal of the sterile able to give bint even one ot the luxuries j
w hen straw
of
tinniches
top,
eighteen
and imtertili'/ed eggs, those left in the nest lie silently coveted .’ A melodeon. or a
wa- -preail m
the stones and the ditch
roll into the centre, and are much less lia- new piano! Her mind never comprehendtilled with dirt. The elVeel is that tinble to lie uncovered by the movement of ed an organ; that was simply impossible.
eld. wet la.nl. producing -wale grass and
As she went along in the cold, pulling
London Field.
the lien
nrake-. lias ... w armed and dried and is
her shawl still closer about her sturdy litnow returning bountiful crop- oi herd-.
J'iii.vi.vusi; Fui it Thicks. Twenty years tle body, she began to wonder, as she lnnl
In dry seasons this
grass mil clover
hundreds ot times, how Uncle Jacob had
drained land produces his best grass crop, ago I went into my orchard to ascertain,
ever married such a practical, every day,
lb -ay- thoroughbred stock is good, but if possible, the best time to trim fruit trees,
matter-of-tact woman as Aunt Martha lie
o
of
the
wounds
t
the
think- ludieiotis feeding and good care having regard
healing
loved music ; it made Aunt Martha nervbetter
stock must be kept warm and made. 1 commenced with the month of
e
a
number o! limbs, ous; lie tuned pianos for a part living;
owing through the winter. Mr. April, amputated
kept
was always contemplating getting an orKaton has yearling heifers of our common watched earetully the wounds made, and
could not raise the
-took that girt live feet and six inches, and the time the wounds commenced to heal, ganist's position, yet
to take the first step in
ha- killed them when they dressed 4UU and in this way 1 went through the twelve necessary energy
She made dresses—the
that direction.
Me give- calves what hay they mouths of the year, and alter a close expoundamination for one year after the work was machine flew under her determined ieet;
w iti at and one ipiavt of i-ats each per day
of beauties of
done, I came to the conclusion that from and had as much perception
during winti r
the twentieth of May to the twentieth ot harmony as the machine needle had of the
materials that it passed through. By this
dune was the best time.
Cattle tiilliui; Ti'ees.
The reason is, the wounds made then comical couple, whose points ol agreeIt
.1
i'ui-t that all can tul limners must healed over ill the shortest time and in the ment were frugality and goodheartedness,
have in>ticed, that a tree,
seeming ever so best manner. The two poorest months for Rachel had been adopted when only four
thriftv and of watevcr kind, to which catold. Her parents were blanks to
healing are the months of February and years
tle have
and under w hich they March. When the wound is made in the her. Aunt Martha was her mother’s sisw 11 very soon die—in the ease of
tore part ot June, (if the tree is healthy,) ter, but the sisters had been very different
solitary shade live-in pastures or by the it will commence to heal within one week in character; and Rachel had inherited
road side. Thi- is a common occurrence, from the time it was
made: but if in Feb- from her mother a voice and a passion for
and ;itc .notion naturally arises, why is
with the energetic, inderuary or March, the wound may become music, together
it?
First, nibbing a tree by the necks of liard and
dry, and sometimes there is a pendent temperament of her American
cattle is highly injurious, and it' persisted
liquid which comes from the wound, and progenitors
in, will comm inly destroy them sooner or turns black as it runs down the tree. If the
Aunt Martha rather made light of all
later: but it' the body of the tree be rased’
could not be done in the best this singing and playing and was quite
trimming
so
that their necks cannot touch it. death
time, 1 would next prefer the month ot shocked at the idea of Rachel joining a
will ensue just as certainh if they are October or
November; but the best place musical society. However, Uncle Jacob
allowed to trample round it. But why tu trim one-halt of the trees in this State, took up the refrain that Rachel ought to
should trampling the earth destroy the is close to the
a
and moaned it until Aunt
ground. More than one-half have chance,
trees
The reason is one of wide and id the fruit trees that have been set out Martha withdrew her veto.
The one white day of the week for
important application to the laws of veg- in this State for the last twenty-live years,
etable growth
The roots of plants need
have been lost, for the want of proper care Rachel was Thursday. At eight o’clock
the air just as much a- the leaves and
Harmonic’’
and manure. My advice to every person on Thursday evening the
I heir ease is similar to that oi
brant lies
is never to set out a tree unless you intend ■let in a hall over a neighboring store.
lishes, which, though tiny must have to take care of it.
The leading members were professionals,
[Worcester Co. Cor.
water, must have air also, \ iz
just about ('nngregationalist.
church-singers, worn out and fresh, operas much as permeates tin- water.
If it be
atic chorus people, and a sprinkling of
ail shttl oil. -o that none w hicli is tresit can
teachers. The leader and organizer of
llli.ll lT.I'.llINl. A Nil (il)OI) Hettek. At this
get to them, tiny will exhau-t the supply
motley crowd was a well known and
a recent exhibition ol' the Chester County
on hand and then die for the want of more.
most talented musician, and his name had
Isaac
i50 the roots of tr.
and vegetables want Agricultural Society, Pennsylvania,
drawn toward him several line artists.
air. \\ hen the earth is in a normal or Acker received the first prize on butter, These had undertaken solo parts in the
manhis
mode
of
who
on
for
called
natural condition, it is lull ul channels by
oratorio in preparation, and the public
being
which air gets to them. But if cattle are agement, remarked as follows: He feeds performance was already announced.
to
each
allowed to tramp down the earth, anti the ten quarts of corn meal and bran
Rachel entered the hall just as the memthink that bers rose to
“tin aids the work by
banking it at the cow per day, with hay ; does not
sing the opening chorons, and,
The tem- somewhat abashed, she was about shrinkcorn fodder makes good butter.
ante time, a crust
like brick is formed,
that shuts IV the moi-ture, and the tree perature ot the cream at churning was ing into a back seat, when the leader's
51 if in dwindleon! dieSo a tree cannot
lilty-seven degrees and was churned from sharp eyes fell on her usual seat, the lirst
twelve to twenty minutes; uses six ounces in the row ot the contralto choristers.
foots ale eovered with a elose
Jive il it
Tliis was Rachel’s idea of perfect bliss
pavement they will trnggle for File by of salt and three ounces of white sugar to
creeping to tiie urtuee, and hoisting out twenty pounds of butter; used an Kmbree for right in front o! her sat the solo conbutter worker, with a sponge and cloth, tralto. Rachel could touch her handsome
a brick here and a -lone there, or find a
and did not wash the butter with water.
can snuff a little
eret ice where their no-,
garments, watch her mobile features, and
lro-h ait
hut if fought and kept down, -Mr Acker believes that the essentials to catch every sound ot the marvellous voice.
make
are
the
business
dairy
good Oh, what a wonderful creature, in Rachel's
pay
will linaily give it up. 1 mm the above
facts 1 think rattle of no benelitto orchards, cows, well fed and well taken care of, eyes, was this Miss Carpenter! A woman
houses
and
and
convenient dairy
ap- who sang in a fashionable church, with a
and the tanners who -till persist, in yard- good
pliances, and then produce a good article salary of one thousand; who appeared at
ing their stock of cattle in their orchard
and soil it at a high price. One year ago, concerts in wondrous dresses and trilled
must
expect the trees to die off [Corrc- Id" cows
out pathetic little ballads, when encored
averaged 2:10 pounds each.
j
■p indent F'nuntn Gentleman.
alter a heavy scene, that literally brought
1 \IfoH I A VI I lilt H)II l AKMi.il-. A
1,oni. 1 kki'iws. A Herman agricultural down the house; who took the applause
preslike a queen accepting homage; received
ident ot in agricultural moiety calls atten- I
journal prints a plea for long furrows
tion to the tact that there are, in a stand- The
ot the plough and the com- fifty or seventy-five dollars lor enjoying
turning
this triumph, and was sent carefully home
ard legal liari i-l. <ml\ one hundred
quarts, mencing of a new furrow require more
while the ordinary Hour barrel most in use exertion
in the ploughman and the team, in a carriage.
Rachel would give Uncle .Jacob little
ilining tin lartnei in tin- sale of potatoes than continued work on a straight line;
imitations of this wonderful creature’s
and apple1- contain nearly one-eighth ami how
may really be the loss of
great
and he would kiss his
I annet1- -ell their produce in Hour
more
time from frequent interruptions in short surpassing style,
and declare
and merchants irausho’ tin- same turns
barrel
be shown by the following cal- little niece, praise her voice,
may
to -tandard barrel
making a profit on culations: In a Held 22d feet long, five that, for his part, he knew “Raehie” could
quantity as well a- on the price. In the and a half hours out of ten arc used in re- do as well if “she only had a chance
Rachel always felt worse than usual af-ale of eight hundred barrels ot potatoes
directing the plough ; with a length ot •>!•>
from a farm, the proprietor loses one hun- feet, four hours arc sufficient for the ter this and similar remarks. The chance
was so dim. so imaginary.
She had no
dred barrels, worth two hundred and fitly
purpose : and when the plough can proceed
to pay for a good teacher; no inmoney
dollars, for which he might as well be without
one
for
80ft
feet,
only
interruption
paid. The middleman, not the consumer and a half hours of the daily working time fluential triemls to introduce her to the
notice of prominent organists; no courage
profits by this. Fanners, see to ii that you arc consumed.
lo put herself forward or try to attract, obemploy the one hundred quart barrels
servation
hereafter. [Ex.
This being one of the final rehearsals,
Sometimes the deepest prayer of all is
As soon as it is not only without utterance, not only with- the whole work was given, and Rachel, in
To Settee ( oi i ei
browned and while yet warm, mix it with out words, but even goes down below the company with several of the members,
ot distinct
a well-beaten egg—say one
thought.. It is simply left the" hall more than ever enchanted
egg loa pound. region
This forms a cover round the kernels, pre- turning to Hod and opening the heart to with Miss Carpenter’s voice. Never had
serving the aroma, and when ground is an Him, to receive whatever influence He it sounded so clear, so pure, so rich and
It was the subject of conversaresonant.
admirable settlor.
may "end. [J. Freeman Clarke.
t ir
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lion until Rachel
parted from the good- could never have held her own part so
natured escorts at her aunt’s door.
r»v ALiri: m. w i:i i.ist; ion.
bravely.
From romance to reality is not far; and
It was over at last: the
organist colHer days are as a silver-flowing stream:
soared
with Ilandel above all tem- lected lii- copies, and handed round those
Above, the rippling sunbeams dasti and gleam : having
and
for
the Te Deuni. Evidently the service
earthly vanities, Rachel was reBeneath, strong currents noiseless as a dream. poral
called to earth by the high tones of her had been
thoroughly rehearsed, and there
Her heart is like the lilies that bloom wide
s
aunt voice, evidently in hot
dispute with was little or no talking to lie done. Rachel
In restful beauty on the restless tide,
Uncle Jacob.
made a few mistakes in her first duet with
Asking not where the eager waters glide.
Rachel had slipped across the room, tln> soprano, hut did well in the trio with
Hvr thoughts are white-winged birds that from opened the pages of an oratorio, and was the basso and tenor.
below
humming over one of the solos she had! IV ben the rehearsal was ended the memTo the high heavens soar and vanish s,».
just heard. She stopped and raised her bers went silently away. Xo one*poke
Alas! mine cannot follow where they go.
to Rachel, who had
eyes as her aunt turned to her.
forgotten her shabby
■You can just give tip that society and clothes, and felt, by reason of her talent,
Her joys are bright-winged birds that from on
attend to your work at home. You've almost on au equality with them.
high
t ome singing down, and tempt the stream to
been going there a year, and all it does is
As she was
going the organist handed
try
to till your head with airs.”
her a copy of the Messiah, and said :
And sing with them as they tlit singing by.
aunt!
And they’re going to have
“.fust run over your solo, will you ?"
"Oh,
1 here was no one in the
Her sorrows'—she has none tier heart will own: a public performance, and we'll each have
gallery but
The air is -ilent when the birds have down.
two tickets; so
Mr.
Mason and herself.
Rachel was
you and uncle can conic
But the bright stream then sings the song alone. to hear it!”
ignorant ol the l ot that the basso, the
11 ■
1111
"1 wouldn't give a penny to hear all the tenor, and a dozen or more of the volII
oratorios in the world!
You've nothing Umteers came to a halt in the aisles as
Rachel Moore's Music.
tit to wear at a public concert and I'm not soon as the accompaniment informed
nv MAin.AliKT I.Kl-:.
going to have my own sister’s child on the them what was instore for the listeners.
t'o
Rachel sang con-amon*. and Mr.
It was a very comical room in whieh stage, disgracing the family."
Mason nodded when she had finished,
>h. auntie!"
Rachel Moore sat crying. A cottage piano
Rachel gave way to a burst of tears, too thoughtful as tin1 end of her shawl
disapfilled one recess, a sewing machine stood
round au angle ol the organ, and
in another; the windows were furnished bitterly disappointed to speak, and Uneh peared
Jacob shut his teeth on his pipe stem and the first in-deal was over. I hide Jacob
with Holland .shades and hanging baskets
marched out ot the house, his habit when threw his arms around her in the semiof domestic manufacture, a cooking stove,
his wife had a spell, as lie called it
'Virkness ol tin- vestibule, kissed her and
and the pipe that disappeared through a
Two days afterward a wonderful thing exiiaimed:
round aperture above the smoky wall de“. ou've done well I I'm
proud of you!"
stroyed any chance ot producing effects on took place—the postman left a note ad1 lis was reward
It was from Miss
the mantel-shelf; and the combined odors dressed to Miss Moore.
enough, and even
drew
mt the never absent thorns
of food cooking, kerosene oil and coal gas, Carpenter, asking Miss Moore to call and
1 he other rehearsals were
rather detracted from a room generally see her without delay.
only distinRachel, dressed in her best—a crimson guishec by the fact that Rachel
very cosy and tidy.
sang betmerino
a
cotton
velvet;
ter
suit,
and
and
a
better.
It wanted one week ot Christmas Day,
Mr. Mason never volunsacque
hat
with
a
leather
teered
a
wonl ot fault or praise and the
and Aunt Martha had gone out on a shop
cherry-colored
asserting
ping tour closely otunected with mince- itself—started within an hour. She found others sill stared rudely at the shabb\
Miss Carpenter in the front room, second little figure.
pie.
“< )n Christmas
"What's tin’ matter now.Kaehie ?” asked door, of an elegant house, in a fashionmorning Rachel put on
a stout,
easy-going, shabbv-looking man aide street. Miss Carpenter, in a becom- her brilliant garments and dazzling
coming in from the street and disencum- ing gray wrapper, was lying on a dark j feather, only too conscious of their vullounge, and Rachel looked the gar appearance : but what could she do?
bering himself of a little bag and a heavy- crimsonshe
left when the famous contralto ! \\ lien she took her plan* amid tin* odors
coat.
He drew a chair to the stove, lit a sorrow
ufpim and hemlock, and began to adpipe that reposed in his pocket when not spoke in a hoarse, weak voice:
in his mouth, and surveyed Rachel through
'•Oh, thank you. Miss Moore! You see mire tli* decorations and watch tin* crowds
a cloud of smoke,
ll took her some time
I'm laid up: no singing lor me the doctor pouring in through tin* deep vestibule,
to say
Tin* change of
says, within ten days. I was in tiie great- she agiin tnrgot sell.
"< >h, nothing.’'
est distress about my 1 hristmas service, scene f'oni the warm room with its atot
"You ain’t crying for nothing?'’
until 1 thought of you.
You see, Christ- mospihfi'i*
sausages cooking, to the
Rachel stood up and lifted the cover off mas coming on Sunday, all the good quiet gallery with its lights, its crimson
a saucepan, felt the vegetables, and put
singers are engaged, and I want you to cushions and its musical associations was
like en'hantment. Now the white-robed
the tea to draw. Her compressed lips and take my place in the choir.
••I ?” cried Rachel, when able t,> speak.
priests came from the vestry, (lie rustle
brimming eyes showed the self-control she
ot silks and velvets increased, then subwas exerting and I'nele Jacob silently ad•\ es, you.''
sided, tin* evergreens shown under the
mired her ior it. She had a stout little
“How can 1
figure, short,decided features, bright black
Very well, ii you'll keep up your star oter the altar, the organ notes gave
The part of music is not any the opening ot .Mendelssohn's sublime
eye-, and some braids of dark hair twisted j courage.
1
! hei'c -hall come torth a Star,'1
high over her low forehead, a style that more diHieult than what you have been chorus.
gave character b her face and head
singing ; there are two or three duets ajjd and Rachel rose with the others feeling
file society meets to-night, and aunt a trio; but you will have three rehearsals as it ir u new w.-rld. where all was beausays I can’t go. She won’t be home tiii I —one to-night, and the others on Friday ty.
I nr.i* Jacob's i.uv, Uinir.l toward her
near tea, she's going to see grandmother. 1 and
Saturday evenings. You read easily?''
I ’nele .Tames will bring her home
“Yes 1 can read." Rachel was sure she iron an obscure corner of the gallorv,
nerve,, her to ho t-i-1;
i'or his sake slut
“Ohr
was dreaming.
Jins wont quite exhausted Uncle Jacob !
“I li send a note to the organist and tell would do her best.
tin
until lie had disposed of his soup, his | him hi consider you my substitute. 1)..
trying moment came when he
stood up all alone to sing an anthem. She
bread and cheese, several pints of tea, and you know where the church is?"
an indetinite amount of tobacco.
Rachel's j
Rachel Hushed.
grew not and cold, the perspiration stood
lace brightened at his evident enjoyment
"Oh, yes! I often go there with Fnele on her Ibrehail, the music seemed to come
of the supper she had prepared; and as | Jacob," to hear you sing, she might have from a great distance, the score in front ot
she washed the dishes and put. them into added, bit. Rachel stopped short strange her became suddenly illegible in the dense
the closet, her returning piece of mind j to say. Miss Carpenter read the motive in mass beneath her, heads turned and faces
Was she going
was .signaled by a humming which became
the tell-tale eyes, and felt a sensation of gazed up in expectation
to break down: it seemed
a crescendo, and ended in a clear, sweet
very like it :
pleasure.
in her
“The only thing e the anthem; our the la-t bar of the prelude wa
anthem, the rich contralto tones filling the
a
room with melody.
soprano is not too good, and 1 promised ear-;, hut her voice, w here was that
Wait a minute!" cried Uncle Jacob Mr. Mason, 'Oh. Thou d’hat Tolle-T' Ho great lump had taken it
place in her
throat.
and springing across the floor like another you know it
In that moment
lie looked out over
••I can sing it. but not as it. should lucreature he threw open the piano and bethe sea ot heads and there w
dear old
gan the accompaniment.
sting.'
Jacob's face. and lie mile,! at her and
Her work done, Rachel came and leaned
“Come and run it over lor me. I can i
threw her an encouraging nod
It was
on his shoulder, singing one after another
tell then whether you may attempt it
electric
Out came the full young Voice
the difficult ."lo anthems which 1 ncle
Now don l get timid : just
as it no ;
sing
with a lbive and intonation lint made Mr.
Jacob’s love “t orato4'io music had made one were
listening: and let me tell you .Mason look .around and drew the
as familiar to her a- sweet, ballad
are to
ga/e ,,f
that is what you mu t always do in soins ;
I II

weather.

ult
Piv\ huts t., the
few years when the drouth and grass-

\ew

|

Serenity.

In.rs,*.'
Their instinct
.-attic
Mr 1'. 11. Judd, of South Hadley. Muss.,
teaehes them win
,i ail
of it
['life
in ail essay read before the Franklin Harof light laud w here I
iso|nhiti
spring
\ i-'t ('lull, said :
wheat
salting ami heavily
■After experimenting with most kinds
bi-udits tin- crop:
cross-killing gr -ati
'f fertilizers and methods of planting and
-.i these
I
cultivating rite potato, I have solved the
;!1 11.
f r ■, ii •■ii! .’it M-in^ is
■.
1 tam confito my satisfaction.
!
:ii liiNatural problem
dent that the best results can lie obtained
\ii..
nob,
I
1.
Him- aid
diap
p.
on the majority of our soils, by tirst
ploughd.-criU- nitrate ol soda and
ing, then thoroughly pulverizing and driln tnieal
means tor
lit
live
Then
at
least
inches
deep.
apply
l!i ten ng !■■ the ex- ling
g :
in drill manure of lirst quality at the rate
|p -:■ 7 :) "111 both ot live cords
periment- in- 'aper acre after dropping the
theexperiment-, tin-crops ol corn and seed in bottom of drill, the manure to be
-tra a wore re-i.arkat-ly increased l.»y the
top ot seed, and only leaving one eye on a
in n sa t. and il is searceadditi
piece and putting only one piece in a bill.
iit-i-c-s ir'.
re] at that such an augHaving tried different sized tubers, am
y have taken
j»o
satistied that the larger the potato you use
u ,!.
in
had n nitained a eerp I
for seed the greater will be the returns,
ot
.silicic
it
\
add.
.plant
phosphoric
two different years i have experimented
a ad. p. la-ti.
capableot beingbrought
into pieces, leaving
inn npi-i a i
lull \\ iii.-li. without eoiil- by cutting my potatoes
one eye on a piece, and put only one
only
inmi
salt wa
no! n-diiiiiablo"
l.iebig
piece in a hill, with the following results:
a
I" ) "Tin- gra-sof a meadsay-, i
In the spring of istis, 1 took one bushel of
V which ha
... manured with common
and cut them into pieces, leaving
potatoes
eati
it;
iter
witli gre
relish
milv one eye oil a piece, and planted them
.illii jircleiTcd l mini other, -o that even
one piece in a hill.
They went over nearir.'in tins pom: ol \
u
common salt deIv one-third of an acre The following fall
.1
i
serve
tteut
mi
l harvested from that Held lob bushels of
A1 eeiii
merchantable potatoes. Have since tried
the experiment of putting in two eyes, but
5*ut eassful t’lLrmiuE.
have diminished tile field nearlv one■t
the Main.- farmer third
rrc (lendi'iit
A
the tanning operami aei’.mnt el
e ve
I it latbn, of Milton, .Me
i Mr
ii.m
Setting Hena in the Spring.
irma which t may lie learned hew a badly
the early spring months, il will
managed. unproductive farm may be lie During
found that the number of losses in
1 lie writei -av Mr. Katon
brought up
will lie much diminished it' the
>
immeneeil hi- operation- IT years ago. hatching
innests are made as warm as possible,
Previously the farm had been badly stead of
placing a handful of loose straw
ruier .aipant planting
managed, tiein a square box or pigeon hole, a couple
tw
aeres of ei rn
one of potatoes,
mid
nl shovclluls of pulverulent earth, or even
•wing thrc-e mav ,,f oats yearly, and coal ashes, should
tirst he thrown in This
1 In- farm ut about
dressing very 'lightly
of being readilifteen t"ii- rn hav Mr Katoneommeneed has the twofold advantage
ly hollowed out into a concave nest, which
by planting m- .mil m h :(" aeres venrlv,
the eggs together, and prevents
As he keeps
and manuring the la I highly
from under the lien;
could inm-ease hi- manure pile lie planted tin-in rolling away
and secondly, it forms a much warmer
t ut
a
the
amount
large acreage,
finding
the majority
nest, and so keeps the eggs at a proper
mall tiir the
illage land,
"Ho and get
hatching temperature in spite ot the eold
it out
,•
me fourth o(
.11 ncd
11 >• <iit
gers

pasture.

■■

---

-p

Stable.

that the vermin which infests poultry may
not reach horses and cattle.
It is a well known fact that fowls of all
d titer fertile elements
kinds frequently drop a yorv sordid, offen1
lit
tun
ive used much the last
wenty-live years, and am convinced ot sive, clammy, viscous odor; and when al'.-ad* antagf ,• drab -I and well-fanned lowed to go on the hay mow. or in the
si esj,
tor where
feeding room, or anywhere in the barn,
ah: laud
they damage more fodder than we are
u-o i it,
«.dt
.ostur, ot tiie air will be
wont to suppose. We would as soon allow
i',■
to appi■ printed and retaint
lowls to live in the kitchen, and to hop on
e t
one
tine summer's the dinner table while we are eating, and
a
Ai
:,oed I at where the salt had to roost on our bedstead, as to allow them
i,
;
1
to have free access to the horse stable and
a a
iwn the pre\ !' us day. every grain of
a
,'al alt aetod to it sell the dew. and barn.
Some horses are alw avs afraid of fowls ;
i! tin.,a ,ee of the ground a wet
am d
spot ill ait the 'he "f a sixpence, the and when one enters the manger, or rack,
a an •!
eitig genet :1\ \cry drv On mir the timid horses will immediately surrena- ':
lat.-s them and males dei their entire right, however hungry
: I., m
espei i.ii1 tirm and aeeepttible to the they may be, to these lawless marauders
.In-'
wheat plant
train w ill stand tirm And after they have scratched over the teed
a-.
I
1 .ill,
t
feet long
11 with their foul teet. and smeared a portion
,'ell ■!
an!a. "'a
rtaiii Weeds by ! f it with their filthy droppings, a horse
in.
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throw

whole

countless eye

soul into the music:

Republican .Journal.
Mr. Editor: Will you please publish
the following .statements that appeared in
For the

the Camden

Herald, April _\">th.
comments thereon.

The

lab

A REMARK ABLE INCIDENT IN THE WOMANS

TEMPERANOE MOVEMI NT.

|

e

tlic

take the

cester

—•

The ladies disclaimed any such intention, stating that they had come only for a good purpose.
Some one remarked that the man had been
drinking, and it would not do to talk with him.
hut a bystander replied. "No, it i- the spirit of
| >oil." lie was taken to a rear room and placed
in a chair. \\ here le- twice repeated, **< iod have
nicrc\ on my soul I" These were his last word-.
A physician was sent for, and the kitties, alter
a lew consoling word-,
Mr.
quietly w ithdrew
Simpson was conveyed !<• hi- house in a state
of unconsciousness.' and died the following
morning at about 2. o’clock.
The singular circumstance of his death. *>f
course, occasioned a great deal of excitement
and gossip, and all unite iu expressions of
sorrow
for his unexpected and unavoidable
death. He leaves a w ife and daughter.

originally
in
living
tiirowing

commenced liv
the vicinity of

a

tew

planters,

New Orleans
up .slight embankments to protect their plantations from the
Spr'ni”- tide.
\ en little ellbrt was
required to do this,
for the river "above." in those "earlier
times," had a wide waste to flood. (Iradually, as population increased, tlie levee
extended upward and on both sides of the
river, and without thought ot the eventual
consequences, the small and great outlets
were one alter another closed.
For years
this outrage to the
descending flood was
not
proverbially resented, tin* great overflows we: exceptional: but when eotkm
Moses was the servant of (Iod, and the became ot immense commercial
imporchosen agent or medium by which the tance the levees rapidly extended in a
solid embankment, including hundreds ot
••statutes and judgments" of the Lord
mile., reaching im> the east side, from bewere communicated to the Israelites for
low New Orleans to the high lands at.Baton
their instruction and guidance after their bouge, and on tin- west side from New
h'leans to the Arkansas line, and thus a
arrival iu the “land of promise.'"
portion ot the Mate, which had been
These are the statutes and judgments which large
overflowed, was
rescued

annually

-hall observe to do in the land which the
Lord God of thy fathers giveth thee to po--.
it. all the days that ve li\e upon the earth."

we

imprisoned

[Dciit.U!!.

suddenly

inundation,

from

current

then it was that the
chafed in its
and,

each season, lound a weak place somewhere to discharge its water
l lic result
was a loss to the planters
annually of a
larger -urn of money than it would cost

“Thou mayest not eat within thy gates the
tithe of thy corn or of thy wine, or -t thv oil.
or the firstlings of thy herds or of thy dock’, nor
of thy vows which thou vowest. nor thy freewill otic rings, or heave ottering of thine hand
Hut thou mayest eat them before the Lord ihv
God iu the place which the Lord thy God -hail
choose, thou, and thy son, and thy daughter,
and thy man servant/aiid thy maid servant, anil
the Levites that is within thy gates: and thou
-halt rejoice Indore the Lord thy God in all that
thou puttesr thine liana- unto." Dent. 12. 17-1-..
"And thou dialt eat before tin* Lord th> God
in the place where he shall choose to place lnname there, the tithe of thy corn, of
th> w ine,
and of thine oil, and the firstlings of thine
lloek-: that thou maw-1 learn to fear the Lord
thy Goil always. And if the w:n he too long
lor thee, so that thou art not able to
,irr\ ii.
or if tie- place be too far from tie c. which the
I io d thv God -hall choose to set his name tie-re
when tie- Lord thy God hath blessed thee,
then thou -halt turn’ it into moiie\, and bind up
the moiic\ in thine hand, and -halt go unto the
»*l4»vl.
tl..
Milill t..
And thou -halt bestow that money for whatsoever thy soul lusteth after, for oxen, for
sheep,
or for wine, or for sfrton/ drink\ or for wliat-oover th> -<>ul desireth': and thou shall eat
there held re the Lord thy God, ami there shall
rejoice, thou, and thine household." Dent. 11

to

carry

out

perleci

a

v-tem ot

drainage.

I o such an extent had tlii- madnes reached of closing up outlets that in "the C on-

cordia district," there was “the grand
levee," a huge embankment pos-ihK fortv
feet high, under the protection of'which
were imm.ui e plantation.-, tin :r surfaces
twenty feel below the level of high water
lu many in ta:i.
the chimin a
,.f the
"m:< ter
hoii-e did not is aeh a Inch
;
tin*
wali-r line
inarkin
tin -annual
In i'll.- ihoverflow oi the fiii
'grai d
levi n' W .1
Imilt
Metweeli tin- Federal
and f oiifedm ate forces, on the Foiii-bana
side ol the
IT, ..I ill the itrilgg le
for \ ieksliiirg, tin
"grand li-u-e" and
others W le lie tl'oy e.l, and the in ..Ill
••

in"'

I'ouuii

submerged

was

A

True

witlmut time to breathe a prater,
mie to their dinners..
piite
line*inseiims that Death had had them l>\
tin- throat
It might, alter ail. lie worth
our while tn look into tin* eatise
l the loss
"t this tragedy to tin* world: wi should
have been keen enough to unearth the
guilty parly if it had oeeiirrc I The taels
are
lirieily these : in the largest anthracite
coal mine in tin*
.it.,-, the rare of the
engine by which the ears for passeno'ers
are lowered and hoisted is
plaeed in the

eternity

walked ipiiet ly Is

!

hands ol a Scotch-Irishman, an ordinal"
fellow enough. The cable, liceessariiv of
great weight and thickness, passes through
tile roof of a siighflv built shed, under
t tin*
wltieli in- standmorning, ns tin*
titan stood smoking his pipe, his hand
upon tiie lever, his mind v
ery probably bust
with bis dinner, and assuredly not wrought
up to any heroic rapture of resolve, tlie
ascending ear Mouth'd with coalt alone
end id (lie calde broke and fell crashing
into tiie dark shall, to lie shattered into a
thousand fragments, lie knew that in the
next minute tiie cable, released Irnm tiie
strain, would lly hack and fall with crush-

ing weight

"ii

boards of the

'lie

root

it became a source of amusement for him
self and friend-.
Hut the matter soon
lb* the*
gan to wear a serious aspect,
tried to rid him.-Vlf of tile fatal presence
that had fastened itself about him. Year
and year- rolled on. and gray hairs began
to appear about the face and
temple-; <*f
the troubled man. Still the shadow pm
sued and dogged his lootstep-. lie finally
left the city and went to New Y< rk : but
could not hide himself in the metropoii
trom the vigilant search.
lli-e\i aag*
,\n
wa
found him in his hiding place
close upon him everywhere, lb* returin
to Louisville, and <o did Miss Godwi
The affair came to be known to v< ••ybon.
in town.
flic slender form alway-clad in blae!
and the pale, sad face oi' the nt.■ tu.-1;•
woman, came to be -pokeu of cvi u to tin
children in the street- as Turoeknmrtm
ghost." It was developed b\ thete-tinio
that Mi-s Godwin is a woman of mm.
than ordinary cultivation and iiiteU'.gom
She has written several poems, whi !
have been published in some ot the liter
While
ary periodicals of the country
New York, on the track ol Tiimekm.>ih
she was employed upon otm ol the new
papers, and was offered a permanent -it u
>he declined the
lion upon tin* paper.
offer.
While upon the -taml t«■ ~t if \ inn
regard to this fact, she -tated that lie
pursuit in life was not literature, l at
Throckmorton. A large number of wit
1

-■

••

rickety

Death

was

beams

and

absolutely

certain it’he did ttol escape front the slteit.
But if lie took his hand from tin lever,
the descending ear. full of men, must fall
one or two hundred feet.
He itad Imt one
instant to face his death and theirs and to
choose between them. There was a lit>v
in tiie hack of the shed: the man motioned
to hint with ltis head to go out.
Then lie
tightened his hold on the lever. The

loosened cable struck and caught somewhere below against the side of the shall.
Surely Hod meant it should so strike ! It
was the delay of hut a breath of time :
hut it was enough.
The car,grated with
a jar against the
ground far below: its
occupants stepped leisurely out, while the
man who had saved them above, threw
himself from under the shed, just as its
roof, beams, pally and all, crashed down
on tiie spot where lie had been stain, tig.
We do not know the man’s name, t.nd
should scarcely need to publish it if we
did. Fame or reward jar si iinehow against
the deed itself T here is a wholesome
tonic for all of its in the certainty. which
is forced upon us now and then, of the
unknown, unmeasured resources of courage and heroism and tttillinehing integrity
to duty which we possess among vvliat vve
it.
choose to call the mass of the people
is, after all, only when a man reaches the
certainties ot midtile age that he is not
surprised every new day by the knowledge of how admirable a crew lias been
put into the world lor its long voyage:
how many of the women are gracious and
finely natured how mam men respond
promptly to the call ol honesty or duty or
even self-sacrifice because it is the simple
and natural thing for them to do so ,J
We wilt congratulate ourselves, then,
not that his class ran boast one such brave
fellow a this Scotch-Irish engineer, Imt
that, like Kiag Harry over Percy’s grave,
"lias a thousand ctn.'h
vve believe that it
as lie,’’
[N. \ Tribune
I i a\h
a poml
in LonsFloatini
K. I.. Ini a lloating island like those
found in (Jeorgia lake-. It is a quarter of
an acre in extent, and, to put it nautieally,
draws six feet of water. Il has been accumulating for twenty years, and its soil
is so solid that it maintains a thick growth
of trees twenty-live tect high. I’ienies are
held on this island, and romantic lovers
go there. The wind blows il from point
to point in the* pond, sometimes moving it
with considerable velocity. In the neighborhood il is the subject ot many superstitions, one ot them being that sweethearts who vow fidelity upon it will never

dale,

be faithless.

examined,

the object ot whi
prove Mi-s Godw.n a m
Mi-s t .odwin wa- her cif put
maniac.
the stand, and made a lung la! an
which 1 ho following i- an aii-tr.n f
nesses were

has been

to

I wa- 1"» year- of age when I 1... a,.
iu united with Mr. Throckmorton, v i..
me oil cverv occasion mid every opp 1 Hill.!
and being an aivomplidnd man <
il. w1*
!
iri
could ca-ily induce an inexperk n
lieve him and hi- promiand ilir m d. :<
I'ln-u h.
atl'cction- lead ln r to her rum.
a-].,
safety wa- Ii is only eai c. uiid t< -ai nt
of tin* true stale >>t a if air- IV*»m m\ famil\.
trivial ciiviim-tancc. m it ••■It hardly n. o.
noticing, otfcr«*d a pretext for an* < trail1'. m.
iit
a
nr
which ha-culminated hi'*
>'• i.
iin. .;aaileil misery.
At lii -t I mild not b
I v. :
tli a I t. il** ( * w horn 1 had b. u
pr mo
\.
and on w bu had been tin* d'-rot. I
abandon me now licit I mid-on aid
all that w a v a hi ah I.- to a w •mail. 11 I
■•

~

\. at-

lo lvalue i!

'In hr
then l

il.>i T
lit.

I

if.

w

1 rim
a\
h
illation, but
ter i•! the mall I loved.
1 r
made an .•!
of rkliellle to 111- friend-. li< al d
<11
I
.♦Oi- with lh«
lit*.—I h ml a I n
I 11
>••.
idi
in-idled
cveiv in.lie,niln heaped upon m>
a l'.v.Hi.

«•

pro-titute-. degraded in «n.t\ p. d.h
iiin l.-eting-aiwi ♦ laim- totallv
d. I
ni«>
ally comprehended that 1 had liil-d- a
iu-tead of

Story.

I " ii nr lirii' weeks ago an accident
did n<>t nivtir near Scranton IVmt tin*
newspapers mi-sed a -eus.-it intial ltorrei ;
ado/en men, iiisiead id' being hurled into

e.
She don't hear what
been so badly frightened as to cause his
tin in music.'’
The next week eatne a note of thanks death bv merely hearing two verses read.
from Miss Carpenter, enclosing twentv But tlie statement i-, probnblv. untrue,
dollars for Miss .Moore's services. Aunt and made to have an effect on
minds as
i
Martha stared, and thought that some
imbecile
as the
concerned
in the
parties
people must be mail to give a girl thirty
dollars liar just screaming a few hours on matter.
Everybody should have credit
look at them."
a Sunday
‘T'or her part she wished she for all the
good they can do; but the
As Rachel was going away, Jjiiite over- could earn
money half as ea«ilv."
world will never be made much wiser or
this
Miss
interview,
powered by
Oarpeter |
Of course, if Rachel was going to earn 1 better
by such exhibitions of human weakpressed a ten-dollar bill into her hand,
at that rate win she might as well j
money
she
ness.
(ViM MON Sr..nsI-,
might want something lor 1j
saying,
on at the society
However, when |
Christmas, and that was part payment in keep
six months had glided away and no more i
advance.
Ci.aua
chances had come to Rachel. Aunt Martha
l.ouist: KlXLcxnfs Soi.mi.u
“Rachel's nearly crazy, .Jacob: she's!
to
ridicule the whole matter. Lov t;ir. The following conies from a very
got a ten-dollar bill in advance for some began
“What wa> the good of money that came I gracefully written sketch ot the great
singing that she's to do on Christmas. hy tils and starts.1
Thirty dollars was American prima donna, from the pen ot
Money must be plenty with some peo- soon
and a trade was better than a Lucy Hamilton Hooper: A singular and
spent,
was
Aunt
Martha’s
salutation
that
ple!”
profession. A steady amount of wages mournful little romance is connected with
afternoon.
the earlier portion of the fair singer's
was what Rachel needed, and as she liked
Uncle Jacob forgot his pipe and listenbut singing, why dressmaking career.
During the last year of the war.
ed to Rachel’s explanation with open nothing
was as good for her to learn as anything and alter one of the last great battle
the
mouth and eyes.
else.
chaplain of one ot the Massachusetts reg“It’s your chance, Rachel! You must
“l!ut I'll have to give up niv practic- iments was engaged in rendering the last
make the best of it. I'll go down to the
ing. i can't sew and do my house-work services to the dying, when became across
church with you.”
a young lieutenant
and practice two or three hours a day,
lying by the roadside,
"Yes, do; then 1 can get those dresses
urged poor Rachel, in despair, for her and evidently desperately wounded. The
cut. 1 think I’ll put on my best things."
voice was developing, and her execution chaplain proposed to summon medical aid.
“Xo, you will not, Rachel; thoy’ll wear improving.
but the young man declined the offer,
out time enough,” said Aunt Martini,
"Then give up your music," said Aunt saying that he was dying, and that lie
sharply.
Martha, decidedly.
preferred to be left to pass away without
So Rachel started in her shabby shawl,
At this crisis who should walk into the further suffering.
After doing" what he
and having entered the church by a side room one
could to make the sufferer more conttortamorning but Mr. Mason.
door, followed some other people lip a
“1 had such a piece of work to find ble in his last moments, the
chaplain
narrow stair through a dark passage behe said; “Miss Carpenter gave me asked the dying man if he wished to send
you,”
hind the organ, and emerged into a brilyour address, but l lost it, and yesterday any messages to ltis relatives or friends.
liant little gallery, with the organ on one it occurred to me to
apply to your leader." “Xo, he had neither, he was alone in the
side and rows of people in gay dresses on
“Do you want mo?” asked Rachel, put- world.” "Was there no one,” persisted
the other.
the chaplain, “to whom he would like to
ting away her work.
A bald-headed man sitting at the organ
send a word of farewell?” The
“Yes.
You're n 4 engaged, 1 hope."
young
looked at her from head to foot as she
officer hesitated, “l’es,” lie answered,
“()h, no I"
stood before him, at lirst with surprise,
Miss Carpenter is about leaving ns, go- "there is one—Miss Clara Louise Kellogg,
thou thoughtfully. Finally he drew a note
ing to Europe to pursue her studies. 1 the prima donua. She does not know me,
from his pocket, read it, and again in- want
you to take her place. The com- nor have 1 ever met or seen her off the
spected Rachel.
mittee has left the matter in my hands, stage. But she is the one, the only woman
“Are you Miss Moore ?’’
and alter hist. Christmas I know what that 1 ever loved. 1 saw her in opera
Rachel nodded. He pointed to a seat | you ran do. If the
salary mils you, we repeatedly when I was’last in Boston, and
near him, and as she passed him to sit
think it unite a good one, or.e thousand." the effect she produced on me was indown, she felt the suppressed titter that i “Will I have it" said Rachel, hardly stantaneous and ineffaceable. And 1 should
went round the gallery.
die happier did I know that she would one
trusting her ears.
1'iiole Jacob, who had ensconced him- j
“Certainly. You will have consider- day learn that 1 had once existed, and that
self in a front pew below, realized tie
able to do, and if the people demand first
I loved her.” A few brief lines were
penordeal his little niece was undergoing. class
voices, why they ought to pay for cilled by the failing band on a leaf of the
Vet. he fairly hugged himself at this wond- them. That is
my theory. I know 1 don't chaplain’s note book, a single dark curl
rous chance ; and as the
tap on the organ work tor a small salary, and 1 always was severed from the locks already growcalled for attention, he strained his ears look after the
rights of my choir. Well, ing damp with the dews of death, aWord
to catch the tones of the fresh young voice
you'll let me know before Friday if you or two of thanks were faintly spoken, and
he had trained so long and patiently.
like my offer.”
then the dim eyes closed, and the brief
“1 like it very well'
romance and tlc> young soldier had ended
Meanwhile, Rachel at last raised her
“Ihen may l consider you engaged.'
eyes to the tall music rack before her—
together. In due course of time the letter and the loek of hair were
“Yes, indeed."
gazed beyond it down the dimly defined
placed in
Mr. Mason was bowing himself out, Miss Kellogg’s hands, and if the
aisles and rows ot pews, then up to the
spirit of
hat
in
Gothic arches and graceful columns.
hand, when Aunt Martha returned the sender, at the moment of receiving
front
a
What could be more delightful than to
marketing tour, and deposited her them, was hovering near, he had at least
sing in this place; to feel one’s voice great basket on the nearest chair. “And the joy of knowing that, though unknown
ascending and swelling among such re- who might that be?” she asked when to ltis lair lady-love, he had not died unfining influences? Rachel almost belie\- Rachel came in from the door.
wept by her.
ed she could forget sell and the world
“That’s the organist where Miss Carthus singing.
I’he schooner K. A. Baker arrived from
penter sings,'’ said Rachel, determined
The organist broke the spell by hand- that l’licit* Jacob should lie the first to
hanks at New London last week,
George's
ing her the music of the Venite. How hear ot her good fortune.
considerably shattered by a terrific exploit
s
site
I
to
he
want
do
some
then
is,
“Oh,
simple
sion of naphtha on board while on the
thought Rachel;
suppose
you
put her copy on the rack as she saw the singing; another thirty dollars worth.” banks. It occurred on Wednesday while
and
tenor
Rachel
and
took
her
stood
work
with
firm
shutsoprano
the vessel was at anchor. The cabin was
up
doing,
up.
flie notes were four inches above her lips.
torn to pieces, the hatches blown otl', a
A
Not a word she said, but when the stove was
eyes.
large hand readied over from
upset and the hot coals thrown
behind and lowered the rack to a proper street door opened Rachel bounded out ot into one of the bunks,
setting the vessel
level. Rachel turned gratefully and met the room, and a confused sound, mingled on fire, and
there was a lix ely
altogether
the curious stare of a powerful, dark-eyed laughter, crying and kissing, at length tiine, with hard work to save the craft,
basso,
lie bowed, she colored, and the drew Aunt Martha from the machine to from total destruction, it
^vas a singular
the hall. There stood I ncle Jacob in his and tortunate circumstance that no
lirst chord was struck.
person
Rachel kept her eyes on her notes and great coat, crying like a baby, and Rachel on board was injured.
with
the
her
his
with
effort
arms
round
neck, hugging
sang away, overcoming
first hesitation anil the oddity of having him and laughing hysterically.
Hood, on being shown a portrait of
the heavy basso just at her ear. But for
“1 knew' she only w anted a chance,” he himself very unlike the
original, said that
the steady drilling at the society she cried out. “Hurrah! hurrah!”
the artist had perpetrated a false-Hood.
w

suffering caused l>y
Mississippi, the

tin-

crevasses on

It should never lie forgotten that the
following from the Wor- alluvial banks of the Louisiana rivers are
South Compendium, Uxbridge, all in their natural state, more or less subMass., ut the date of April 11th.
ject to inundation. The reclaitnable nllu< >11
Saturday afternoon last, Mrs. L. Hill, Mr>. yian is an|inelmed plane graduallv descendW O. Emmons, Mrs.
Royal Keith and Mrs. s. ing from the river front back until lost in
Kelley, members of the temperance committee the dead level,
popularly known as the
chosen at a meeting held last week, visited the
W ithout exception these river
saloon kept by Lucius Simpson, in East Doug- swamp.
las. tortlie purpose of influencing him to abstain banks, whether of the
Mississippi, Red
trom the traffic in
intoxicating drinks. They River, or at the bayous (subordinate rivers)
had previously sent word of their intended
connected with the parent streams, are
visit, and Mr. Simpson prepared for them by
more fertile than any other
portions of the
sweeping the floor, and otherwise putting the
premises in order, and intimated that he had no State. This ta< t is attested in their primito
tive
their
condition by prodigious growths of
objection
coining. The ladies made
their appearance at about three o'clock and timber,
by luxuriant cane-brakes, by
were politely received.
They told him they had gigantic vines, and
come as friends to talk with him for his’own
tangled vegetation,
good, and urged him to join them in promoting yet even more by the henilieent sign that
the cause of temperance. In reply, Mr. Simpson this interior vegetation, however abun'■eiid he could not promise to do as they asked, dant. seldom
overtops the better products
as he did not believe it was anv worse to >-,*11
ol the soil.
The garden spots ot Louisiliquor than any thing else.
After alluding to the law, Mrs. Hill opened ana (and they are garden spots indeed)
f-he Bible with the remark, "Now let us see include the lauds lying on each side ot the
what <b>d says.** She turned to
Deuteronomy Lower Mississippi, commencing on the
>: l'h -0. and read the
following passage*: east side, some forty miles below New
"And it eame to pass, when he heareth tin( trleans, ami xtcmliii" about one
hundred
words ot tlii> curse, that he bless himself in bis
heart, saying, I shall have peace, though 1 walk and titty miles, until the high lands arc
in the imagination of mine heart, to add drunk- readied at Raton Rouge, t hi the west side
enness to thirst.
The Lord will not spare him. tile belt ol rich land continues in an unbut then tho anger of the Lord and his jealousy broken level
through the entire heart of
"ball smoke against that man. and all I lie emse‘>
the state, until it reaches the Arkansas
that are w ritten in this book shall lie upon him,
The laud on both sides of the river,
and the Lord -hall blot out bis name from under line
for agricultural purposes varies in availheaven.**
Din ing tlie reading of these prophetic word-,
aide extent ot surtaee trom one to two
Mr. Simpson stood listening intently and at He
miles, and then, as we hat e alreadv
sugclose appeared to he strangely ailected. litsinks into or becomes lost in tinstepped tremblingly behind tlie bar and moist- gested.
ened his forehead with water, at the same time swamp.
I he "levee
muttering, "|Yott do wrong; yon do wrong."
system.' sci called, was
e

1"

Now I feel quite relieved, lie
prompt at rehearsal to-night, and—well,
you'll get along. Don’t mind the chorus
choir. They are young people of means,
who volunteer their services for tho sake
of the instruction. They are what we
professionals call stuck-up, but von needn't

Levees.

following taken from a earefullv written account of the Louisiana levees which
appears in the New York Times, is of interest :

Also (lie

your
The words ••() Thou that Tel lest” were
forget the choir and the congregation ! tin- US' an invocation nor did the
girl again
organist will follow yon. ami you'll be1 taller. 1 lie
sturdy ligure stood iitun. and
aire to make an Impression.”
the rich voice swelled' and diminished and
l’oor Rachel
I his sounded like line
held the sustained note as if incapable ot
satire.
However. Miss Carpenter had
latigue. amt when it wa finished llaehel
opened a Steinway (Irand. and was play sat down and trembled at her own tri22-2 t-2'-2b.
ing the accompaniment with a strong clear
rhe sen ice was o\er too soon
touch Rachel sang, at lirst slightly tremu- umph.
The foregoing passages arc of tlie same
for her.
The past week with its culmilous afterward- thoroughly' alive to the
l;..
nating triumph was like another -tate of authority as tho-e named m Dent.
of
her
liest.
Fnele
.laenb
necessity
doing
existence. The going back to the old
and are just a-much “what God sa\~,"
must not be disgraced by Ids one pupil
round made tile old life harder than ever.
It was an unfortunate
•JSravo
cried Mi-s Carpenter. It will She knew this a- she f-lt the organ
tiling lor that Mr
gal
do. What a purestvle! Just what M
lory Christmas night, and took Cnele Simpson that he was not bettor posted in
Mason admires. You have a good teacher. Jacob's arm in the showy street
what is said in the Bible. If ho had been,
Then your voice
How old a; e you ?”
J
I he
"Uacliie, you've done well to-day.
could have easily lound from “what
“Kighteen.”
w isli Aunt, Martha could have heard von
“Why, my dear child, your fortune is lie sighed at the conviction of the absur- l iod says," sufficient justification ]>n .bablx.
in your throat ! Your tones are so even
lor what he had done.
dity of this fancy.
I have to manage to
now mine van.
“Keen if she had. I nele Jacob, it would
II not, lie would not, very likely, have
produce effect, tint you. you need onlv make no diilercin

sing.

Louisiana

view ot the

Ill

Gho-.t.

[Curreapoudcuce of the Cinchona; *..1 -:»*t11
Lolisvlli.k, Kv.. April 1:1. A proceed
ing on ;l writ <h iunatico inquirciido has
occupied the attention of the Louisville
C hancery Court for a few day s put wlh
has developed the secret history ot tv.
individuals living in this city, the c'ian ;
tie uud sensational details ot rvid; h hay.
hardly a parallel. The proceeding yy
insituated by May John Throekmorto'
son of the proi»rietor of the old Gal.
House, of a.well-known and respeita!'
family, against Miss Ellen Lode in.
maiden now about
years oI age. vvh
has lived here all her life and is also iv
speetably connected, .Maj. Throckmort"
is a bachelor,
nearly 50 years 1 f age and
lias alyvays been
regarded as what :
known as a thorough man of the worn I.
alyvays to be found at one of tin- lashiouable clubs. More than twenty-one yearago Throckmorton first met Miss Godwin
as a
young, innocent, and beautiful school
girl, and became enamored of her II;ftiends claim that he visited her but a few
times, and that their acquaintance never
ripened into intimacy. On the contrary,
it is asserted by Miss Godyvin and her
friends that Throckmorton deceived idvictim under promise ol marriage. It
known, however tha* Throckmorton abandoned the young lady, and then began tie
strange drama. Mi— Godwin formed .1
desperate resolution to avenge her yvr inyr.
and pursued her purpose with a persi-ten
cy that will challenge credence, and tie
recital ot which reminds one of the siatt
ling situatioi brought out in tin- -cn-i
tional novel.
When Throckmorton left Ins hotel one
morning, over twenty years ago, lie <licovered his fair victim following close i:*
the rear; anil through all the long year
\
-iiiee she has slutdowed his footstept\r-t he tolerated the matter as a joke, and

a

man.

The-e

\car-

Weiv

..

w

.a

i. am *>i h... pm.
misery, uuhroUeii '»n ..m
My loVC had heeil too deep r«» he uproot, i

Ir took \cars f.»r urn lo gel ..wr il -\ ir- nn
I cannot rci all nn ithoiit a -Imdd.
and w hi. h i
pas-over as hrk’tly a- po--il»ie. Winn I aw.-i,
from tlii-terrible ili-eam I -aw that my hi. nn
a nvreek and a NSa-te.
M\ tvouhle -e.m. d
have separated nn- from th.- r«
..? the hum
familv
I could not form other h.
M ;I
to another mail would haN e man me a
The
fraud.
unheeded my

who had wrought m*. rti
tiering.-. and -eenie.l nn;.Then-wa- no legal ivdiv--l--r m.>y are.
less I made a public reeoid ol m\ -tiaine in
man
su

courts.

I deliberate!} planned alld <lt*IiI• :«!I■ 1
a
rifl out my purpose: to be a perpetual -lia km
in his path; to keep ever before itim a 11\ ii,
monument oft lie ruin he had wrought.
I
a
sidered the only debt l owed to mv taiuii\ hi.'
my own wrongs were greater than ;hnr rightI did not e»insider the w-.rld, luu I in 1 i*
world is generally not verv mueh -Imeki-d w !,
a
libertine is killed, though I cannot
u.
dei-.
I believe that I have done the omimi
no harm, and that I know I hav
dou«- rhino wrong, but on the eontrary. I have d.,n>
right. I have not been impelled t> niv »•«nu
hv an irresistible force.
I could hav e'de-i-i
at any time,
1 neglected no dune- at my h
or to
friends,
1
and
believe that .1 M
my
Throekniorton had at any time shown anv in.,
n.animit v. any remorse for hi- eoiidiiet. if w >t
have -oftened my re-entmen;, and | w >uld hav.
« e-,i-ted;
but hi- course strength-m* d mv
so!ve. Ii w a- *ue of uuilorm bni aiitv. !
times i have been dragged h r«.»».- the j„,;
court through hi- iti-trutnema in. N » w-m
it
Iiil<l in the whole tvventv \ears saw in m\
behavior anything that eoiild 1».
>n-tru. .1 ini,,
li-ordei exapt oil tv\o dil!'er>n:
will'll 1 was gro-.-lv ill.-ulted by I. a.I
I.
1 resented
1 did i,
through his intlm-n, •
de-ire to publish mv w rotig' -r coiif
I have been silent rw.n
sliame to the world
years, never -avmg me word ev. n in
tense; but when mv iiherlv is in jeopardv
my motives assailed, l believe it io l>« mv
to mvsfit and to the community t>> rev
whole truth, however loathsome. I
that I hav e done tin I’utmiii
Mr. Throckmorton no wrong hut i:' a i.
able court thinks different)}. and believ .• th.' 1
ought to pursue this course no longer. | m
read} to obey. In fact, under wise comis.I
liavc already resolved to -par. myself the taof further punishing him and will leave h!
in the future to an indignant world's and a
(iod's vengeance.
L'IIK(X KM< >K ruN‘> ST< *in
■

..

Throckmorton testified substantially
follows:
Have known Ellen Godwin since 1nV_». 1
made her acquaintance at her mother’s hoiist
at a frolic.
31 r. Wible and some oMier friendailed there twice more to sewere with me.
ller sister, now 3Irs. M« (iinals. N«-\«-r visited
sin* showed such likim. lor n,
Miss Ellen,
t 1 was disgusted.
I never made love t
In nor was more than civil t»» her. Wasmw.
engaged to marry her. and never seduced !,.
Never paid her any particular attention of m
kind. A year or two aft; r 1 became acquaint
ed with her she treated me with great rudenc
at a fair at the Odd Fellow's Hall,
sic- ,-:iu,
up to me when I was promt nadinir with Ml
Harding, whom 1 had met that nignt fort I
tirst time, and had just been intvodiiecd to, :ti.
rudely pulled her otf my arm, alarmin' i.■
i won:
very inueli and making quite a scene,
never notice her after that, am 1 -he eomim m
1
on
the
street.
me
t«» follow
pointed her -m
to my friends and showed them I «• *»* 1«i nml.
her take any direction hy g«»ing in it inv-eli
At tirst that amused me, but w hen he pr-r-.--t
ed in it I became annoyed and tri. d to imbiWhenever l would
ber to desist.
appro i.
her site wouhl retreat. I tried to frighten b.
otf, but never threw stone- or otht
mi-Mb
her. I never struck her or attempted t«> -ml..
her*and ► uever instigated or call ed her to I.
persecuted. I caught her one evening on tb.
street, when she tried to escape in oi alb-,
and told her I was going to kill her. ami b
said, “Kiss me tirst.” 1 did not draw a Unit,
pistol on her. 1 could never understand wire
n.
she wanted, or why she dogged niv -u p-.
i. Lour-. :m-i
followed me to New York and
kind-of
weathei
mall
when
niv
steps
dogged
ever 1 went.
During the war while ! w -,
dow n South, I w as rid of her. sp(. -truck in.with a iro/cn rabbit, t li
he:ul
the
once over
I did sometimes
pu -h he;
given her no cause.
oil from me roughly, and .»mwhen 1 erahb,
sin
aifil
fell, some person-; thought
at her hair
I had knocked, her down, hut l did not h it
1 was thirty-tivo when 1 tirst knew h.
her.
She was a grow n young ladv.
1 eon ill never understand how -he would lm.i
out my whereabouts so soon.
A- -oon ■
would arrive at a place she would be then
have seen her run after the buggv ami -m.
ears in which l was
riding. 1 tried to eompn
mise with her, but she would never tell n.
what she wanted except to see me.
agreed to visit her once a week and sii on ill.
poreli for her to see me. but refu-ed to m.
the house as I did not want scandal. Alb
little time she commenced follow ing me again.
1

Worldly faces never look so worldly as
at a funeral.
They have the same effect
ot grating incongruity as the sound of a
coarse

of

breaking the
[tleorge Eliot.

voice

night,

solemn silence

A mail

writing poetically of

tin*

w

eatln

says; “The backbone of winter is broken,
blit its tail wags yet occasionally."

The

Hamnet

Horror.

The

Arkansas

Troubles.
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hundred and seventy-live pounds,
big round bull-dog head, rather broad
nose, low forehead and small eyes:
liis face is large, red, and appears puffed
up by drink, and bears every evidence that
In' has been spreeing for a day or two past,
lb- said lie was a native of Stuttgart, Wurtenlmrg, and came to this country about a
year ago, and first worked as a Farm hand
with Peter Ramsey, at Brooklyn, N. V. It
was no use, he said, to conceal the fact
that he committed the murder, lie said lie
left Hamnet's dwelling just before supper
on the
night of the murder, and went directly to the village of Homestead: he
frank two glasses ot beer m a saloon by
tile wayside, which is all the beverage he
t at that
night After (putting the saloon
in went to a grocery store, where lie got
me cigars, al-o some
candy for the llamuet children,
lie then told the following
story to the press reporters through an

one

has
flat

a

interpreter:
i III

IN It

"|.

-N.

1 wi- leal
ing it ramr nit-1 nn
head that 1 luu-t have llamnof money i
thought ]u- liatl a great ileal of money in
ihe hulls,•, aiul as l felt so
t|iteer in my
boa,I j thought 1 must
get it. 1 went >11
reetly t.• the house, hut don't know how 1
got there 1 suppose 1 must have heeit out
l nn mind.
Alter getting into the house
I found Mr and Mrs. llamnet had not
ilii'l

a-

uuie home.
It occurred to me that to get
the money 1 must kill the children 1 found
an axe in the kitehen.
and taking that
m ith me i went
up into the room o\ei the
kitehen where Kobert smith and my sell
-lept tlie bed was in one corner ol the
room, and I saw that Kobert was sleeping
-nindlv with his face turned toward me.
i took a position at the front of the bed
ul with one blow killed the boy ; he never
iiiovi'.I
I can't :;ay how it was that tin
boy throat was out; 1 may have struck
him twice, but he never groaned

■

Kit.UNi;

i hi: si.'i i ii'

Alter the boy was dead I went into the
adjoining room where Ida and little Emmie
were sleeping.
There were two beds in

the mom, one, in a corner, and the other,
the one occupied by the children, in the
outre Hoth of the little girl' were sleeping. 1 crept over cautiously to where they
slumbered, and 1 dealt Ida a fearful blow

which silenced her forever. She never
moved a muscle : she was dead in a minute
1 then raised the axe and struck at Emmie
'lie uttered a cry and i hit Iter the second
time She did not groan again. After this
i went down stairs and took a position
ist inside tin door of the room adjoining
tin kiteh a and waited for Mr and Mrs
(iod knows my
llamnet to come home
leelings when concealed here. 1 was desperate now and thirsted for more blood
liter waiting along time 1 heard the footsteps of the couple coming up the law n
they came nearer and nearer, anil 1 clutched nty axe handle tight : at la'i they i
were

here.

merlu- it

Mr. llamnet

<>i

mi

'ii.i'

roi.K>

mounted

provided with horses from
plundered stables at i’ine Bluff. They

one

shots

hurt. Stray pistol and gun
beared at all hours of the night.

was

were

A ’.lumber of

prominent

democrats have

jusi issued : n address-to the people, in
which they say that after a personal consultation with Brooks, they confidently
assure the citizens of the State of Iiis lidelity to his platform ot lXTc*; that the charge
tiiat lie had bartered principle lor office is
utterly groundless; that lie will not defraud the people oi their votes at the fall
elections, and that a majority of the legislature have privately declared that they
will not meet at Baxter's call. They appeal to the people rot to he deluded into
a movement
looking to Iiis ejection by
force, which would result in ruin to themselves and disaster to the State.
They
ask of the people for him a fair trial and
that
all
will
he
and
well,
they say
they declare that lie wa- truly elected and is Governor.

into the room first
I Hm .11 nulls ARRESTED.
1 tvas standing so that lie could not see
Si l.ni is. May 4
A«special iroin Little
me. and 1 struck him from behind, using
Rock says l hat the .fudges Searle and Benilie same axe, and lie fell to the floor. Mrs
llamnet then came rushing into tin- room, nett ot' tlie Supreme Court were arrested
ami a-she passed through the door 1 struck last night on the arrival of the Memphis
her,but did not kill her. She shrieked once train at Arkenta, opposite Little Bock, by
Captain Williams, acting under orders of
or twice. “Oh, God, John,'’ and then I
'truck a second bloM\ which killed her (iov. Baxter, l'he judges refused to lie
instantly.
Mrs llamnet and baby Mere arrested without proper authority, wherethe only ones I struck twice, the others upon (.’apt. Williams made a signal, and
Mere killed with one bloM
I used the a band ot armed men entered the ear with
.\i
all the time. 1 committed the deed cocked revolvers and Searle and Bennett
it ere
forcibly taken from the train, and up
to get Mi llamnet's
money
b the time this despatch was written,
they
TIIE IKJOT1.
had not been heard of in I title Rock. The
1 searched Mr. llamnet's pockets and
('curt
was
to
in
convene
Little
htaiiied his pocket-book: it contained Supreme
Rock to-day. .fudge Stephenson, also ot
nly til teen dollars in paper money. 1 the Supreme Court, was on the train, but
sound Mrs llamnet’s pocket-book in the
it seems tlint his presence was not known,
■•ewing machine. There M-as only titty else lie. too, would have been arrested.
cents in it.
1 looked over the house, but
Tii affair created great excitement in
all tin- money I got Mas fifteen dollars,
Brooks' camp, and serious trouble is ap■

ditlu children, and always bought them
When 1 went to Homestead the
candy
1
\ Smith and 1 M'ere
good friend', and l
a.
1 did
ways liked Mr. and Mrs. llamnet
not lire the house, and it was not a part
-f my plan to cover up the murder
When
searching the house I put an oil lamp in
the sitting-room, and n hen rushing au ay
from the building it was overturue I.
I
thought it M'ould go out. I did not think
the house M’ould burn
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Shocking Affair ill Stetson.
Tin-

Bangor Whig

particulars
zen

lias the

ot tin* murder of an

of Stetso !,

in Penobscot

following
aged citi-

county, by

his insane son—

about eight o'clock
the wife ot Mr. Silas Davis ot Stetson
happened to look out of the window of
their house, when she saw her husband
lying n the ground in tlie door-yard and
'MIf MtliDEltElfs 1>. APE.
his son, .fames P. Davis, standing over
A--.soon as 1 left the building 1 proceed- him,
brandishing an axe. Site ran cut as
ed at once to the railroad and walked diquickD as possble, but only in time to find
rect to Pittsburg.
1 stopped at several Mr. Davis dead, his head
terribly mangled
places, but don’t know the name of the and the top of the skull cut completely
places. I came over to Pittsburg and M’ent off through the ears and just above the
in see my friend Baler, on Pennsylvania
eye.—the effect of blows administered
I don’t know locations with the dull a\e in the hands of his son.
treet. I think.
was in
well.
1
never
more
very
Pittsburg
She was of course horror-struck, and in
than three limes
After leaving Baler’s I i tear ot iter own life, but her son offered
crossed over to Alleghany ('ity.
1 crossed hei no \ iolenee, and
standing quietly by,
;
covered bridge and went to several
alternately looked at his bloody work and
1
breweries to get work.
purchased a new examined the instrument by which it had
mi of clothes yesterday morning and tinbeen accomplished with as much indifferil .v was arrested.
It has been ascertained ence as it it had been an ox or a
sheep he
that the parents ot Ortwein, who live in had killed,
lie seemed to l'eel little or no
Stuttgart, are well off. During tiie Fraitco- concern about the crime he had committed
l'l t.ssian M ar he was dratted and deserted and talked but little.
He remained about
and came to this country.
the house until the arrival of some neighft NEE\I OI TUI VICTIMS.
bors who took him into custody and removed him to Stetson village. The murt me of the
of
this
acts
dreadful
closing
dered man was about 73 years of ago and
t agedy took place this afternoon, the eonwas much respected in town where he had
the
to
igmng
graves of the remains of
His son, who has thus hurthe murdered family. There were tuo long resided.
coffins, the largest nf which held the re- ried him out ot the world, is about 30 years
Some time ago he was regarded as
mains of Mi. ami Mrs llamnet and the old.
two children, Ida and Emmie—in another being unsound in mind, and lie was sent
and smaller coffin the boy Robbie Smith to the Insane Hospital at Augusta, but was
these horrible objects M ere kept ( nclosed returned by the authorities there as a sane
until after the ceremonies were concluded man. The neighbors say that his father
The edifice was tilled to had expressed fears of violence at his
in the church.
but
of the sort is positively
overflowing with anguish-stricken men hands, to nothing
have occurred. A daughter of
and women, M’ho in a great measure M’ere known
the murdered man says that her brother
n<
iglibors of the murdered family.
James lias threatened her lile, and once
Miss Curtis, one of the school committee even drove her o*t of the house after
ni Searsport, gives notice that no teacher
chasing her, axe in hand, declaring he
need apply for a certificate who uses either would split her head, from all these cirtobacco or intoxicating liquor The Pro- cumstance it appears that James has been
gressive Age doubts it the Revised Stat- and is still insane, and this fearful occurrence is a lesson which should be a warnutes will bear her out, whereupon she
ing to relatives of persons of unsound
replies giving as chapter and verse, R. S
Chap 11, See. 04 If the same regulation mind to keep them under proper restraint.
had been made by a committee of the
Appearances indicate that the murderer
other sex, we wonder if the Age would approached his father from behind, and
have taken any notice of it whatever, or tolled him by a blow upon the back ot the
if the same slurring tone would have been head, finishing the bloody work after his
adopted as in this ease. It is refreshing victim lay stunned and prostrate on the
Mrs. Davis heard no outcry,
to note the vigor and persistency with
ground.
which a palter, oddly named Progress ice, and it is evident that the crime was comholds back on the question ot almost every mitted quietly as well as quickly.
As soon as the people in the vicinity had
It is ably assisted by thi Brunsreform.
wick Telegraph, and the honest independ- heard the news of the terrible tragedy
ence ot these
papers is beyond question, they docked to the place in crowds. After
they are both greatly exercised of late the murderer's arrival at the village he
" as taken before Trial Justice John
over the election of women upon school
RogWhat will they do when ers, on complaint made by Charles E.
committees.
ll Hammons, to which he pleaded not guilty.
women vote as well as hold office?
almost make one impatient to have the After the examination of witnesses, the
Justice ordered that Davis be committed
nine come, for the fun of seeing what they
to the jail in Bangor to await trial, and
will do about it! [Portland Transcript.
Deputy Sheriff Henry W. Damon brought
An Knui.isii I.kiht-IIoi si: in Daniiij:. him to this city, arriving at half past ten
Tlie Western Morning News received bv o'clock Saturday night.
sub-marine cable from Seilly a descripDavis is of medium height, compactly
tion of the terrible predicament of the built, has dark or black hair and mouslight-house keepers at Bishop’s Rock dur- tache, and not an unpreposossing counteing the hurricane of April 11, the violence nance. He talks freely when interviewed,
of which is described as being fearful in sometimes wildly, and then with a pointthe extreme. Tlie Bishop's Rock light- ednoss that almost inspires one with the
house is erected on a rock beyond the belief that he is sane.
Seilly Islands, far out in the Atlantic. It
was struck
IIis name was Delaney, a
by enormous waves in quick
lusty, hearty
succession, each causing a noise like tlie chap of twenty, who was hired last summer
of
the
masand
discharge cannon,
making
by the good elders of the Tyringham famsive stone building to rock to and fro.
ily of Shakers to assist in farm work, and
i hie fearful sea broke the
lens
in
the extent of the ruin he wrought cannot
great
several pieces, and another smashed the
yet be told. He had not been long at
ot
the
spare light, while sand work when it was suspected that tint girls
cylinders
from the bottom, thirty fathoms deep, was were
manifesting a fondness for him not
found heaped upon the Light-house gallon
under Shaker rules, so one night
proper
consider
that
The keepers
they and tlie Elder Battles demanded a n unexpected adlight-house had a narrow escape.
mittance to Mr. Delaney's room. There he
found one of the young sisters hidden
on Saturday night Mr. Samuel l„ Allen, an
under his bed and he was promptly disold mid esteemed citizen of Rath, attempted
of the sisters
suiehle bv cutting his throat with a razor. The charged. Since then three
gasli made was a frightful one, the blade laying have become mothers, one of them, it is
bare, without severing, the carotid artery, and said, bearing a pair of bouncing twins. Of
it is tbought that Mr. Allen may recover. He course
they have all been dismissed from
bad been suffering for some time with erysipe- the
society and Delaney has gone to Michlas in the head, and the malady had doubtless
affected the brain. Mr. Allen was and lias been igan. The elders are now suspicious or
for many years, an oversew of the poor.
everything feminine on the premises.

Saturday morning

A*~Iu sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
which tiie paper is scut.

heart rending accounts ot whose inundation have been read witli so much pit\ the
country over, is suffering from a still
greater calamity, in the lamentable ignorance that pervades its population.
The
annual report of the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction of the State of Louis-

I

iana, an'epitome of which is published in
a
Chicago paper, tarnishes a startling
illustration of the sad results of maladIt
in that commonwealth
shows that the entire revenues front till
ministration

educational
purposes, is
scarcely sufficient to pay the current expenses ot schools tor one-fourth of the
children in the State for six months of the
In this estimate no provision is
year.
made tor building school houses, the purchase of school sites, or school apparatus.
for

sources,

With the exception of a few buildings in
New Orleans, and one or two of the older
towns, there are no school-houses in the
State that are

children

worthy of the

The

name

many of the parishes have
been taught under trees, and in sheds having neither doors nor windows. Nearly
one-half of the entire population over six
in

years ot age
of

upward

are

illiterates.

port dispelling in

There

50,000 white persons

over

are

ten

years of age who can neither read nor
write. Nearly 100,000 voters in tiiis State,

whose entire population is less than 80b,000, are in the same condition of utter
ignorance.
The superintendent says that the absence of official integrity is alarming; that.

“notwithstanding the exercise of the greatest vigilance and careful inquiry as to the
character and antecedents, bad men have

degree

a

that

glooi-

lie

explains that the coal commissici,
which made enquiries in regard to En;land’s supply, never said that the amoint
was nearly exhausted.
It merely gao
a calculation that, if the
population iicreased to such an extent tliat eaclupO
son could scarcely find
standing roon,
then the coal supply would be reduced o
something like a hundred years. Wih
this pleasing extenuation of the terribe
the cheerful statistician pr«ceeds to point out quite unlimited supplies
of both coal and iron within English limits
There is an untouched mass of coal e
tending from near Maspeon on the norh

prediction,

to the Tees on the

south,

and also time

miles out into the German ocean, whichit
is now proposed to open up. There s,
besides, a reasonable probability that a
great coal field exists around the knovu
coal mines ot Nottinghamshire ; also tie
fields ot South Staffordshire and vioiniy
will yet produce from fifty to a hundrtd
years before exhaustion. From observations, Mr. Hunt concludes that the estmates, of the depth at which mines ootid
be worked

Doubly Flooded.
The unfortunate- state of Louisiana, the

■

came

l'he silver money 1 spent 1 brought with
in- from Germany. and did not
get jt from
tiie house.
1 never had any ill feeling
to wards the Ilamnets
1 always liked the

Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
of length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25
cents for each subsequent Insertion. A fraction of a
square charged as a lull one.

u ere armed with
Springlield and Enlield
ritles and heavy shot guns. The village,
of New Cascony consists of one store and
three or four dwellings, situated about If)
miles below l’ine Bluff, on the left bank
of the Arkansas river. The Brooks men
numbered about one hundred, commanded
by Capts. Murphy and Vondesande. They
were poorly armed and had bird shot for
ammunition. Col. White surrounded the
store which they occupied, and opened the
engagement with a volley of bullets. The
Brooks men returned the tire, but were
soon overpowered and taken prisoners,
)n tlie Brooks side there were ten negroes,
Of Baxter’s
billed and twenty wounded
lorees halt of whom were whites, three
were (tilled an.t seven wounded.
Se\ eral horses were killed and wounded,
i
apt. \ ondorsau.fe was dangerously
wounded, lie hail been a colonel in the
federal armv. Most of the defeated warriors. having been disarmed were released.
White
boat then embarked on a steamlast
| I •■•at and arrived at Bine Bluff latewere
night
Murphy and Vondersands
brought along a-prisoners. The wounded
were left at New (iasoonv. and to-day
Nli.-nfl Vaught of Jefforson County, sent
two surgeons to flip village, to attend
them.

no

ASM? OK BELFAST FOR 1LVLK A CKNTURY.

despondency

SIMPSON.j

men

I'll.' Gazette remarks editorially, that
the war is opened and will extend throughout the State, unless the President takes
pee.ly action in the matter. If Brooks
and Baxter tight, a tew more King Whites
would settle the present trouble. It is
rumored that Baxter is much annoy ed at
this proceeding by White and that he and
his generals do not seem to agree. Churchill. doubtless because of Iiis recent experience. thinks that the policy’ of making
arrests on either side is nonsense, and
Governor Baxter is. of the same opinion.
Bloeher, who commands this post, wants
to anvst all who sympathize with Brooks.
Late last night several Baxter men advanced towards Brooks' line, and tired
pistol shots at iiis advanced pickets, hut

England'! Coal Supply.
Tlio tit of

which I-luglaU
THURSDAY, MAY 7. 1874.
had, a year or two ago. over the poss;l.e
failure of her coal beds, will be remcEPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING !
bered. The greatest apprehensions wee
—BY—
expressed about their continuance. Aid
WILLIAM II.
what
would England be without coal aid
EDITOR and proprietor.
iron ? Mr. limit, the chief collector f
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
statistics, has conic to the front with a im$3.00.

Nnv Yoke, -Mayo. The murderer ol
the disputants lor the possession oi' the
the Hamnet family was arrested on Friday state
got eminent have at last shed a little
night in Alleghany City, Pa. The Herald blood. Col. King White has the credit of
special from Pittsburg of Saturday eives !
the following confession of IT nest Ortwi in doing, in behalf of Baxter, whatever of
the murderer of the llamuet family : The the heroic pertains to the occasion. We
fiend who murdered a family of five, lor
quote from the dispatches—
Sid, is about five feet eight inches in
Col. King White's agressivc force was
height, heavily built, and would weigh composed
ot ,’>00 foot soldiers and forty
lie

in

Belgium

are

too small.

at 1,000

One is worfcid

feet, and he Ijnieved

it could be worked at 6,000 feet,

il

was

to suppose that the temperature
increased toward the center of lie earth,
the increase was in a diminisliug ratio.
As regards the manufacture et iron, the
an error

consumption
diminished.

of coal was

But

with

gradtally being
all

this

forced

cheerfulness, tiie prospects for England's
coal supply one hundred years hence
would yet seem to lie a matter of the
grayest importance and solicitui c
| From the- I’rog. Age. May 1 |
Tlu* woman's temperance movement in this
city, though not causing so much noise as in
some other places is nevertheless nuking some*
progress. Within the* past week, as we are
happy to record, one cjuite notable* convert has
been made; no less than the* editor of the
Republican Journal. He has, as hk last paper
indicates, taken a new departure; has signed
their pledge which forbids the drinking even of
cider, which pledge in* considers none too
strong for him. Hereafte r the cut of that offensive eider press will no longer dktigure his
columns, nor will he utter any more laments
over deserted orchards, or condole vith farmers over the outlawing of that innocent beverage, cide r. He enters upon his new course
with zeal, and even upbraids us, an old, original Washingtonian temperance man for our
lukewarmness in the cause. Hut that is apt to
he* the way with now converts.
They are so
sweet and gushing, that they have nc liking for
the older brethren who are less demonstrative.
It i" sometimes said to be a had sign to see a
new convert overzealous and intolerant, and
commenting on the alleged failings of other
brethren, and that such are prone to backslide.
Hut we are charitable and can easily overlook
anything he says about us. provided lib conversion proves thorough and complete.
The above is supposed to be the com-

which oui' neighbor deems to be
fair anil just upon a recent article in this
paper, in which the blunders of the Age
ments

in respect to the ladies temperance movewere pointed out.
The "alleged
lading’' of the Age which we commented
ment

secured

responsible positions in our school on was its failure to tell the truth—and the
boards;” that “this is to be deeply regret- article which we copy above is proof that
ted because of the difficulty in bringing tiie
failing lias become hopelessly chronic.
offenders to justice;” that up to the present
Whether the editor of this paper has or
time, every effort to punish offenders “has has not signed the ladies temperance
resulted only in designating crimes and pledge can lie of little interest to the pub-

criminals.” There arc five division superintendents, amt their reports are mmteneu
with the same mournful refrain. It stated

lic. Hut since an affirmative assertion has
it
ti*1
ttmv
wfll
been publicly
stated that he has not signed that pledge—

that a donation of §1,240,000 made a lew
years since for the education of the children
in the Sixth division, lias been diverted
from the purpose for which it was donated,
and a large portion of it squandered or

that he never signed any pledge of the
kind, and in all probability never will,
since no occasion exists tor it
In what the Age says of another, there
may be a wide divergence from the tacts,
as we have seen.
In what its editor says
of himself there is possibly a grain of

expended in unlawful designs.
Fifth

district “an

immense

In the
fund was

in 1871 and 1872;” it “was truth. He speaks of the conductor of that
anil the records kept very paper as “an old, original Washingtonian
used,
lavishly
imperfect.” The superintendent of the temperance man. N'ot a follower of that
Fourth division states that “although he school in modern times, but an original
had expected to find many irregularities Washingtonian. What were they P Quoting
in the proceedings of the different parish from an article on the history ol the order,
boards in his division, yet he was in no we find that “the Washingtonian moveway prepared to meet such a demoralized, ment wasoriginated by seven hard drinkers
corrupt, and inefficient class of men as lie who occasionally met in a tavern in lialtifound composing the retiring boards. From more, and then and there resolved that
tlio Third division comes the report “that they would drink no more.”
in a number of the parishes great frauds,
And the editor of the Age was one of

squandered

1! V AN OLDS KTT LEU.

£1812-18.)
Since the publication of our last chapter
it has been suggested that a description ol'
ClIAl’TEli X.

the forms and ceremonies su funeral occasions at the period of which wc arc now
treating would be acceptable. It was before the day of rosewood, black-walnut
and mettalic caskets, or of hearses, 'flic
collin was usually of pine, stained black,
and a bier was the vehicle on which it
was carried to the grave.
At the funeral
of an adult there was a gathering of almost the entire adult population in the
neighborhood. The religious services at
the house ot the deceased consisted of selections from the Scriptures and prayer;
on rare occasions there was singing and a
brief discourse. Those services completed, the coffin was taken from the house,
placed on the bier, and a pall thrown over
it. The relatives of the deceased were then
escorted by the master ot ceremonies, hat
in hand, to their positions in rear ot the
bier; until within a tew' years ot this time
the master wore a sword and a cocked hat
such as were worn by military men in the
days of the Revolution. Next after the
relatives followed the friends and neighbors of the deceased, two and two; usually

long procession.
At a signal from the master, always
given by the waving of a white handker-

a

chief, four ot the bearers, there wore always eight of them, took the bier on their
shoulders, the other four taking their positions in front in readiness to relieve the
four bearing the bier should they become
weary under their burthen; the pall-bearers, there were usually six, walked by the
side of the bier, three on each side, taking
hold of the hern ot the pall. Arrived at
the grave-yard the coffin was deposited in
the grave, a feu shovels-full of earth were
thrown upon it—there was none of the
modern filigree parade then about “dust
to dust, ashes to ashes" <Sre.—the bereaved
husband, or father, in other cases the offi-

ciating clergyman, expressed

to the bear-

and pall-bearers thanks lor the kindly
service they had rendered, and the proers

hope

is there tor Louisiana ?

Her
legitimate State government is overthrown
through fraud and carpet-bag rule sustained by federal bayonets. Iler people are
enslaved politically, and plundered mercilessly, while their appeals to the general

ing liquors on any occasion was awakened, and then this came to be looked upon
as “a custom more honored in the breach
In these days it
than the observance.”
would he so in oonllict with the conventionalities of society that it would hardly
hot us not ho too harsh in
he tolerated,
condemnation of our lathers in this particular In the days when it was regarded
right, almost, a religious duty, to drink
(“standing and in silence,” to the “Memory
ot Washington” and of the “Heroes of the
Involution.” it was hut another phase of
the same sentiment to drink to the memory
At
of the departed friend and neighbor.
the funeral ot a small child no bier was
used, and there were no pall-bearers. A
white handkerchief was tied around each
end of the little cotlin and it was carried
to the grave by four boys, a few years
older than the deceased, two walking on
each side, each taking hold of one side of
the handkerchiefs.
It became apparent early in this year.
1812, that a war with Great Britain was
inevitable. On the fourth day of April
Congress laid an embargo lor ninety days
“on all vessels in the harbors of the United
States”; this was followed by a declaration on the eighteenth of June following
that “war exists between Great Britain
and the United States.” Intelligence of
the event reached here by due course of
mail on the same day that the frame of
the house now occupied by Hon. It. C.
Johnson was raised. The blow was not
unanticipated, bin it fell with stunning
effect on the good people here. A panic
almost every
and the opinion freely expressed that it would soon become necessary for all living on the coast
of Maine to abandon their possessions and
remove beyond reach of the enemy. Taking into consideration the fact that the
prosperity ot the place was so entirely dependent uu navigation and commerce it is
not strange that the prospect for the im-

pervaded
possible

the

mil

community:

was

mediate future

predicted,

was

notwithstanding

any thing hut

bright;

it was a war undertaken

for “Free trade and sailors'

rights.”

The allusion to the raising ot the frame
of Mr. Johnson’s house furnishes the luting occasion lor calling to miml another
custom of “ye olden times.” It was regarded then just as much out of the question
to raise a frame as it was to go through

haying-time without rum ;

both

were occa-

sions when the use of that article for ■■me-

government are unheeded. Every da}'
growing poorer, and smarting under
wrongs which would justify armed revolution in any other State in the Union,
their condition is indeed pitiable to con-

template.
—In Boston last week the high wind
blew down a tall chimney1, and the cook
in a neighboring kitchen was much astonished to

through

see a

thousand of bricks

come

the root. The dinner was mined.

—bast Monday morning while the ground
was covered with a foot of snow, a lady ill this
village noticed some robins in a crab-apple tree
ill her garden in seareli of something to eat.
She sent out a l*t, of bread crumbs, which were
put on a board in the tree, and in a few minutes
a large number of robins had
eolleeted, and
were making their breakfast therefrom.
After
eating all they wanted thev tilled the air with
songs, as if to thank their benefactor. It was a
beautiful sigiit. [Dover Observer.
a

Undoubtedly'. On the same day we saw
sight quite as touching. A tender heart-

ed person had cleared the snow from a hit
of ground, scattered lots of food over it,
and waited for the result. It came in the
shape of a half starved pup that licked up
the provender, and leered up at the
window in a dog-eyed way for more.
—There are strong symptoms in the Belfast.
Journal that Mr. Editor Simp-on is meditating
upon the sublime topic of matrimony. [Watervillr Mail.

Yes—we have meditated upon the topic
than usual since we have perceived
that the editor of the Mail is the daily subject of broomstick correction. We can
more

a paper what
tire editor undergoes.
I The power behind the throne oi the Mail
I is female.

fly

tell from

tie

discipline

reading

passing

question.

Fear not death but dishonor” were I lie
words which Gen. John A. Logan addressed to
his brave Illinois soldiers as he led them to the
charge upon Fort Donelson. The men who
periled their lives to save the nation are not the
men likely to advocate measures to dishonor it,
if they kiiow themselves. And yet some eontraetiouist organs affect to sneer at him. as they
do at Senator Morton whom they have heretofore applauded as the greatest statesman of t lowest, if not of the conntrv. They now call
them inflationists and repudiationists. But let
them answer Gen. Logan’s argument on the
currency, the conclusion of which we publish
this week. It lias not been done, nor can It he.

[Prog. Age.
It isn’t, anywhere recorded what Ben.
Butler said when he made the hummer’s
charge on New Orleans, after its capture
by Farragul; or what his motto was when

powder boat exploded at Fort Fisher;
or the suggestion that lie made when the
first pick axe was stuck in the earth for
the Dutch (lap Canal—but it is reported
that lie swore feartully at the failure of inflation.
Logan’s speech was fully and
his

effectually answered by the veto message
and the subsequent action of Congress.
The tail of the creature continued to wiggle in the columns of the Age long after
the head was crushed.
of the scissors
executed on Friday last at
Hudson, N. Y. He confessed to two other
murders, and the day before the execution

Waltz, the murderer

grinder,

was

he killed the assistant

jailer by striking

him

an

iron bar whicli
lie had torn up from the floor.
We wonder
what the soft hearted advocates of the total
abolition of capital punishment would do
on

the head with

with such

a

wild beast

as

Waltz.

We thought our correspondent’s diary,
last week, gave Maine weather a suflicicntly bad character, but the Augusta Journal
adds this—
Dr. E. .1. Roberts of this city, has heard his
father relate that he witnessed a fall of snow in
the middle of July, while lie was at work in a
hay field, abtmt "li years ago.

portion.

The year 1813 dragged slowly, gloomily along, unmarked by any local event
that left any impression on the memory
of the compiler,
lie remembers it only
as a season of general despondency
and
acrimonious bickerings between the supporters and opponents of the national administration and its measures. There was
but a small numerical difference in this
section between the two political parties.
At the gubernatorial election the vote in
this county (Hancock) was for Varnimi
(Democrat) 1.043, for Strong (Federalist)
1,443; the majority for Varmint in the
District was only 1,070. The organs of
the two parties which circulated most ex
tensively in this locality were the ■•Boston Patriot,” Democratic, and the “Columbian Centinel.” Federal: both published
in Boston, weekly, at §4.00 per year.
During the year Congress levied a direct
tax on lands: never a popular measure,
it was at tills period regarded as particularly onerous by those who depended for
their daily bread on the products of the
soil; a soil too which was yielding buL a
niggardly return for the labor expended
it.
As the year drew ♦‘.•wards il
close,
however, a better and more harmoniouteeling began to prevail. The brilliant
and repeated successes of our little navy
on tlie ocean, the signal victories of Commodore Perry on I.ake Uric amt of (tenoral
on

cession returned in the same order to the
house. Arriving there, the relatives havHarrison over General Proctor near "old
ing passed in, the pall-bearers and bear- Moravian
town," thrilled the hearts of the
ers were invited by the master to a room
where refreshments in the form of wine people, awakening them to a eonseioii
atid, sometimes, other kinds of liquor ness that as partakers in common in tinnation's glory they had a common interest
were provided for them ; all partook and
There was no excess; a in maintaining its supremacy, flic capture
then separated.
of the British brig Boxer oil' Portland on
simple glass sufficed; t here was no merri- ;
the Pntcrpvise,
ment, but every thing was conducted with the liftli of September, by
was a matter of universal joy among the
the solemnity befitting the. occasion.
inhabitants on this coast, for during the
This custom continued until a public
she had been a greater annoyance to
sentiment adverse to the use ol intoxicat- year
our coasters than afl the other erui crs

chanical purposes” was considered indispensable. if the building to he raised was
a small one, a gallon of ••Old Whiteface”
answered the purpose, at a pinch. If it
was a two-story dwelling-house the quantity was duplicated; unless the raising
and the alienation of large sums of money, those seven. He was one of the hard was in a time of drouth when a still larger
mark the administration of the former drinkers who met at that tavern. The quantity was required. If the owner was
boards of school directors.” In one parish reader can see them in his mind’s eye, the reputed to be wealthy, or the building was
of a public character, it was always found
§5,700 were taken lrom the fund to liquid- seven around the tavern bar,—red-nosed,
necessary to substitute for “Whiteface” a
ate certain old claims that had no shadow blear-eyed, tattered, and maudlin drunk- mixture called “rum-punch.”
Halt a
of legality, while schools were almost to- night after right. And the editor of the dozen pailfuls would raise a dwellinghouse, ell and barn; nothing less than a
tally unprovided and uncared tor. From Age was one of them. What a blessing to barrel
full, per diem, would raise a meetthe other two divisions similar reports are the community, and an abating of nuisaning-house; as late as 1818 it required two
furnished.
ces, when they signed the much needed barrels-full to raise the Unitarian meetingthe compiler had to use two pailThere are only 67,4;)3 children enrolled
pledge, and became temperate ! It show- house;
fuls to raise his barn but that was in a
in the public schools in the whole State, how well the
is
Washingtonian plan adapt- very dry season.
yet the amount paid for salary of teachers ed to its end, the reformation of old soakAfter the frame was raised it was the
last year exceeded a half a million of dol- ers and
as tin1 performance
gutter drunkards. We had believed custom to “name it,
The State superintendent drew hitherto that there wasn't much that was was styled. Two of the parties engaged
lars.
would bestride the ridge-pole, one at each
$5,000 for salary, $1,000 for office rent,
original about our neighbor except origi- end. One of them would say
$1,000 for travelling expenses, $2,000 for nal sin ; but we are now compelled to al•Here is a line frame.
his contingent expenses, and $0,000 for
Without any name,
low, so competent is the authority, that he
And wlnit shall we cull it
salary oi his secretary. Upward of $22,- was “an old original Washingtonian tem- To which the other would
reply tn equally
000 was paid for salary and expenses of
perance man.”
poetical language, lmt without answering
the six division superintendents.
numerAfter
the main
W hat

Flour uml oilier bread stuff* eommuiuled very high prices, and in consequence
of the unfavorable season lor crops there
was much suffering
among the poor here
and in the surrounding region. Coffee
which before the war sold for eighteen
cents per pound ran up to thirty-live'eents ;
carrots, bwets, barley, and rye were roasted and used as substitutes very extensively; indeed there were very lew
families in which one or the other was
not used
Tea advanced from one dollar
and eighty cents to three dollars per
pound; as an almost absolute necessity
there were myriads of families in which
the use of it was entirely abandoned ; in
others it became llie occasional luxury in
lieu of the daily beverage. Molasses advanced from sixty cents per gallon to one
dollar and fifty cents; other articles of
domestic consumption in the same pro-

ous

questions and

answers

of tho same

character the frame would ho ■named.”
Three cheers were then given, a parting
cup taken, and that was the end of the
ceremony. In the raising of a frame all
services wore rendered gratuitously. The
approved recipe for the mixture above referred to was “One sour, Two sweet,
Four strong, Kightweak” ; the art of com-

pounding

it is now,

“host Arts.”
Soon alter

probably,

war was

one

of the

declared the

brig

Illuminator, built here the year preceding, the major part of her owned by parties residing here, commanded by ('apt.

Robert Patterson and manned by a crew
the most of whom belonged in Belfast,
was captured by a British frigate, sent to
Halifax and condemned.
Her officers
were liberated in a tew days and sent
home on a cartel-ship; her crew remained in prison about four months and were
then exchanged. She was on her voyage
from Liverpool to Now Orleans, was
spoken by the frigate and the inquiry
made if war had been declared between
Great Britain and the United States; the
master of the brig replied, of course, that
he had not heard of any such declaration.
The frigate left, but soon after fell in with
a British merchantman who reported that
site had been fired into by an American
cruiser; of course the frigate “bout ship”
and captured the Illuminator. Such was
the story told, Tor the accuracy of which
tlie compiler does not assume to vouch.
This event, involving as it did the total
loss of property belonging to parties residing here, served to impress tho minds
of all more deeply with a sense of the uncertain tenure by which they held what
remained to them. Shipping deteriorated
in value at least fifty per cent; vessels
were hauled up and
stripped. The hazard
attending foreign voyages put an end to
all enterprize in that direction; even the
coasting business, light as it had become,
was still farther checked
by the presence
of British privateers
on our coast.
hovering
The sloops Mary and Washington, botli
owned here, wore captured and burned,
and another brig, principally owned here,
laden with spars and beet, was captured
early in 1813, sent to Halifax and condemned.
Extravagant prices were demanded tor most articles of foreign production.

The

Seargport

Goneralties.

School*.

[l or tlie Journal.
\\'. II. Simpson, Esq. Dear Sir: I indo.se to
von the following statement of Emery Sawyer

Esq. the very' dissatisfied member of tin- Scar>port school committee, at the. high pressure
principle which a certain legal gentleman was
applying to tin* schools, as the Age represents
Mr. Sawyer to he. Will you please do me the
favor to publish the statement of Mr. Sawyer in

tin- Journal? I would like to have it appear in
full, without any change—-just as it came tn»m
Mr. Sawyer. I thought of asking you to allow
me to reply to Mr. Rust, in the Journal, but
concluded that it might be considered bad taste,
It ias Mr. Rust does not call me bv name.
sufficient that Mr. Sawyer, his own witness,
I
convicts him of falsehood and petty malice.
really ought to take no notice whatever of Mr.
Rust’s artic le, as his ease appears to be only
that of a huge bullock who, felled to the ground
by a slight blow from the hand of a young lady.
in struggling to regain his feet, happen* t><
throw some of the dirt from his hoofs upon me.
(»kvrr.KM vn.”

Ben, Boll!'? is the advice a Western paper
tmd< vs tn tin Kssex -tutesman.
Tin- i tost on contribution" to the Louisiana
snlh rcrs now amount to $4!L0b0.
Tin* hoy Bomerov lias been fully committed
for the murder of the child in Boston.
'flu Boston Transcript "ays the familv which
originally favored cremation was the Burn’ems.
Clinton, while at work

Nathan Brown ot

driving logs for Heath A Crosby,

on

Twenty-

Five Mile stream, broke both bones of his righi
leg.

Owing to the backwardness of t!i« "eueoti, it
is stated that tin shad catch in the waters
around New York 0 not one-tenth as large n«
usual.
are the day
in which she says. I don't
wish I was dead!” and lie sympatheticthe
bonnet! You're nevei
ally rejoins, ••Hang
satislii d!"

These

**

I

care;

Icelanders are beginning to seek homes in the
Cnited States. They resemble Tin Scotch in
appearance, and are* a bright, cleanly, healthy
looking eht"S.
By the upsetting *>1 a boat at < iishing. n the
2*2d, two young men, A. c. '"eavey and isau
Thompson, Jr. were drowned. A squall struct
their sail boat.

Correction.
he* Progressive Age last week commenting j
Now that the Senate « unvney bill has been
Tribune.
asks the
on the article of Miss Curtis t<> the Journal in
j vetoed.” pertinently to show Chicago
for its labors durwhat lias ’ongrexs
relation to schools says:
ing tin winter
We thought we discovered in it the hand of
A \uung wile x\ lm found i 1**1* husband "half
certain legal gentleman in that village-. W«
have since learned from good authority that our -ca* <»vei'V ami towed him home by the cur.
suspicions were correct': that Mi.*s < ui ti had forfeited In claim to .Ixawbx railing him
camp.
nothing to do with the authorship except sign- •wortldeing her name, nor, indeed with the -uperadded
In Paugor. Mon lav. a- a teum-tei wa- dn*
school notice; but the whole was the work <•!
stumbled
railroad track his 1 »**i
that gentleman who, heretofore, having been ing utoss the
and *truek hi* head on om »f the rail-. hilliuc
disappointed in hi* ambition t<» be one of tin- him ulmo-1 in tantly
school committee, secured her election. an 1.
owned ut K.iNone ol the ti-hing \e- ei
through her i* attempting to conduct tin
school* on the high pressure principle. Tin
port will Ut lor tie haul; this spring uudth
chairman of the committee. Emery Sawyer. hanker have gone into the ousting Im-iie
Esq., not fancying the performance, ha- re- owing to the low price or codfish.
It marks him a* one oi time
signed.
Joseph lout .'r. employed ill Lieaive'- teuin
narrow
minded, bigoted, fanatical, would-be
reformer-, whose success i- alway* in an in- mil], Lewiston, while id in ting a belt caugi.f
drawn into the
his
foot in a large gear ann \\
verse ratio to their effort?.
The people wln-n
see them
in one direction feel an inaehinei and in*t mtly hilled
t

••

•*

-•

«

they
impulse

>

pointing

go exactly contrary.
Sow, a a person reading tin* al»o\r might he
led to the conclusion that I had conuuuni« at* -d
to the Age my reason for lc-dguing. 1 de-ir i*>
fate tor the benetit of all. oneerned that I have
not communicated t<* the Age the ivhun
for
inv

to

resignation.

here i- litt one lawyei residing in the village. lie served on the committee three year-,
hire which time he has, to my personal k»ow I1

edgr.

[M

used for that otiiee.

he
tee

was

>>in,
<

l-istenll> refused
composed

of

to

Last

ailow Ids

o( 1 he 1*1
of the lir-.t lie tit li V life
lent* veto ot the inflation Dili i* the f.rnt that
have .-eased ic-ygilK' their parentlittle box
for toy printing-pve* e
I MIC

Daniel Prown ot Phillip-, died i.i t v\rri.
He ha* been tapped forty-four time* -mee Apia!
•_M, IsT.'i, from g 4 to :;o lb>. ot water being drawn
from him at each tapping.
There i- gn at dcpjv-*iou prevailing uinoug
the iron interest- of Pennsylvania, which * an
hardly he relieved until tin- general bu-iim-- o
the country -teadil revis.
v

name

to

year tin* eommit-

myself. Her. Mr. Han

and .Mr. d. H. Karnes Mr. Kuines re-ienMr. Karnes resigned, hoth Mr. Hans-

I’lii
the w av lin y print <.l.itnai v noli.in
Arkansas: “W. Y., d* Helena, on Monday 2f*th
iii*t.. aged twelve year-. Hi- la-t word* w1 didn't know if W a- loaded.*'

•*

d. After

Uvin P Willey ha* recovered a xt-rdici
omjaiul myself repeatedly urged the only 1* gal SlUOt) aaain-l tin* city *<i lill-w ortli. lor injur
-n-taim-d through all alleged defect m n
gentleman” who now resides in the village i*»
*<•l ie .-a
the -treel *.
up.
allow us to appoint him to tin* place on the
Miss Nellie < «raut \\ ill be married ut
committee made vacant 1>\ the resignation ojcombined.
\\ bite Hou-i- on Thur das Max .1*1 and
Mr. Karnes, hut we could not prevail on him to
for Kugland txvo dax- later, on the -I. an.
livery new country has it "Leather1
it.
have
no
to
whatever
accept
complaint
with
Min. and Mi** Piehardson.
stocking” or Daniel Boone; men who
make against, tin* action which tin1 “legal gentleseem to have been born with an instinctive
I li-- value of ehee-.- -hipped to Kngland from
aversion to civilization; natural born hunt- man” and others here are taking in behalf of tbi- country, during the three month* ending
ers.
Two men of that class were found our schools. The only thing to be regretted i> March dl -t. was S'-J.«‘dO,g:;u ! Wry fexv peopb
of the extent of the cheese trade.
at an early period in this region; Michael
that they have been so tardy in taking action. are aware
1 he llo-iou Herald -ay* that the ice eompaii
Davis, and llodgdon. whose Christian If tin* “legal gentleman” and the other members
fixed the price of twelve
name is not remembered. It is not known
of tin* village district bad, during tin- past year j ies in that city have
per month : tw.*ntv
what became of the lirst named ; llodgdon of my serving on the committee, taken >u* h pound* of ice p.-r I -. y at S'- thirty
pounds per day at ST and
pound- at S4
for the last time this year.
baited his

trap

>

action for the benetit of the schools

in said

A young man win* -wallowed three oune-He would not be regarded, were he now
village district as they have recently taken per- of laudanum and live grain* of morphia xx aliving, as a very eminent “Son of Temper- haps 1 should not have seen tit to have tendered fotveil by hi* friend- to walk the street- of Palance" or a model in dress for a fashionable
timore for fifteen hour-, ’lie- even i-e -axed
Kwruv Sawyi i..
my resignation.
tailor
his life.
Amusing anecdotes are told of
Neai-sport, May 2. 1 ><74.
him ; one must sull’ice for our purpose.
The liquor agein y it Farm gt n w hid
Col. K„ who resided in a neighboring
dosed by x ote of t !i»■ town, has been re-onened
Waldo
S.
J.
Term.
Court,
April
the people being unable to withstand tic
town, was at one one time very much androutli. They ail' d a -pe.-iai meeting am:
noyed by bears who made inroads on his
ItoN. .1. 11. DU'IvKltSoN PKKslIUM..
made the change.
corn field.
Meeting llodgdon one day he
< harlcs M. Webster vs. Inhabitants of Freeot the
Fa-tern ah-:
fhe freight bll-ine
represented to him the extent of his an- dom.
[On the 4th of April, 1S7II, as plaintitf was Maine ('•■ntral line at the Portland station, innoyance and asked his advice as to tinand the despatch-•-!
the
r-'ci-ixed
both
a
load
of
to
cluding
Freedom
potatoes
Village,
best mode ot relief.
"Colonel,’'said IL, carrying
amounts to about -ex.-nteen hundred and thirty
“bears is awful fond ot molasses, now nis horse broke through the snow, and before loaded ear* per \\ eek.
In*
be
eould
out,
and
cut
his
a little
leg
make
and
till
it
got
sprained
just
you
trough
ouncii iilutl.
John Spink*, a barber. of
with molasses and rum, ami put it where badly. Plaintitf took the horse home and took
whose shirt, saturated with blood, was found
come into your field, and they’ll just
care
of
him
best
the
he could for four month* concealed in a. shed near his residence, iin*lie- u
they
drink it for the sake of the molasses; and and then was obliged to kill him. Plaintitf
11
beard from by bis creditor'. He i- in W
says
and not in the other place.
the rum 'll just make 'em so drunk that the road where the accident
was
badhappened
you can go out in the morning and knock
1'he citizen* of sknwhcgun haw appointed a
ly drifted, and had not been properly broken
’em on the head just as if they was sheep."
W. Wildecommittee, of which Col. A
out for two months at least, and on that account
with full power to make and onfoi-e.
chairman,
The Colonel followed the advice and went
was unsafe and out of repair, and that tin* town
all necessary arrangement-for an old fashionto his field early the next morning to
Fourth of duly celebration.
knock the bears on the head. The only ought to pay him for the loss of his horse; that
Defendants admit
The St. Louis Republican make* thi* per:
bear he found there was llodgdon, drunk the horse was worth
Inflation ticket for 1* -.
that the horse was injured, but say that when nent suggestion:
as lie had predicted the bears would In-'
For President, Oliver P. Morton, «»!' Indiana
the horse broke through, be was outside of tin
for \ ice President. John A. Logan, of Ilium
T 'll * l*rog. A^‘ reports tin* Rev. Mr. travelled part of tin* road and that the accident
Platform—To get out <»f debt go ill deeper.
1
lied
tie
of
the
carelessness
through
hupp*
plainli* .t«*n ul‘ Winterport, ;i-' ha\iiij£ math- .1
\
nan who paid a bill by lettei wrote as fol
till*; and therefore tIn*\ are not liable: that con- low*: -Kudos,-,i jpromissory mte fur the
temperanee <peerh. from which tin* fol- I
made by l nee >.im.
Ii•
mount,
Cow. but
sidering that it bad been thawing f-r several
I think he w ill pay.
At any rate ou eu
1
lowing is an extract—
days and was frozen but very little that m«>ni- ( tin nob- to-da' for iiio-l nim t\ <->-ut* on th«
Referring to the kill" that h:t<l a mournm-nt of ing, it was mu
tie
for
to
-tart
dollar."
prudent
plaintitf
j
skulls m-ctod to hi- honor, “If” said the elot
quent preacher, “all tin* hones of the victims of with hi> load. Verdict for plaintiil >pis.:;:;
Mi-. Louisa wmg. wife .f (-,»rgt
Wing, t
could
he
and
made
into
McKellan. Fogler.
intemperance
gathered
North Fairlield oinmii ted suicide b\ hanging
a pyramid, no plain could he found large enough
j
on
of
i-t
w.ek.
m
an
outbuilding. !»•
Friday
Wallace E. Robin.-on and other- s-. < bamtb |
for its base to rest upon, and the planets would
longing to Mi. Wing. *111* was subject to tit'
Merrill. Aetion on a promissoiw note. De- of
have to he swept aside to make room for it- <
insanity, and nad b-*--i. !\ watehed
fence payment. Law on ivpnrt. Eogler. Hub- the family for one time
apex.”
“This/1 adds tin* correspondent, “may bard.
Work on the Ruck-pmi a: u Rang, r ruiiroaHarriet (Ireclev vs. Ruin's Mansur.
m
The bridge crossing the > *. n I
read like a figure of speech’’! How tar, we
Rungor, haSeveral ■*: tin
werbeen re-umed
wonder, would the pyramid reach, if “the plaintiff’s statement is this: that in 1*72 she tinishe-i last fall, and In ing \er pieru i\
m»t
held a note again-t the estate of .lame- White
.»,•
v\
atear
felt
from
frost
little
substantial,
old original
of tin* Age
Washingtonian1’
r->
c>
r?
for $1121.J0, given in 1st Hi, upon which there but both has e been al w *rk.
hadn't reformed, and hi- bones had been was one endorsement of
$400: that in I>ee.
The town of l*ma!i:i. whieh u :ts buiil
laid upon the top ? What a sensation it 1X72, defendant took tip the note
by giving a lsbii, at the time ot' ih< opening ot the >u«-.
would make among tin* planets and lived new note lbr $1014.00 with the understanding canal, and which once had 10,00b inhabitanti* aim- t -le.-erleil and m arly buried in the
stars, to see our neighbor projected among that if there wa- any error in the easting of in- sand. Train- between Cairo amt I-maliu at-terest le* would make it right; that very soon
often
sand-bound during a storm.
outside
that
them,
apex
after the note wa- given, it was di-co\ ered that
i lie -Ilay dteriio.ui is
funeral procession
A Washington correspondent
of the there was an error of S0t».',7 and thi-, action i
wa- pa-■•in:1
down A uk street, Bangor, the
door
one
the
of
of
roaches
way and a lirtle
Springfield Republican ays: rJ he centen- brought to recover that balance. Defence 1 girl named .Mullen, losing gave
her balance, fell out
the
note
as
\\
with
damehim
signed
surety
nial people are going to get the three milami the hind wheel of the heiiv'y vehicle pas-r.
-on. and it was agreed that the $101LYo should
o\er her leg, crushing ii m a 'hocking nninnei
millions they ask tor, i think
Thu vote
be in full payment of plaintiff’- claim. \ erdi. >
j.
The Pall Mil <.a/dlyesterday looks like it, and as much again for deft. March, Met linfoek. M. Li lian.
ay that m >m
doubt that the political k> in 1- ranee i*heuwill be voted next winter. The matter
Plaintiff moves for a new trial.
with the gathering thunder cloud ot a ri-voii
has been very well managed, and the
Beni. A. Post v-. (’harles Eliot. Viioii on lion, t liatit does mu condense it sell Into tin
i- owing
now traditional
whirl'ot grapcshot
Pennsylvania members have "log-rolled account annexed for hauling some -hip timhei to the divided intere t* of'tin
ple-eill holdeiwith great persistence and considerable from Montville and Knox to Belfast. in Dtld bn I of power in France
adroitness. There is a trong feeling in -awing and hauling some staves. Defense payAt the recent term of the s. t.
oiirt
ment. Verdict lor plaintiff ^2u7».04.
Mela-llau.
Fllsworth. Judge Peters admitted to eiti/eushi;
the house in favor of the exposition, on
t ougli, a Chinese, residing in fremont
Daniel
Eogler.
i’his i- the lirst M agoliau admitte l in thi
tlie ground that we have gone so far in the
Atwood \\ Harding
Pre-ton M. Premi
State, and, we believe. the second one in inaffair that we cannot retract with honm
Action on a promissory note from Peter W. Fnited States, tin* first one ha\ mg been re.-eu
Prentiss to Preston M. Prentiss; note endorsed admitted in 'alifornia.
rile Exposition of the manul a imvrs bv Preston M. Prentiss.
Defence. When 1
aim-eft mi n.
A Detroit gentleman pridot Portland, is advertised to open on .111110 endor-ed the note 1 was not of age and am not tine fowls, and hi- neighbor ;■ equally vain
l ie dog worries the life m 1
a tine coach dog
holden.
Law on report.
MeLellun. I ibhv.
Mill, and continue for ten davA lew days ago the owner >:
<*t the chicken.-.
Wallace.
the dog received the h«! <\s ing note
“Friend
Senator Sumner': sucres- or ha- taken
1 keep hi. kenIt in.
*urah Hunt vs. Russel Hotchkiss and other-. —A on keep dogchicken*
'hoot
on
doe-,
his seat, and now there's anothei Wash- Action to recover dower. Several
ym
worry
questions ot
-•

.«

bum in

Congress.

law

Tied liuxtcr who 1- lao.io. tils- ti.nilif- in
Arkansas is a.it the author of Havler*-;
iintRcst. [Portland Pres..
--

Then let 11- hope that some one w'dl
become author ot that inn. 1'- re-1
Tlie Portland Prr

1

think

ih.it M

urn-

will be the stopping place ot rile s-rir- of
.More tide-waiters

arose

in the

case

which

are

to

be

decided

by tIn1 law court. The only question submitted
to tin* jury was what amount, if un\. the plaintiff is entitled to. Verdict tor pluintiit $ »>.t;o
kon. \\ illiamson.
•Sewell Simpson. Perjury. Ji \*
alleged that at the last January term, in the
trial of Sewell Simpson v-. Eli ( West, thi- reKnow

State

spondent te-titiedfalsely. Defendant at that time
titied. that lie had been at work for Eli (
to be appointed .'
i West -onie four weeks in the w inter of KYI.
before the contract between ('. P. ( alter A ( o.
flic communication. In.111 Sear-port,
ami Eli
Wot. was shown to him. It is alleged
which ui' publish this week, leave the that the contract
was shown to him the da>
editor of the Age in a shockingly bad po- after
Defendant
they went into the woodsition
I’lie "old original Washhc-toni- testities at this trial the same a- he did last

democratic vietorie-

te

winter, that the contract wa- not -hovvn to him
for some three week- after lie went to work.
-The carriages from the t' P. Kimball
[ Verdict not guilty. Eoglei count \ Att\.
manufactory,advertised in auntliereolmnn, .Mel.ellan, Hubbard.
are tlie very best made.
I he makers have
Milc> ( reamer vs. Annie Harris. -Aelion on
an'

has

got himself terribly

mixed.

been for years studying tile perfection of a receipt tor 8T25, given by ibis defendant to
the plaintiff. Plaintiff says that in istis, he
both in material and
bargained for one quarter of sell. Col. Simmon*
the
think
and
have
symmetry,
public
they
[ for which he was to pay $5,300: that he paid
very nearly acquired it. Several P.ell'ast I #125 «low n and took this receipt: that albamen are having carriage.- built to order at
wards the bargain was rescinded and then Ion
this establishment.
defendant ought to repay him the >12''. De—There lire two ships hailing IVuiu Seurspm't. fendant says that in December 1*71, after
tin' IMiiinals Pendleton ami Nauev Pendleton, plaintiff said lie could not pay the balance for

carriage building,

named for
wife, hotli

(

apt.

Phiimas

Pendleton and hithe same owners.

the vessel, all matters between them were
settled by her paying him $50. \ enliet for
defendant. Williamson. Fogle r.
at seeing tin* original
In the ease of Small vs. Clewly. in which e\paragraph appear in that shape. The fact ! «*eptions were taken and a new trial moved for.
is that neither of the ships hails front
Judge Dickerson delivered the opinion of the

belonging

to

[Prog. Age.
We are chagrined

When “the old original Washingtonian" works over our news paragraphs, he should refrain from sueli

Searsport.

mutilation.

lucentliury

I'ire

at

1,ubee.

Eastpoht, May I.
There is a large lire at lathee. TlieVomstock store and a sail loft with several

suits of sails in it is now on tire.
Latch. The fire at lathee has boon extinguished. It commenced in a rigging
lolt, and burned schooner Maggie llarthans; S. (I. Deforest & [Melrose, sails,
cooper shop and five hundred barrels, with
all the stock belonging to K. W. Brown;
fifty barrels flour, two hundred bushels
of corn, one fish house, and a shop owned
by S. Staples & Son Value of property
destroyed, four thousand dollars: tit) in
sttranee.

Incendiary.

full
an

bench, granting
action

on

a

a new

note

original parties thereto, where

In
between tin-

Rescript

trial.

promissory

a

want o|

con-

sideration is relied on as a defence, and evidence
is given on tin* one side in the atlirmatfve, and
the other in the negative, of the fact Qf consideration. the burden of proof i> on the plaintiff
to satisfy the jury, upon the whole evidence. »>f

I Iin x\ i- a Men.'hi ll alitiii ui iln w ri kiii
ol Indi:tn;ip-»li- I t t Thursday night. \vh»*u
l.'»00 men marched w irh torches and tr:tn*puiv
ties, the latter hearing caricatures of Pres id u
bruit anil Me ii legend- :e
Hunt times, »
Ji centbushel. Pr»->4iienlsalary >e'» no
“Bonds lhe curse of laboring men.” etc.
iin ii

As Ah Adam < hesley ..! \ it nna, .v.t-n in
ing a I* ink wall near ids house on the J4lh uii
lie discovered lying oeiwei'ii two stone- n genuine Spanish dollar and li' coumerfeit \m« i.
• •an dollarThe appearance of the coins imt.
ented their ha \in ii lain there many year-,
i hgenuine was dated T.MU und tlie e .untert'eit i- ;

Mr

aid
Vrtlmr n.ixrt met with a -•.•i»oi
a«
idem at Jtrownville on the 1 Tth in-1.

singular
It

seem-

<

that li

xx

examining

i-

sonn

-nia'

Taking om-in each hand i.
m-in: them to exploe,.-iriiek them to;-' thei
with great for--. S ariue aw as portion- -1 ‘I.
thumb and two ting* r- »!' th• l.ft hand aid :
lingers of tin ri lit hand.
pistol cartridge-.

About tin Tn
ot M u
named l»elia (iro\c- -larte.l to .-ro-s Peinaipn.
Point, in Bi emeu, on I lie ice, and \\ a- drowned
>ln* intended to go to I »am n 1-folia in -ear' ll
of work, and not being heard Irma the partn
md «>n
became alarmed.
xx i- made,
r« li
Tuesday her dead body was found tloatin,r in ,i
oh-eure place near tin shoi.
that the report
A Washington despatch slat*
n the
of the \\ ays and mean- «»mmitti
moiety
\
-e\i-relv
v.
upon iln* man
system, will retie*
of the tn a-ury depart
hrain-h
of
thiagemenl
on ae< otint Of th
meat, and it is said that it
line Mi Patterunpopularity of this hraneli.
of pa., d- elined Iln -'.•«• rdary -hip.

|{. W. 1'ivueh, Nelson Smith. T. K. l.iuer-,,,
ami .lame- l».*on «*t Calais, were arrested on
arrixal ->l tin 'burner New Brunswick ai
Portland on Saturday, on a charge of smugglim
wool, sheep -kins and other merchandise at
Calais, and brought I ..fore Judge
Simplex ,.i
the l
S. ( in .lit • oiirt. Trench
pleaded guilt
and xvas -enteneed to -i\ty days in the Maehi;.
jail, boon pi aided guilty to one offence amt
was remanded until \i;,N [st. 'The oth« rplead
ed not guilty and gave bond-.
the

l

ew

vaneo

people realize

of this country

how much in nd
b tin* position ..t

In the
on the xvotnan question.
country xvoinen Imxe enjoyed the
franchise from lime immemorial
The following divorces have been decreed—- parochial
and the municipal tr.mehiso since Irthu
Melinda l*. Haskell from Geo. W. Haskell.
They exorcise Un it* rights in about tie

that fact.

Mother to have custody of child.
Augusta McFarland from William O. McFarland. Mother to have custody of child.
Esther K. Joues from Frederick A. Jones.
Mother to have custody of children.
Tobias Holt from L. Maria Holt.
Gen. Schenek, American Minister to England,
will marry a wealthy widow, named Hicks, in
New York, May 13tli.

Kngland

| latter

same

proportion

evils that

as

men, and none of the

anticipated trom woman
occurred. No disturbance

xvere

suffrage have
incivility attend their appearance

or

polls.

The bill Tor

giving

women

at

the

the Par

limentary franchise, about to be introduced
in the House of Commons, will receive the
support ot many of tlu* most
members and has

ing

[Portland

prominent

a

fair prospect of pass

Star.

New* of the
Ibirbam
ti-h.

P-

The pi1-.
May first.

|

nth

on

the 11 v.

G. White lia>

on

bought the
Primrose Hill, tor $2200.

Linekin

down and carried away the street lantern from
Chase's corner.

winter -tipply of eoal has not -ufed this season, and additional load- have had
be di.-tributvd.

'rile Street Commissioner ought to require
the lot of rotten plank and rubbish on Church
street, near the Savings Bank, to be removed
by the person who placed it there.
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The season of big eggs is upon us. Mr. I.
W. Havner of Searsport, has a hen that challenges competition with a specimen of this kind
of fruit that girts 7 :M inches around, and
weighs a quarter of a pound.
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The steamer Clara (Marita, that runs between
Rockland and Carver's Harbor, eame up on
Saturday, went as far as Winterport, and returned on Sunday afternoon. She will continue

o

was

family that

ih'ltast in the.
"In* was tin*

make these trips during the summer, it is reported, thus affording the stone cutter* opportunities to visit their homes.

to
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miiiisi

broken for the
new block of four stores on Main street, near
tin* -dioe factory, for Messrs. ,1. R. Wadlin. L.
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following

Monday the ground

was

be large
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R. Palmer, and others.

ex-

They
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iron fronts. The iron for the front* i* east at
the Belfast Foundry
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The hay >00011 i
W'hakyks.
about oyer, and business in this department i*
Pitcher & Gorham have shipnaturally dull.
ped a cargo to Norfolk, Ya., and Pitcher \ Son
Howes
are to load a brig for a southern port.
fin:

:tr«*

1 l.MriHE Saloon. Attention is called to tin*
real e-ia!f in Waldo Co.( !
.i>i- .;
advertisement of Mr. Havner's Saloon in tothe mouth iiding April l‘Jth
day's paper. He lias been at considerable exP
a
1
«i.t umming- F M- Keen Pro-., lot,
>
M 1.. Cottrell,house and lot.
1.. < .Fri li
penditure and taken much pains in fitting up
W 1'rimhletoN. M lTimble, lot, $?5. .1
hi- place, and keeps an excellent stock of every
sjhi
Kben
to
A
K Hill, Li.
Pierce
lii.uii
-mvJ. D. Tucker to K. Al. i'homus,
thing usually called for in his line. He i- bound
i
1 ill t
R Palmer,
io serve the public in a satisfactory manner.
n
It Ha\lord, lot. s
Sami'*
\r
$
$
:•*,
M. 11
nil.
.M.pe! to A. M. Hates,
on Monday morning the scene on lower
w
,F
Pear.-oll, lot, S100.
Main street was a lively one. The pick and
\
11. :,
i.i v
Hiai.-de]!, house lot, $1000.
e mill avlor, lot, SliOl.l. A
'i
-hovel were in full operation upon the sites of
■

Star Lodge of Grangers
was formed April JO, m Monroe village.
The
following is a list of the officers for the ensuing year—P. II. Kane. Master; I. Durham.
Overseer; Cyrus Chase, Lecturer; Henry Conant. Steward: Eugene Curtis,Assistant Steward: 15. A. Curtis. Chaplain; Cyrus Dolotf.
Treasurer; E. II. Nealley. Secretary. B. 15.
Nealley, Gate Keeper; Hattie Bobinson. Cere* :
Lettie L. Nealley. Pomona: >usan Dawson.
Moxrok.

Blazing

Flora: Maria Gobou, Lad\ Assistant Steward.
There are alreadv .'50 members.
Potions and Pungencies.

Pills,
Mi;

Mwvm:

•.

H i:,

inspires
cure.
Let none delay to seek a restoration
health by applying for her advice.
tt

w

..
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Ft, $N*0. A. K. P.
>a ii. is el
land, $100. \Y. K.
]•.*■
lot, s 1300. W. < un
..ogham t>. v K. P Stephenson, lots, $4oo Daniel
1 i- h; t.i W .Flam Steven-, :: lots of land $3100.
1 kn ii a m
Huzzeli Jr to o. W. J, Reynolds,
«■.;
F.
lhompsou and al. to John A.
u ;. ami
W. McAllister to Isabel
tarm. $4.>o
1
r;
"nine to same, farm, $300.
la mi s- lou
S'. ,1 U< uolds, land, $105. A.
W
W \\ Harding, »t $3<W. Hard
iJurnhum :
eg ro J Hu//-11. Jr., land. $:;o>.
i: hooks
Horace Roberts to l'liomas 1. Clifford,
>.
11
arm. $:■••*
Wlntne> :»< >. Ko>s 3d, and 3d,
arm $ oi
U B..y nt-m to Amn-Gibbs, farm, $35o.
t w
Hragdou t W 1' Harriman, farm, $300.
Mi I
\\
in
Hall t- Kben Flagg, larm,
* .'«
1 i.-i; Hall t- 1>. >. Lincoln, farm, $?no
1-r; vN k
»iei
>riu \V bidden tn .1 W oodman, lot,
$.iU.
1-ii-e-F.
A
H 1‘a.i ki in l.miiine l’ark-r.farm,
$35ou.
J.\«
s
l.-oiiard H-'\d
rharles 11 Hoyd,
1.
W Roberts, farm,
W. H. look t
larm. -h
\\
t
$30-»o
Roberts toil. 1 Roberts, laud, $16oo.
W
Kn >k
H. Hakei t,.l. R. Patch, lot, $00.
1..
! honm- IF ynold-, farm, $30U0.
handle! T
P
:;
am; .*-. A. Hall to G. L. Ale
l\
1. Hutchins to Sam Wads
s Wadsworth to S. M Young,
Ai ;
R ii Fletcher to R A lleul, land, $30o.
! rem-ii to Camden Savings Hank, lot, $.'»Oo.
Mz
Mx ;i:m
R and J Finery to Cyrus Dolotl*, lot.
ii.'.
1) Pattee tojuseph Pattee, larm, $600. li.
(»
-akin- t
A.
Ldvvard Jenkins, farm, *lito«
**! even- to s
j. Garland
p Stevens, laud, '••no.
Georg- Kicker, acre-,> .n, >imon Staples to A.
U Staph
larm, $300*
•M'F! .mu
Jere Webl. to .1 A
Hailey, larm,
""
.1 M W ellington to C 1 L’erry, farm, $!3oo.
•i■■
W Hunk.-t<> G
Patterson, farm,
W
A
t,.,v to H. A. Hatch, house and land,
11. Jackson. Jr to Abial W
**"•
Gay. land,
?
!. 11 .Jackson to Abial W Gay, land $500.
P
nun.
W A. Carr to L. W. Laiten, farm,
s.io
.ii nn Howard to c. c. Howard, farm, $550.
Pm■ -1m
l*. Harriman to John Smith, 3 lots,
«i.
A• Giii smith to in oige W. Hubert, farm,
W

.......

!.

-:

Km
Ames,
and

the new blocks of Swan & Co., Fredericks, and
Wadlin and Palmer's. The dump cart- were

-i

busy in hauling away the dirt and depositing it
upon the site of Mr. Castle's foundry : the office
of Swan A Co., and a building of Mr. Milliken
were upon rollers, moving to new
locations.
Altogether, it was a busy scene.

.,.

...

<>

The workmen in Carter's shipyard, on Tuesday, were the recipients of a treat, consisting
of lemonade and a full course of edible?*, from
( apt. ltebe. whose vessel i- being built there.
The event was the completion of the outside

■

“-hutting in" as the\ term it
Thi.- was a common practice in olden times,
and before the Maine Law was in operation,
til** beverage used on those occasions -avoivd
<>f something stronger than lemonade.

planking,

x-

>

s

1

s

Tin* East Maine Methodist Confercnee eoinmeiieed it- annual session in this city, "Wednes-

1

■

-•

day, 10 o'clock, a. ill.. Bishop E. S. Janes, of
N<*w York, presiding.
The opening religious
exercises were conducted by the bishop, and
consisted in singing, reading scripture.-, and
the administration of the Lord's Supper. The
minute business occupied the remainder of the
The Rev. ( A. Plummer, of Backport, delivered a sermon in the afternoon. In
the evening Mr-. Wittenmyer, of Philadelphia,
addressed the conference in behalf of the La-

forenoon.

1

sr>»* K
i». Fletchei, -t
1; acr«-.-, t3>i

pt iRi'-'x-oi >;i. ng- Hank
x »r.
.rilJin
a., ... J J.
>. and o. Fletcher to

dies and Pastors'Christian Cnion.
la-!

toJ< > and
toll Griffin,
.1. AI. Anu s

eredii.

storms,
the bland
blinding
sunshine and warmth of later spring, and are
close upon the delights of summer. The wind
comes laden with the odors of the renewing
tree**, the velvet buds of the willow are out. the
birds sing their jubilant songs, and at evening
the plaintive note of the awakened frog is heard
in the distance.
The impeding mud of the
streets has dried up.
The angler get* his lines
in order and digs lor the enticing worm. I .el
us all give thanks.

sFMFi'uiF
William Pitclur to Alary Goodell,
F-’u-e and lot, $ GOO.
IF 11 Smart to A. and A. J.
id- Ui, land, ii'-"
F.liza 1
1 rent to Alary 1. Treat,
ami $hAI 1 < hem
t-i ii
I.. Towle, lot, $103.
M
s.e
i.
]
Hurt to H. Muzzy, larm.
■■

Tin‘i.Nm>
lot.ii Gordon t>. Jo-cph Gordon,
Mit-in-11 i. li 1- Parson-., farm.
Firm, $; '"•■
$050.
I
Mit. lieii T- .I. J- rre-r.,tt, farm, $ .oon.
v W
Hu; i.ng
George Jewell, tui'lll, $13.50. W
i erg.,a llodgdon, lot. $ls.
s
I -Ftj
audit
tiomas t» F.li Aloulton, lor and
house $3G."
li M Parnieter to 1.. Pu-hor, farm,
J
IF ;M.t.er Mu.! ai
$ h'.oi.’
lhonia-, hou-e ami
iot. $ 15uu
WiMhiu' ,:
a. h .mwie- to J. J Hurd, lot ami
i. .odenow to J. J
a
and
hou«o, $
Rowell,
>t.
11./ra .Manter to AI. J. Knowles, house and
J
1 Hlake to ( harle- A. Hayes, lot. $35.
$m
Hlake to Georgi II. Campbell, farm, $950.
oiiunou I
t -l). I mney, house and lot, $1000.
W xi F<li
.ii,-1
P-rugdon to W M. Joiinson.
alid, $1:
1.

M
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>.iving- Bank will

ill.

m

w

ol

into it- new hunkthis week. The
both Main and

Miiidin/ has
frontage on
Church strc.-t. the corner being rounded and
furnished with a -emi-i in ular window. The
ound tl.. cm ic 1 b\ tin- bank, is about 40
v 2o fei-t
\i ill,- n ai
i- a very nice room
hand-on. ; htti-d iij. and furnished for tlie use
**t

-toi

Wim. To-Day. ‘Tis madness to neglect
< bnsumption
or cold, however slight.
may loiiow and though l)r. Ii '(star's Balsam
t ( lu rry ha, frequently cured this much
'Wil
of
dreaded disease, it almost invariably cures the
primary diseases of the throat lungs and chest,
where other remedies fail.

carat.
i.

Tin-banking room. Starting
weeping around to the
counter, cm losing the treas-

partition, and

w.di

lb"

ure/- room and vault,
i'hi- counter i- elegant / tiliisle- l in Mad. walnut, the upper portion L'la/i d with plate rla-s. and the whole fui'll

l

iif".

ti.

ie-

only through

a -Hi'.-;

tin-

1'h* vault i-

I'ouui

can

the busibe cut.

n

it

rear apartment.
massive altair.

flic foundation is built up
r- .in tiei!: 11* bottom, with
granii*- block- i.iio m cement. rpon this i< laid
doubie flooring "I railroad iron. The mason
work enclosing tin* vault i- of brick laid in cement. rooh d with railroad iron, the walls, bot.m

a

and

-Th*d> «*p.

>

top being two feet thick. Within this
atilt, tour tci-t seven and a half inches
tcci
inch*
wide, and seven and a

i! ihalf l*‘eT high
imposed of two plates
ui quarter inch iron, enclosing a plav.c ol’hardic »l steel tlir«'«
eighths of an inch thick. The
mside door ha- one lav«*r »*f half inch solkl steel,

with iron enough to mjike it one and three; mrths inches thick.
The outside door is two
ami

a
half inches thick, enclosing a tlircelgliths steel plate, and aiiOtlicrofhalfilie.il steel,
i he-e door- are furnished with the best patent
k-. throwing enormous bolts at the side, top

would think tlmse >•*«uritic- ample to protect the contents, as in
tact they jur#yfor no
burglars could get through
them in :t day'.- uninterrupted work. But idixiit'iin.

ler

be
ot

\n>

one

having gone through all these, they would
''till a good way- from the treasure. Inside
all these i- :> chc-t, made of
great strength,

welded iron and steel three and a
lie door i- specially' mashad indie- Ihick.
-ive and strong, with a combination dial lock.

protected

>\

The weight of the vault is 7*00 lbs., exclusive
of the doors, which vfeigh .77:55 lbs. The inside
“ted safe weighs (5175 lbs. Inside the vault are
thirty steel deposit boxes, to be let !o those de-

siring to make special deposits of valuables.
These boxes are 0 by S indies, and 12 inches
deep. The vault and sale work is by Enoch it.
As a furMorse, of Boston, and costs
ther security, a faithful and tried watchman
will sleep every night beside the vault. Altogether, it would seem that the million of dollars which the bank holds could not be better
The rooms are wanned by a furnace in the cellar.
The joiner work was done
by the Eastman Brothers, and the Boston
architect who planned the work remarked that
it could not be anv where done better.

protected.

1

W here I found

GUARDIAN ANGEL

810,000 reward can safely be ottered fur a mure
infallible cure for PILES than ANAKESls.
The cures performed by this wonderful remedy
are simply miraculous. Lotions, ointments, and
internal remedies produce more harm than
good, hut AXAKESIS is an external remedy
a simple suppository, supports the tumors, actas a soothing poultice and medicine, gives instant
relief, and cures absolutely. All Doctors prescribe it. Price SI.00. Sold by Win. O. Poor A
Son Belfast Me. and Druggists everywhere.
“You must be

quarrelsome fellow." said a
whose bumps lie was ex“Say that again and I'll knock you

phrenologist to
amining.

down."

was

a

a man

tin* response.

Sickness is an affliction that waits on u- all.
None are exempt, and there are none but need
relief from its attack-. Whoever can furnish
this becomes our benefactor. A conviction
prevails that Dn. Avr.u dues it. Disorders of
the biood have been healed by his S.vits.uwKii.l. v, and attri tions ol the lungs by hisCm.KHY
Pr.t-Tor.Ai., too frequently and too distim tly to
be disputed. Hi- Aon (Vur. i- said, by those
w ho use it to never fail.
Reader, if you must
have medical aid, take the best of medicine.
Poor remedies are dear, as good are cheap, at
an> price you ha\<• to pay for them,
[i baric—
ton <

oiirirr.

An Irishman being asked w hat In- came to
America for, said: ”I-'t what 1 came here for,
you mane? Arrah, by the powers! you may he
sure that it wasn't for trnntAor I had plenty of
that at home!’’

“HOUSEKEEPER”

OF

HEALTH

1'lie li\ cr being the great depurat ing or blood
cleansing organ of the system—set this great
“housekeeper of our health" at work, and the
foul corruptions w hich gender in the blood, and
rot out.as.it were, the machinery of life, are
gradually expelled, from the system. For this
purpose Dr. Pierce's < .olden .Medical Discovery

with very smalid ail\ doses of Dr. Pierce's
Pleasant Purgative Pellets are pre-eminently
the articles needed. They cure every kind of
humor from the worst scrofula to the common
blotch or eruption. < treat eating ulcers
pimple, heal
under their mighty curative influkindly
ence.
Virulent blood poisons that lurk in tinsystem are by them robbed of their terrors,
and by their persevering and somewhat protracted use the most tainted systems may be
completely renovated and built up anew. Enlarged glands, tumors and swellings dwindle
away and disappear under t he influence of these
great resolvents.
DOCTOllS CO l 'Ll).V* 7 HELD HIM.

Centaur Liniment*.
There is
Centaur

no

house and

Will
Suffer ?

suffering
Hheiimatisin, Neu-

ending

at

the

bridge

near

the house

ralgia,
limbs

Cramps

in

at 7 :30 o’clock. P. M.
Lickxsixg Board, and Board op ov buskers OK TUB Poor..
May 5th. The special
committee to whom was referred the petition

lHtii,
x

of Goo. V). Brackett and others asking that licenses be
withheld from those victutlers, innholders. and keepers of billiard-saloons who
have violated the law by selling intoxicating
liquors, xs shown by the records of the Supreme
Judicial Court, and that legal proceedings tie
instituted against them for such violations of
tile prohibitory liquor law,—reported action in-

expedient. a- the board is only authorized to !
proceed against such parties, in such eases, for '■
violation- of their bonds, and the bonds given
by victuallers contains no conditions relating to
the sale of intoxicating liquors; and as no proof !
lias been furnished that the keepers of billiardsaloons have violated their bonds; further, that
of the inn-holders in this city were licensed
during the past year, and that the hoard cannone

maintain actions against unlicensed parties
for violations of the liquor law. Also, that
licenses should not be withheld from otherwise
suitable persons solely because of violations of
not

the prohibitory liquor law alleged to have been
committed prior to January last, as great public inconvenience might result from such action.

Report accepted
were

and

granted

adopted. J
to

M. K.

Victuallers

Dod^fe',

is.

R.

Cottrell, Jacob Havner. and A. li. Carter.
Licenses were refused to
keepers of billiardsaloons. A. 1). Bean was elected City Liquor
Agent. Messrs Woodcock and Mahoney were
appointed a committee to settle Ins accounts for
the past year, and report
regulations and restrictions In selling liquors. Alderman Woodcock was appointed to execute a contract with
Harrison Hayford for the support of the poor
for a term of five years from
per year.

May

lOtli. at #->000

throw away their crutches, tin* lame walk,
are rendered harmless and the

wounded are healed without a sear. The recipe is published around each bottle. They sell
as no articles ever before sold, and they sellhc
cause they do ju>t what they protend to do.
Those who now sutler from rheumatism, pain
or swelling deserve to sutler if they will not ii«*

and

I

cases.

R

D«.tn- in tIn- best

manner

M.
Orders left

Streets,

A.

CULLNAN.

an

IN

Old

E

Nurse.

Winslow’s Soothing Syrup is

often

look

Pole

and

$1.00'Clear Salt l'ork,
$'-’4uOO
31.2ual.30 Mutton per lb.,
10a0
$l.00al.l0 Lamb per lb.,
l-’all
$1.00 Turkey per ib.,
-5a00
1.2>al.40 Chicken per lb.,
17av.'0
15ais
2.f»0a3.2f>| Duck per lb.,
Marrowfat Peas, 1.25al.50 (ieese per lb.,
10ul5
Oats,
OaaOOj Hay per ton,
$15al7
S3a85 Lime,
Potatoes,
$l.:*5a0.00
Dried Apples,
|Cu<0
10al2| Washed Wool,
nOaOO Unwashed Wool,
OlaOO
Cooking Apples,
33a00
Lulled Wool,
40a(-0
Butter,
20a00 Hides,
7aOO
Cheese,
15al0 Calfskins,
14aOO
Lggs,
HaOO SheepSkins,
Lard,
$L<X:r.'.oO
Hall Hart! Wood,
Beef,
s^ti.OTaM.tO
Baldwin Apples, 2.'»0a0.00 Soft Wood,
$4.00a0.CC
7a8 Dry I'ollock,
4a0
Veal,
7a8* Straw
Dry Cod,
£S.i0u lu

S

E

Stockings
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FRENCH

a

CALF

Made to

GO

* AUK -KKL1M.
Mil
\\T
of cottons at 1.0 IT/
Tf

AND

HJ.sl
// /'/;/< /

Dinsmore & Son
axi>

ski:

wiia'i

/.!/:(:/■: .s'VOf’A and intend
them out at a s.U 1 / /.
t/
P 1! O m
OK

STOCK Woolen

Oitinoiis LOW

&

For any

«

MKX
Selected'a

War-

Prices

Kim
!

1

WDUTIl
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IA

I

v

arietv

erv
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Me.

t--

Worth l)on>,l. ft,.

Saturdays.
Wednesdays.
Mondays.

"T am

a

A It

<3- O

1

lie also

Hay ford Block, Church Street,
BELFAST, MAINE.

yew!!

A LARGE LOT

1 c- L l;

U

l

l ea,

keeps

l

and

Green

j

SALES!

! ?

;Vgents, male and female, to sell
I'i.Tures ev« rvwlnre.
One alone
has retailed over I'l.aOO, and -till at work. Another
writes, “1 can make more money in this business
than ] can on ;i ?• 10,000 farm all stocked."
Write. WlIfTNKV & C< >..
'Iw44
Norwich, Conn.

C. P. KIMBILI

Want a/]
VYdlllt/Llj

CANADA OATS.
received

Have

inid-t

n ai>a

just

Oats which

Carriage

Maine.

Portland,

w. pitcher* son

a good supply pure
we oiler Tor -ale for

Manufacturer,

1 AM NOW PREPARED UMli'KEl! 11(1

White (a
seed or feed.

AND

LARGEST

BEST

ASSORTMENT

—or

are thy ways, O Hod,
Why thus should we complain?
His sufferings were months, weeks and daysOur loss i- sure his gain.

Mysterious

I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE a perfect
‘■are in all the worst
forms of I’ii.ks, at so two to jin
in
Leprosy, .S< u«*n i.a, Khkcmatjsm, Salt
Khi;t.m, Catarrh, Kidney Diseases, amt all
it is.uses of the Skin, and the greatest Blood Peri
ICR ever discovered.
Entirety vegetable. Semi to
1

and take bark your money in alt rases of failure.
Xune for lit yrs. 11. D. l OWI.L, Chemist, Boston.
Sold everywhere *1 a bottle. Send for Circulars.
me

w
__

'mil utixstuHi'i'S

<>

I

tin1 (’nU)di/

EXTREMELY
With

f'l'MJK

day as practicable.
Freedom,

W A

Statefof Maine.

1.1)0,

Term,

T. S. K EEX, and 4u others.
l)ecember ‘J.’, li*7-5.

SS. County Commissioners’t
A. 1>. 1«74.

a

determination

ately after which at some convenient place in the
vicinity, a hearing of the parties and their witnesses

than

ever

Rogers Superior

Piateci

U.

enables

us

to build

S, for REACT!

carriages unsurpassed in the
and IH EARILITY, at low

u

r

J. C. THOMPSON S.

Ware.

**

\r»

and l'a»>l«ihukerm.

X

*\

The Above Will be Sold I Ov\

itiiLE I4\ivi:m a roitit*.
IIE It IV Y kV Mi&All SPOONS.

j

I'lit* i.o*.il are lieas ilv plated on lim \mkel -diver,
anti can he warranted at
Je Well’Store.
111.KYI A

a ,\

111:

WHITT.

t

ANAl»A OA1S KtiK sF.F.O.

131 Clear from peas, thistle-* and dirt, far sale bv
F,

to

C.

n

TRIMMED

Q-A-T-S-!
i

Milliner)

Morgan Colt Ol.M.KAL OKANT.
six sears old in June, maybe found in
my stable this Season.
him to be the most valuable stock horse
iu this .section of the State for beauty, bti ness, and
t ravel, combined.
can be
Four of his colts, -pi akin..: for themseh
fhe\ 1.re baud
examined in mv pasture any day.
1
Warrant •*]»■
some, powerful and fleet
V.».
JF.Wi'TT.
::m41

fe^l>

Millinery

I REE !

Opening!
STOCK

NKW

PITCHER.

Notice to Horse Owners!

and

ol

Fancy

Goods.

A, J- MERRILL l.u- jus. i"
ed u large ami curetully selected -lock, wlc
she ofl'ers at prices to .suit custom*
H o iu.

MRS.

i.

in the business for

TETST
i do

not

hesitate

YEARS,
to

guarantee -atisfaeti*»n

in

cases.

full ami

me at

---I

No. d

irlayiord

BGLFAHT,

BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS,

l>lool.

*14 * \ K.

u

isrtt'xxr

W. T. Colburn, at No. 3
Block,
Street,
High

City

Has just received a Large and Fashionable
ftPlKIlICl
1» M tnmt
Stock of
lioods, ami is prepared to oiler < li F. A I' K A li( l A l.N S
to all purchasers in his line.
By long experience iu the business lie is confident
that lie is able to make 1.is purchases as judiciously
AN SF.LI. and
as anv other dealer, ami therefore
WILL sf.LL, as LOW, if not J.oWKK. than .an
in
t
his
cii
be bought

CALL

In addition to my very large stock I shall
tinue to make the Kimball Phaeton a

k!

Travelling Hags, &c,,

prices.

AND

SEE!

con-

specCall and examine whether you want to
purchase or nor.
C^ All carriage* bearing- hij name are
thoroughly warranted.

laity.

C. p. KIMBALL.

Foreclosure Notice.

\

tit k

>1>

Shoe

and

Leather
constantly

on

-It". k

hand,
1.

'fiissolution of

Findings,

lb-member tinM

Belfast, April -1, is;

*.t

place.

I. coLIU KV
JwT.

Co-partnership,

Co-partnership which has existed between
LIMAN SARGEANT of Montville,
1 tile undersigned i- t hi- day dissolvedbv mutual
in the County of Waldo, and State of Maine,
IL II. JiW.VSO.Y
consent.
on the twenty-third day of October, A. D. 1800, mortC. K. JOHNSON.
April Jid. is;4.
gaged to me, the subscriber, by bis mortgage deed
of that date, a certain parcel of land situated In
Montville, and fully described in said mortgage
deed, which is recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
have this day formed a partnership for the
Book 134, Page 452, to which record reference is
transaction ot the Drv Hoods business umiei
hereby made for a description of the premises; and
the name of H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
reference to
broken, I claim to foreclose the same, and for that
Having opened a room with special
purchased the;
purpose give this public notice according to the WHOLKSAI.F riJADF, we have
enable
us to
will
Stock in Store on such terms as
Statute in such cases made and provided.
tins week a New
-BAR V A. E RAN AN.
T^'^v/V
jfeive good bargains, and shall open
H‘mm*s.
F\xo
and
desirable Stock of S r vi-i.i.
Moptvilie, .VpgiHffriSn..tfwH
lmlu> to our
J
We would call attention of Hu*
LKT «.00|».
SiMtiNi; Fashion* in .Ml I.LI N
*
1
JOHNSON,
A. L. WIUTK.

rpHF

WHEREAS,

Ol'KNINC

NOW

3000 YARBS
() V

HAMBURG EDGES
Which

being strung up
and marked in plain figare

ures

and for sale at

Extremely
6c, 8c, 10c,

low

Prices,

I2.jc, 20c, 23c,

A NT)

25c

U P

Co-partnership

will be had, and such further measures taken in the
premises, as the Commissioners shall judge proper.
Audit is further Ordered, that notice of the time,
place and purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting
aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations
interested, by serving ail attested Copy of said J’etition with this Order thereon, upon the Clerks of the
J
towns of Freedom, Unity, Knox and Thorndike, and ^
by posting up the same in three public places in
said towns, and by publishing the same in the Republican Journal, a public newspaper published in
said Comity; said
Is to certify that I have given to my son
publication and each of the other
notices to be thirty days before the time
Goodwin A. Kenney, the remainder of his time
appointed
for said view, that nil
may appear and be heard if until he is twenty-one years of age. I shall therethey think proper.
fore claim none of his wages or pay any of his debts
W. (i. FRYE, Clerk.
after this date.
Attest/
WILLIAM KENNEY.
< opy of petition and Ordi r of < 'ourt.
Witness A. W. Kkxni.y.
Attest,
;5w44
W. U. FRYE, Clerk.
**iw4t
Knox, April 27, 1874.

Wi;
/and

-__

^

Freedom Notice.
THIS

,,

i: i \ i

!

f|X(>«k

merit

improve tin* quality of my carriages in every
possible way. Long experience of myself and work

>

On the foregoing petition,O/v/em/, Thlit the
County
Commissioners meet at the Thorndike Station, so
called, in Thorndike, on Tuesday the Kith day of
.June next at ten o’clock A. M., and thence
proceed
to view the route set forth in the petition; immedi-

to more

RATES.

to

:imos44

ourt, Aiwl

LOW

the reputation so generally accorded me for building
the STANDARD CARRIAGE. I have added new
and improved facilities to my factory and shall con-

men

undersigned citizens <4 Freedom, and vicin
ity. in said County, would respectfully represent
that public interest demands that a road should he
located and built, commencing at the I’ost Office in
Freedom village, and running in a North-ea^terh
direction, on the most feasible route to the Railroad
Station, near A. K. Rumps in Thorndike.
We therefore request your Honors to view said
route, and locate the same, if advisable, at as eaiiv
a

EVER EXHIBITED IN MAINE,
AT

tinue

t

it i;<

LADIES AND GENTS'

Pile and Humor Cure.

I" tin: (lounlf/
of Waldo.

s t

TRUNKS,

FOWLE’S

I

i i

___

4wf:

Are prepared to ( OXTUAL l and BFI1.I) house- in
the best possible manner and finish, from any design
and at reasonable rates.
Particular attention given to repairing.
Shop at Capt. Dami.l M« Fahi.ani» >, corner
Franklin and Congress Streets.
till
Belfast, May 7, 1374.

BORDERS

1

a

permitting.
A. E. DURHAM.

THOMPSON & HILL,
Contractors & Builders

Eyo-Glasaoe,

AN l>

in

Iv^^tui;

LOBSTERS

Belfast, April >, 1ST A

■

'•

Brought in every morning FRESH and 3i'EVI

WARE.

.11

I Mill.- i.* 1 .11, t
I ‘at,
Kai-ius t'uiiiu-,1
..i'!.n«
1 i < tv I«•
>v-r.inl.W
"Jiii-iMiun.
uml :t in,, assort
"1
'i !,.in!,.,
M<
lu\ uni Hrifi 'I
—:ilso it lii.-.' lot ,»! I iii|ioit,*,i
ti-- • •;r:ii at U holcvii.
,mj :*}
I ». n't I n ct
rail it. |
/ 7
< ip-.i lloldi i. oin
•->
/
:i* li.
II.\
hi ..,

stocked up iu

Roasted

*«

..

that is usually found in a lirst class Liroeery .Store
All orders promptly attended to, and good delh n
ed in any part of the’ city.

Knives.

Large Commissions

l

Pity!

Coffee,
Sugar, Molasses, Pork, Fresh Butter,
and Cheese, in short everything

f lour,

Clocks, Watches & Jewelry.
Unpaired iu tin* be-t manner.
C. HERVEY, Plienix Row.

;

G. W. Burkett & Co..

11 Main Street.

Fnvli Cod,
l ’l-esli
1 l :ui< lot■ b,
Halibut’s Fins,
'I’ongnes & Sounds,
Smolced
Iialibul,
Smoked Salmon,
Haddies, Mael;ori 1.
A.'!1.
&C*,,

\ h

UNPRECEDENTED

T O
I

Morton’s Celebratod Gold Pena.
&

in Ka-tcrn .Maine

Halibut,

Fern-li

wind and weather

Spectacles

at

persist iu suoplying the
hundreds of his old customers with a l’rinn-

SIIA'KU

1AIEI>.

nil'idV

..

cent

lVathiT'. straw Matting «Vv., ron-taiiTl'
«> u
It a n «l

PIUI LS !

m-i-iii

ri

pair, Worth twentydive

At the old Maud will

\\ AKTIES.

PLATED

►

A. E. DURHAM

Chains, Beads, Far-Rings. Charm-,
Pins, Studs Buttons, Bracelets,
Lockets, Finger-Rings, Shawl
Pins, Portmoneys, Hair and
lootli
Brushes, Combs,
Scissors, Shears, Raland

\f,.

Hosiery.

o

What

the remain.!* r of tIn time at the Stable old. 1..
||i< pedigree is I'rencli, one halt
CROSS, M..trill.
l ox Wood, i-niee «t\h- and a
j/ond -i«-p|.er and
10C*«
II.'.
is 4 year- ,,;d
and
woifflo

zors

lIDKf'H

Pound Prints,

at

—THAT—

AMEICICAA

Stock!

LOW LSI

Square,

stock!

per

WM, O. POOR &. SON S.

r|llll'
1

v

in the

Building.

llAVK TDK

rortmonuies, Satchels, Willow Basket-,

cO\

»

thing

Journal

;

FILE

111 HHI:ATK11 STAI.I.IDN will
maki- tin s. usi.n ..1 -74, .it t|,<-follow

11

I.IXK.X

F Hi ci-ived, all iH-mmed, !
;
(jualitv. Slightly Imperfect, Si-llina Ir

1 lil nu/. nr XK K t/CAUiV
1 ~rl F J J Hose Received and >*«• i 1 i

AND SKIT. AT TDK

IFtTIIEll IHMTEltK
II lllSTLi: Dl sTl ilH

THE CITY

I; | 1

Clotks.

Linen Hdfchs,
^*)AA
FI

rro

Largest

Stick\ey !

JUST IN!

ConfectiuiierY

‘»

/ \

VXD

IJIOK

WIIAT

4»

(xO

ON

No, 28 Custom House
tfl

Searsmont Village,
Belmont Corner,
POOR'S MILLS,

(

!
y.w

IIHVS WKAK
Wl, 1I.W1
Large V-*-ortinent ot < ASSI \i1.1:\
our
STOCK
/s
and
will 0Tl{H
trusting
/ A IM/X Eli before /•( /:< H I < / \
/
/. s- /
/r // /; /.* /

FINALLY

AND

Hoot & Shoe Line!

S mich i\ Asii«ks

jill

HU AM
than

>

Till.Y WILL SKI.I. it

BOOT OR SHOE:

CALL

OF

r^<

I,

I

an

IT IKY 11 AY K. AND Al

FOl! TUFA

Largest Assortment

BLACKBIRD

Hu

ijuoteil before. Owing to tin- recent dedii..
these Hoods, we have purchax d mi mm

Cotton

COCONUTS!

IN

<

ranted to Fit & Wear.

C ites

Also the

I
U.
li

«• ►

TO

Gents’ nice

and

Hamitls,

Bleached A Broun Colton.v

ON

Order,

i

t

4m*

\U> .U‘ HI. ol ill-*
LD 'flirting Manuelit 11- v pi r
d w oi

W k
FI F

from

co'-

Shitting

elliug

ON

Purchasing Elsewhere,
And Satisfy Yourself.

If you want

APPLES

In 1 hi- city. April doth, by Kmery Bourdman, 1.
-.j
Mr. Charles F. Cooper ami MU-Jennie 1 Steam
both ol Belfast.
Jn this city, Mav 2d, by James s. 'larriman, I.Mr. Charle- K. Brown and .Mi
Mai car. t A Baker
both of Belfast.
In Unity, April 2lst, Mr. Benj. 1
Knowles ol
Searsmont, and Miss Anna Mus-ey of Unity.
In Swamille. April l-itli, Mr. Cyrus A Hartshorn
ol Swanville. and Mr-. Kliza K Cunningham ot
Stockton.
In Camden, April lestIi, Mr. Alfred \\
We-t ot
Vinalhaven, and Miss Man M. Pendleton of Cam
den.
In ltocklnnd, April 2Gth, Mr. Freeman Foster and
Mrs. Annie 1. Kacklilf, both of Kocklund.
i n Vinalhaven, March doth. Mr. Lewis ( olson and
31iss Dora 31. Hammond, both of Vinulhaven
Apr
lfsth, Mr. ( harle.s F. Noyes and 3Iiss Hannah Long,
both of Vinalhaven; April 25th, Mr. Daniel .McAdams and 3lis« Mary 3IcKinnon, both of Vinal
haven.

days.

axj> yfAi.irii
’l l A KlIIA'i A',

Checked

which prevent the
heels of

Before

BANANAS,

1 M l‘

Brothers be reconciled; you know
He's only gone before;
He’ll meet you on the other suit*,
lie’ll greet you on the shore.
In Rockhmd, April 20th, iniant daughter of W iy.
and Mary E. .Staples, aged 1 month and lu days.
In Rockland, April 25th, Lewis II., aged 5 year?,
months and 25 days; 28th, Lizzie G., aged 5 years,
3 months and 28 days; 2Gth, Ada R.,
aged 3 years,
1 months and 10 days, all of scarlatina; children of
Mrs. Rebecca, widow of the late A. ,1. Packard.
In Rockland, April 21st, Inez A., daughter of John
H. and Ella M. Leo, aged 1 year and lo months.
In Rockland, April 25th, Mrs. Ella M., wife ol
John H. Leo, aged 20 years and 3 months.
In Rockland, April 22d, Edward Gray,
aged 04
years.
In Rockland, April 27th, Mrs. Susannah, widow of
ihe late James l>avis aged 58
years, 4 months and
12 days.
In So. Thomaston, April 23d, Joel
Merriman, aged
58 years,
In Thomaston, April 22d, of scarlatina, \lcada,
daughter of George s. Hall, aged 8 years, 8 months
ami 19 days.
In I nion, April Pith, Xatie Bachelder,
aged 1 vrs.
son of G. W. Bachelder: 18th. Mrs. Jacob While
aged 84 years; 21st, Lizzie A., daughter of Benj.
Eastman, aged 10 years.
Jn Washington, April, litli, Mrs. liachel Heaton,
aged S-1 years.
In Thomaston, April Kith, Mrs. Marv Allen,
aged
7:1 years and 7 months.
Ill Warren, April autli, Edmund Slarrett, Esq.,
aged r.'l years, a months li days.
Jn Cushing, April lad, Cochran
Seavey, aged 18
years; Isaac Thompson, aged 19years.
Jn Thomaston, April 28th, Seth O. B. Henderson,
aged 50 years. 4 months and 17 days.
In Thomaston, April 14th, Walter E., son of John
A. ami Helen G. Barstow, aged 8 months and 14

ki\i>

i

Vi

-♦

Sick

lie loved you all while here below
That love is not lost now

Dress Coeds.

t o

ter.; and HEEL PADS

CATES A STICKNEY!

MARRIEI).

our

»

—-

the LOWEST!

CALL

...

Laurels of love he’ll twine around
That loved link’s tender brow-

Bye Meal,
Bye,
Corn,
Barley,
Beans,

RE

Alpacas.

o.vriM k iu
ill Tin» i
t v\
i:
m: brands «.i a/.t.k i-> ± Mu/f.u/
le*-rated for their
U'l'KlIli
,;.i
/
t:/:, at KUHK> o LOW that tli
cannot be nu
l.\
d.MI'l 1 (TiOX

•

For Corn ami Bunion Plas-

CAT EE & STICK NEY !

SHELL.

TERMS:
!
destroy W orms with outinjnrv to the child,
ing perleetly U 111 1 E. and free from all coloring i*t TO WARRANT *10!
other injurious ingredients usually u-ed in worm
SINGLE SERVICE, *5.00!
preparation-.
» ROSS
II
< l RT1S & BROWN,
Proprietors,
Morrill. .May
I-. I.
--.’wet
Nn •Jin Fulton Street, New York.
•Sold h> Druggists and Chemists, and dealers in
Medicine it Tv\ INI v I I \ | C» N Is a Box.
<10! /> I XD s/I l 111; mums
vl-p

cipe. Ac., gratis, to any one requesting it. One
bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment is
worth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses
and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stockowners—these liniments are worth your attention.
No family should he without, them.
White wrapper for family use;*' Yellow wrapfor
animals.
Sold by all Druggists.
.‘>0
per
cents per bottle: large bottles, #1.00. J. It.
Rose A Co.,
liroadway, New York.

Its*.
louoo

a o

K N 01! Si OtiS

will

How sad the thought that from
Js taken such a friend.
obliging, kind in all his wavs;
Kelief may angels send.

as

GALL

LEMONS,

for no other can es than having worms in the
stomach.
BROWNS \ F.RM1FL AiE COMFITS

His mother’s faith will buoy her
up.
She’ll rise above the tide;
Knowing she’ll meet her darling -on
When called the other side.

Hour,
Corn Meal,

|

ORANGES.

1 lie standard remedies for all diseases of the lungare s» umnck's ITi.moxh Sviu i*. s« hi:n( k’s si: \
Wi:i-:d ToNit uml Si hksck s .Maxdiiaki-; Pii.i.s. ;
and if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speed\ !
cure is etfected.
To these three medicines Dr. .1. II Schenck, ol
Philadelphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs, nature throws it oil by an easy
expoctora !
tion, for when tin- phlegm or matter is ripe a -light
cough will throv it oft’, the patient lias rest and tinlungs begin to heal.
l o allow the Pulmonic Syrup to do this, Seheiick’Mundrake Pills and Schenck’- Sea-Weed Tonic mu.-t
he ireely u-ed to cleanse the stomach and liver.
Schenck’.- Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstruction-, relax the gall bladder, the bibstarts freely, and tin- liver is soon relieved.
Schenck’.- Sea-Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is
composed
mixes with tin- food and prevents
souring. It assists the digestion, by toning up the stomach to a
so
that the food and Pulmonic,
heatlhy condition,
Syrup will make good blood; then the lungs heal**
and the patient will surely get well if care i- tak* l.
to prevent fresh cold.
Dr. Schenck can he consulted at the (juinev House,
Boston, on Weduesilav', .Mar. .'Atli, Apr. **th and •»-.'d
Mav l:;th and .'7th.
Advice will he given free, i.iit for a thorough ex
amiuation with tin Respiromeier, ihe charge i#5.00.
Schenck
Medicine.- are -old by all Druggists
throughout the country.
Schenck
Almanac call he had of all Druggistfree.
lydbsp

CHILDREN

ll n

wearing through.

DR. SCHENCK’S STANDARD REMEDIES,

frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, running tumors, Ac., have been received. We will
send a circular containing certificates, the re-

PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, May <*,
$(J.OOai:j.OO| Hound Hog,

ON

Bound to Sell

are

As LOW

the

prescription
thirty

Of one of the best Female I’hysi
eiaii- and Nurses in the l nited States, and has been
used for
years with never failing safety and
success by millions of mothers and
children, from
the feeble infant of one week old to the adult, li
corrects acidity of the stomach, relieves wind
colic, !
regulates the bowels, and gives rest, health and com i
tort to mother and child.
We believe it to be the
Be-t and Mire-t Remedy in the World, in all ca.-es «.)
DYSENTERY and DIARRIHEA IN ( HII.DREN,
whether it ari-es from teething or from any other
cause.
Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
None genuine unless the facsimile ut
( l RIIS .Kc PERKINS is on the outside
wrapper.
Sold by all Medicine dealers.
lylsp

Centaur Liniment, white wrapper. More than
1000 certificates of remarkable cures, nciudiug

BELFAST

soli at the Lowest
Prices that lias over been offer

Boots, Shoos, and Bobbers!

OYSTERS

by

Experience

Hf

Norfolk!

the house, Corner of Miller & Cros-s:5m4!
promptly attended t<>.

Thirty
Mrs.

K

j*L.isrx3

about it. fry it.
by all Druggists.
Iysp32

of

E

no

at

Years’

R

They

NEW YORK

Painting,
Paper Hanging,
Graning & Glazing

HOUSE

Black

tar

They will

thousands

mistake
Sold

<

HAMBURGS

CATES STICKNEY DINSMORE & SON

Fa.miia

is

TO THE roXTIM I D DEMAND ulwe are obliged to receive u / /.’/
JfAA
by each Steamer.
HI'ECS are our SPECIALTY ami u•
guarantee the JiEST A SSO/i TALES I
and LOWEST PRICES'in Belfast.
I he I’NIVERSAE YF.RDK’T of the I •«.ii•
-tnntiate tins statement. Do not forget f<» !
it our SRKEXDII > ASSORTS E.\ i

-»- ■»

CALL

JUST RECEIVED

internal and external use.
It has cured the above

With balmy influence lie’ll come
To meet his Melia now—
With angel arms extended wide
To soothe her acaing brow.

Castouia is more than a substitute for Castor Oil.
It. is the only mrfp article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind-colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.
lyls

Street.

D

OWINH
Humburgs,
ISSOE J\\fE.\

eTSINCE THE WAR.

tin-

or

Panacea

A s-s

Goods.

A" T>C>.OF niO.SE .1 AI'AN E>E STRIl’l
1. Dress Hood* .Just Received.
>
wide, Selling at lac per yard.

HAMBTJHCB

-

stomcah, Bilious
Colic, Pain in the back,
bowels or side, we would
“ay, fin: IIorsraoi.it

and

re-

poisonous bites

c

and at Reasonable

PRICES.

HALL,

-e

building materials,
of tinal hearing on dis-

Geo. White, be set otlTrom Dist. No. s, and
annexed to Dist. No. 7. Adjourned till May

licenses

Church

You

Sts. with

of

l

PE IK Mrs

Good Stock of

be found in Bel-

as can

fast,

as

To all persons
from

pain which the

Liniments will not

U 1ST D E JR

Roston, Gvn’l Agents.
\
IIOWF.
&. CO, Agent-’.

Why

paying

have bought Boots and
Shoes less than ever before,
and in some instances
at LESS than COST,
and which for

and Summer

Spring
Goods

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER
I for sale by all Druggists ami Dealers in MedicimWEEK* A POTl’filt.HO Washington

Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Same and Age
lieve, no swelling they will not
must be paid for.
and no lameness which
subtitle,
In Vinalhaven, April Kith, Alice .L,
granted. Notice ordered
daughter ot
Albert
and Philena P. Hall, aged 12 years, e mouths.
will
not
cure.
is
This
they
continuance of cross road leading from near
In Brooke, May 2d, .Mr-. Clara A.’ Lowrv, aged 4
strong language, hut it is true. years.
the Nickerson house on the Point Koad to Wal(pljjjrptt
In Lincolnville, April 27th. of consumption. Klisha
They have produced more cures Dean,
do Avenue, on the lStb lust. Chief Engineer
aged 2d years.
In this city, March 5th, Lorenzo J. Mathews,
instructed to purchase 10(4 feet of leather hose of rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
aged
‘-*5
May 5th, ( apt. James Allen Mathews,
cubed
years;
breasts, scalds, burns,
fur No..7.
«'apt.of No. ‘J authorized to extend spruiiis, swellings,
.15 years,»((.'apt. of 4th Louisuna Native Huard*
aged
hose-town in engine-rooms, provided that lum- salt rheum, earache, Ac., upon the human frame, sons ol Win. K. and Mary Mathews.
I n Searsport, April 2*th, Mrs. Jane, wife of James
ber be furnished by Mr. S. G. Ellis. ('ity ( lerk and of strains, spavin, galls, Am*., upon animals
Field, aged s5 years.
In Mearsport, May 1st, Mrs. Kliza, wile of ( apt.
directed to advertise for proposals for collect- in one year than have all other pretended remedies si litre the world began. They are counter- Augustus Lanpher, aged 50 years.
ing taxes. Orders that the new road in Dist.
In Palermo, 2d inst., John Small,
aged ill vetfrs
In Belmont. April 22d, Lewis M. Wetlierb’ee. a^ed
Cripples
No. s, commencing near Win ( ttnningham's irritant, all-healing pain relievers.
d(* years and 0 months.
tion of certain

tiii- innn

bi-

To ascertain the number <»f children in a strert
—beat a drum. To ascertain the number of
loafers—start a dog light.

by

CATES SSTHEIETS They

thousands. It has prevented more serious cases
Catarrh, i lnoat aud Lung difficulties, and dan
geroiH iiluessr-i than many would care to believe.
It: value cannot be overestimated
any more than itusefulness can be limited
It is of universal appli
c it ion.
lie sure to get the genuine.

ever

Hi

For they have just returned from Boston, where

CAS JET.

«>i
ol

There

cough

/I

I Am Just From

Pains in the Limbs, Coldness of the exhills and Fever are banished as by mar ie
It has been and is the

• !

WARRANTED

Japanese

rimos-H

<

of

a

FAIR

No. 13 PHENIX ROW,

Symptoms,

Gloves.

ALL.

IS THE PLACE FOR ALL TO GO

RHEUMATIC & NEURALGIC

complaints

Sixteen years ago Tom Kenyon went to KanCity with a cent, and the other day In- signed
He signed
a check forsixteen thousand dollars.
with another man's name. howe\er.

price.'

at

SUIT

OYSTER

SYMPTOMS,

in

sas

city

danger.

it.,

Hid

1 / i I y >/. kid ».k<»yi > ,n >j i: I * i. I \
•!"'
T* * I J
1 and 1 Button in Black and
telling at 67c per pair, worth £1.00. L\ KB

Say, Mr. Where You From?

Quickens the circulation, opens the pores, restores
perspiration, and tree* the patient from even pos-d

The New Orleans crusaders announce that
‘•the horn of the ungodly shall be put down."
That i- where horn* are generally put.
been
discovered for rheumatism, swollen or still
joints, tlesh wounds, sprains, burns, is Johnson' ,s Anodyne JAni incut.
We use it, and
always recommend it to our friends.

TO

HAVNER'S

superior to every other medicine heretolore in
Composition, Hot Drops, Pennyroyal Tea, and
nuuseatmg possets are put aside forever, once this
delicious compound enters the house. It
dispels
use.

tremities,

TO

«»

!-vcr oil**real in this

—

Dinsmore & Son!

SHOES <&

i-

CHILLS,

It is

••

<3rO

BOOTS,

A T

—

4'

L tried tor tin- first time. Of all the
agreeable and
effective contributions to medical science none
upproach it in popular favor. As a prompt and never
lading remedy in

We ghouhl not hesitate to recommend to nii\
friend of ours, l‘arsons' Buryativc Bills; the\
are scientifically prepared, and arc adapted to
all The purposes of a good purgative medicine.

Decidedly the best remedy that has

*•

DINSMORE & SON!

THE BEST STOCK OF

April
.Till, SHir. Lilli an, il\ an, Boston.
‘‘
1Mb,
Banner, Pattershall, Manchester.
Cameo, Peachy, Bangor.
I>. k. Arey, lloberts, Bangor.
•"Hi,
May l»t,
do.
Malabar, McCarty,
'-hul.
Julia Newell, Shepard, Camden.
M'm. Penn, Thompson, Norfolk,
‘h'd,
Caiueo, Poachy. Boston.

GINGER,

baity

-hid,

sonville.
Ceo. B. I'orguson, lergu-son, Baltimore.
Wm. Penn, Thompson, Si. (ieorgc
p. 31. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s
Harbor.
Hero, Harris. Boston.
Henry Whitney, Perkin., Jacksonville.
I A. Colcord, Parse, New York.
SA1LKI).

New Prices!!

-A.T

••

1ani.mk.vi is of all others
the remedy you want for

Petitions of .4. It. Wadlin.
1*. Hazeltiue. and
Mrs. D Farter for permission to occupy a por-

V

JAMAICA

of

4'

h'd,
Hh,

SANFORD’S

O, bother cremation ! We have to earn our
living—and we don't want to be compelled to
urn our dead.

of engine companies for waterproof clothing,
referred to Committee on Fire Department.

large double window looks
iij...n <'loin'h -ti'e. t. and a glazed partition

Hi

■

to

snow

range in the
treatment ol the ordinary ailments, and sometimes
extraordinary ailments, is no longer wondered at
when that incomparable compound,

FEVERISH

!'!>

IN

TO

C3rO

i, G. PRESCOTT & C0„

4'

May

specific a

vast aud

of

MKiciKYTi.LK, Morgan('•>.,<>., March21th, ls72.
Dear Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y,:
When I was 12 or 1.7 years of age 1 took w hat
b called King’s Evil, aiid by constant doctoring
it would heal in one place and break out in
i
another. It also broke out in my ear. i first
II V <'iii'Ni 11..
Mnuduv evening, May 4th, found
your name in the < hristain Advocate,
Petit inn “f Arnold Harris and others, that an and sent 10 miles for the first bottle, which did
me
more
good than all other medicines I ever
ordinance be passed prohibiting the erection i>!
used. 1 am 28 years old and doctored with five
wooden buildings within certain limits, referred
doctors, and not one of them helped me so much
to a special joint committee consisting of Messrs.
as your bottle of Discovery.
I have got well
and able to do a good dav’s work.
Mahoney, Wallace and Townsend. Petition of
JOHN A. WILSON.
David Pierce and others, for a sidewall, on
A little boy having broken his rocking-horse
North street, and petition of W. A. Houston
the day it was bought, his mamma began to
and others, for sidewalk on Spring street be- scold, when he silenced her
enquiring: “Wlmt
tween Clmri n and High streets, referred to
is the good of a boss till it's broker"
eommitttee on sidewalks. Petition of hosemen

v\ i\ i.Bank.

Hi

give lie* clerk of tlie \v**allier due
The frowning lace of winter in turned
We hayc stepped in a day from howling

us

away.
winds and

ah. hou-e ami lot, $3ouo

uiid

or

esteemed Ja

elegantly com
pounded and blended with the choicest aromatics
aud genuine French brandy as to
produce a family
medicine
so

JUST

April -'Mil, Sehr. Julia Newell, Shepard, Newcastle
<»en. Meade, Patterson, Boston.
44
D. K. Arey, Lloberts,
do
h'.Mli.
< inward, <iray,
Bangor.
Annie L. Melveen, MeKetn, Jack-

GUARDIAN ANGEL.
having

NOW LOOK HERE.

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

the well-know and
highly
npHAT
A- maica Ginger Root could be so

COLDS AND

->

■

THE

the qualities of the deceased.

to

a

Yi.onc.

>

I.il!

-i

1.1!

I. and the
h* < *un House cliche
ub-iaiiti d buildings upon.
IIi. ha
protecting the
it in ire

i.Uio

of the deceased, lie was
A. G. Jewett, Esq. who spoke in his usual forcible manner. Judge Dickerson replied, ordering the resolution to be entered upon the records of the Court, and paying a high tribute

SHII* NEWS,
PORT OF

length in
followed by

the well known Clairvoyant ami Eclectic Physician will be in Portland by request of her numerous friends May
amount of money was voted to lie raised.
tenth, and remain ten days :it the I'nited States
Attention is called tin* follow i»S new local I Hotel.
livery invalid should consult tier, a*advertising—The large and new stock of boots, she has eflerted a large number of remarkable
shoe and slippers, by N. G. Prescott A Co., cures of cases that have been
given up by the
Phenix Row.—Jewelry, watches, «S:c. by C. old school
physicians. The mam patients who
llervey.—Stock raisers should read the notice seek daily her ad\iee are a fair te t of the conof J. H. Cross, Morrill.
fidence she
in all those who seek her

] > 11 i«'li u -!•»!
between tile Court
li.iv

a

-mo.i

1-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

al some

eulogy

meeting of the Unitarian Parish, on
Monday, it was voted to utpply the pulpit temporarily from such sources as the parish eotnmittee might be able to command. The usual
At

<

lined hou

n

iv

......

tending that duty, and wishes parties inter.ed to give directions as to interment.

i- a meehau»u.rh and ctli* i« nt
n p<
by til

n*n

...

city ordinance requires that the dead bod-

ies in tin* receiving tomb shall be buried before
the l."»th of Muv. The eit\ sexton is now at-

a

it- fr.nl

-ve.!

A

Imll-c on Bav
tuO paragraph.

mipietcd

laT-.

Millikcn. Esq. who spoke

Nemiali Abbot is suffering from a slight
attack ot paralysis. J. B. Murch experienced
on .Sunday a similar attack.
Neither of the
eases are now considered dangerous.
The old flagstaff at the corner of the Pierce
was felled on Tuesday, by order of the
city government. It had become very rotten,
and was in danger of falling. It was erected
twentv-live years ago.

Pvt of daek-on-

art-

<

in the Supreme Court, the
decease of E. K. Boyle Esq. was suitably noticed. A resolution expressive of the
sorrow of his associates was presented b\ s. L.

Block

Annie

y
n

mi

hurt

sen.

.aav"

a

dy

r

I

carpenter in
the ankle by

a

-truck

a-

Wednesday,

on

recent

I foil.

'ea-on

fifty dead
at

"ii

now

u-ual

Tin-

..11

be seen

I he
Supreme Court, lately in session in this
eily. adjourned linalh. on Wednesday.
Some drunken rowdies oil Sunday night broke

and elmreh

now,

now

City Clerk

liou>e,

ditleient days in the

u

can

The licv. Mr. Brown, Mclhodbi, preached
liis farewell sermon on Sunday In A.
During
the three years Mr. 15. has been with us he has
gained many friends, and has been very popular with the society.
In his sermon he gave
the statistics of his labors during his pastorship. Lie has married sixty couples; attended
one hundred funerals; received
eight*- persons
into the society, sixty-three ol whom are members in full fellowship, and the others remain
under probation. The kind wishes of the community will follow Mr. 15. to his new station.

in order.

well enough to walk
pen -nut day-. Mayor Brooks

rn»-b\ i

«l

v

lie base ball

Owen
I'.mrli

on

are now

married a couple last week,
and the matrimonial jam i> broken.

April.

o!

(h>\.

1

I

milk ha- been reduced from

tishiiui i- excellent
attendance i- liable to fall oil.

i*»

May parties

excellent -upply of fresh

:ii>

i lie irout

a

-—--T-

County.

aud

Ihe

Ir snowed
in

City

lteferriiig to the above, the undersigned would inform Ids friends and the trade in general, that thank
ful for past favors, he cheerfully reconpnends Munew Firm to his former patrons who, with enlarged
accommodations and facilities, will be able to meet
tin' wants of the .,immunity promptly and at satis
11. H. JOHNSON.
price-.

factory

Hamburgs have just
landed in this country and
aro all entirely

Those

P A T T Id 11 N !-• !
Ladies please call in and see,
and then you will “know how
N Id W

it is yourself.’’
Yours Respectfully,
I!

V

\\ I. I. L H

Arkansas

The

Steamboat.

The

you fix mins herald tread*
The ridged and rolling waves.
A>, crashing o'er their crested head
She bows her -urly slaves!
With foam before and lire behind..
She rends the clinging sea.
That tlie* before tin* roaring \\ iml.
Hem atli her hissing lcc.

\V

how

S:

ion,

ivcei \ id

was

Imbroglio*
The

April

following

to-day

Litti-K Rock, Ark. April *js.
s
Grant. President.
1
on the i:*ili of this month. a> the Governor of
this —i;»r. 1 telegraphed you that there was au
1 insurrection against the legal governii ir.
ment of thi- State, ami made a requisition upon
you for aid to the -utforers and to prevent
domestic violence.
1 have just now 1>
w advised that you never
received the requisition. 1 now take occasion
to -ay that an armed insurrection exists in this
stat- against the lawfully constituted authority
thereof, and a- ih« Legislature eaunot meet until the Utli f Mav 1 call upon you for aid to
pr a .a ihe state against domestic violence,
E. BAXTER.
signed'
(Governor of Arkansas.
■

Hie morning spray, like sea-born flow* t*.
With heaped and glistening bells.
Falls round her fast, in ringing showers.
With everv wave that swell*;
And. burning o'er the midnight deep.
In lurid fringes thrown.
The living gem* of ocean sweep
Along her flashing /one.

>

With clashing wheel, and lifting keel.
Ami -looking torch on high,
\\ lien winds are loud, and billow* re»-l,
A similar *•:* 11 had previously been re>he thunders foaming by :
When seas are silent and serene
; reived from IMr. Brooks claiming to be
With even beam she glides,
Go\ernoi\ and two attorneys in his behalf
The sunshine glimmering through the given
reached here yesterday to urge compliance
That skirts her gleaming sides.
Two attorneys dispatched
with the calk
Now. like a wild nymph, iar apart
?on arrive on a like errand
; by Baxter will
She veils her shadowy form,
; in Ms interest The question as to who the
he. beating of her restless heart
| actual Governor U will be presented to
Still sounding through the storm.
the President lor decision unless some
N\»w answers, like a courtly dame.
The reddening surges o’er.
other mode of settlement shall intervene
With Using scarf of spangled flame.
before the matter is formally taken up for
The Pharos of the shore.

Executive consideration.

yon pilot
Tn-ni^ht
Who trims his

shall not sleep.
narrowed sail:
l '-night yon frigate scarce shall keep
Her broad breast to the gale :
Vnd many a foresail scooped and strained.
SI mil break from yard and stay.
Before this smoky wreath has Gained
The rising mist of day.

A I t itititii.K liou.Ki: Kxt’j.osiuxis !>(x>tI'ln Liverpool Mercury gives the
particulars ot a boiler explosion which
occurred on the evening ol the 9th inst. at
one of the pits belonging to the Hamilton
l.ANH

Coal Company of Scotland.

Hark! hark! I hear yon whirling shroud.
I see yon quivering mast:
The black throat of the hunted cloud
I* panting forth the blast!
An hour. and. whirled like winnowing chart'.
The giant surge shall fling
Hi* tre**es o'er von pennon stall'.
White as the sea-bird's wing!
'i et lest, ye wanderers of the deep:
Nor wind nor wave shall tire
Tho*e th-shlo» arm*, whose pulse* h- ip
With flood* <>t living lire:
>h < p on.—und. when the morning light
Streams o'er the shining bay.
< > think «»f those for whom the
night
shall never wake in day !
t-‘. W. IIol.Ml■>.
Better
BY

oFolUir

Thiny;**.
M Y('»>« >\

VI.!*.

Reiter to

-mi ll the violet eool. than *ip the
glowing wine;
B Iter to hark :t hidden brook, than watch a
diamond shine.

Belter the love of a gentle heart, than beauty's
favor proud:
B« tier the rose*' living *ced. than rose* in a
crowd.

We condense

the tollowing particulars:
Within about ’JO yards of some large
boilers used for driving necessary ma-

j

General Foundry & Machinists
The

of this

Manager

its customers and the

establishment announces

Better be fed by a mother's hand, linn eat alone
at will;
Bettor to trust in God than :i\
My good m>
storehouse till."
Better to be

little wise than in knowledge

a

abound;

Better to teach a child, than toil to till perfection's round.
master's t- et, than thrill a li*telling state:
Her suspect that thou art proud, than he -lire
that thou art great.

Better to sjt at
B

a

Better to walk the realm unseen, than watch
the hour'* event:
Better the “well-done" at la*t, than lie* air
with shoutings rent.
Better to have

light
Better

it.

a

quiet grief, than a burning de-

:

the twilight of the dawn, than the
day burning bright.

tier a

noon-

death when work i* done, than earth's

most favored birth;
Better a child in God's great
king of all the earth,

Putting the Centennial

house, than the

out

of Coun-

tenance.
From the New York Tribune.

know "that a'brisk emigration at-mice set
in from Norway to the desolate beach,
which nature hail apparently thrown awa\
I lie de
For lire and frost to destroy.
seondants of these first settlers yet people
the island, and propose to celebrate in a
jew weeks the thousandth anniversary ol

lji.i'i:, Kaii Tin.-, l ied Douglass has
-aid siimc tilings to his colored brethren in
Loitisvi!1. Ky
good for people of any
color hi anv climate, in any community.
Here is a sample:
"When 1 ran away and came North I
worked t .r nine dollars a month and saved
money. For twenty-five years or nearly
so, 1 worked for 8400 per year, and 1 saved
money, and every man in this country who
But
i- a man ,111 save money if he will.
the streets
and smoking segar-. lie will not save it
bv placing billiards in one of your buck
I di-like a miser, yet a miser is
streetmore re-pert able than a spendthrift. It is
hi

w'.l1 net

save

it

by walking

promptness and

with

to

turn out

FIRST Cl.ASS

Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known
and workmen of the establishment, will
new

place, ready to

wait upon

and wealthy men.
Save a dollar a week, put it at interest.
Let it grow, and with ordinary good luck
you cannot tail of acquiring a competency.
But don't wait till you can make ten dollars
a week—the time may never come."

cut. ill

native state

lie in

Jbberttsements.

Manager's office in Phenix Row, over Geo. F.
White's store.
We are prepared to do jig sawing and wood turn
iug, in any amount and style. Having just put on
some new

and

expensive tools for
planing to 20
10 feet lengths.

can now

execute iron

shafting

up to

the purpose, we
inches, and turn

A.

&

BLODGETT

at Law!

Belfast,

Sts.

Be Ye Clothed I

Maine.

Corner Miller &
Kress <t-.

IIEi\i!Y L Lord

n

(

tt‘

TTTim.i; INIKNUlMi ALWAYS
< hoiee Stock of
t

that he

Bank.

Savings

Searsport

has

Dl'.l’i

R/EDER’S

\t

£- S-uwW0^'_J

Wi

at

Win

l'l- upoi: r.

lv

tf-is

April 20, Is?:;,

SIZES,

have resumed work in
and want

out

Wi.

machine

room

1*011.

iv

Uong'-cantented Suit of tile
FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE CO.
against the singer. \\ heeler & \\ ilson,
and drover & Baker < ompanies, involving over
$jj0,000,
In finally decided l»y the
Supreme € ourt of the United Staten
in favor of tin
P.n-t:-it the

THE

FLORENCE,

which alone has

Monopoly of High Prices.

NEW

FLORENCE

In file OA’LV machine that Hewn
luckwark & forward, or to rig-ht A
left.
Aimplent—Cheap»«t -Bent,
s«»i.d r*m Cash only.
Spklial Terms to
( LI BA and BKALIRt.
April, 1A74.
ft'lorrnce, Mann.

in each county lor tin Spring and Summer. $1&0
Send lor circular giving full particuper in on ill
lar-*.
7IEGLF.K & M« < I IlD'i Springfield. Mass.

THE EAST NEW BOOK OUT.
subject is all important, yet a puzzling one.
replenishes the Government Treasury and impoverishes the people makes the rich poor and the
poor rich; makes fools of wise men; exhausts the
wisdom of Legislation; makes men run mad and
The

It

MILLIITER^ I

AN

IIAYFORD HALL
BELFAST,

J
«

Wednesday Eyenius, Jane 17,, 1874.

UST

St; If- -j»i

MUSIC

BY

E

PIECES.

AND

in-u

EIGHT

PRESENTS!
AT

Hight
and

Will be distributed among the holders of ticket-; to
said Ball on the day above named, consisting ot
A nice House and Lot. Elegant Chamber Set-. Par
lor Organs, Family Sewing Machines, a LadieC
and Gents’ Gold Watch, Decorated Toilet
Sets, Silver Butter Dishes, Mattress*-.

hromosin Waliuit Frame-,
Corner Brackets, Sets of
Forks, Fancy Kerosene Lamps, silvei
Napkin' Kings, Silver Fruit Knives, Silv.-r ad
les, Fancy Lava Flower Pots. Parlor Spit
(

Knives and

toons, (.lass Sets, Bohemian China and
Fancy A a-es, Walnut Picture Frames
and CASH
A full li't of th*' PRESEN IS will be found on the
1 ick«ts.
***The House and one-half acre lot to be given
away is pleasantly situated at the HEAD ol th*
IIDE VILLAGE, North Belfast, .' 4 of a mile from
City Point Depot,—is one and a hall -ton crxTi.
Ell, lSx-'u, contains ten rooms, is perfectly sound
and in good order, recently painted and is suitable
for two families. There is a good well of water on
the premises; also, about If* Apple Trees. A good
title will be given. Distribution of Presents will
commence at s o’clock, a. m. Wednesday, June 17.
Those entitled to GIFTS who are not present at
the distribution will be duly notified.
A correct register ofthe number ofthe ticket, ami
the name and residence ofthe holder will he k«*j»t
Those out of town who wish for tickets can obtain
them by addressing

For Sale

at

M. P. WOOD
JinosM?

Swan

\\

M

j»i

paid

*»■«-

l* Mi

\

lbr

Belfast

l. I

b.

Saved is

Penny

a

Earned.’’

ma.b- on or beii.re the !-t of my
month, will la- placed upon iutrre-t
r>
month, except Ma\ and November and tin mt-ie-t
4*
in
dune
ami
December
the
-aimimputed upon
Deposit- received dailv at the tiaiiKinp Boom rotn
li out n t,,
!» to
to t I*
atm da.
.' A
M and
M
1
\. 31.
A' A I UNCI
r, -‘t
.lulls II. t^i mm by. Tr« a
Ih-lfa t. dim 1.;, 1*. o.

DKPosri's

--or to

\

iiiht \

\\ alk<-,

No. 4-6 Main

FANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,

R. H. MOODY’S
Cor, Main and High Street,,
Who has also a large assortment ot

TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS
All of which he offers very cheap lor
cash.
Please call and examine before
purehing elsewhere.

District of

A. A. HURD <£ CO
Successors

to

Mace &

Plain and

Hurd,

Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Cigars,
Tobacco, Wrapping Paper, Twine,
Sugar and Molasses Corn

Candy,

Corner MAIN and ( BOSS Streets, Belfast. .Maine,
beg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally, that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at short notice. All orders by mail promptly
attended to.
A. A. HfKD,
d. \\
COOMBtf;:

to

a

good tenant.

can

he

found.

tenant the wharf will he

condition,

and additional

Cor
in

put

Spectacles,

R

PATENTS.

C OFFINS

A. D. 1874.

Style and Simeon hand and

r R T M M E ]

undersigned hereby gives notice of his ap
rpHK
X pointment as assignee of Joseph Jackson, ot
Prospect, in the County of Waldo, and State of
within said
who

l>esigiis.

or

J.

t.

t

TES I EM( )M Al>.
•T regard Mr. Eddy as one of tin* nio-t eapalde and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had of
ficial intercourse.
CHARLES MASON.
< ’omVr of Patent
•.

“1 have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and trust
morthy and more capable of putting their applica-

tions in a form to secure for them an earh ami lawn
able consideration at the Patent ( Mice.
EDM END BF RKE, late (’om’s’r of I’a tent-.”
“Mr. R. II. F.j.i v has made for me over THIRTY
applications lot Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend
a 1,1. inventors to apply to him to procure their
pa
tents, as they may be sure ol having the mo-t faithful attention bestowed upon their ea-es, and at w*r\
reasonable charges.
.mll \ TACCAKl.
vr;
Boston, Tan. 1. 1-7 F

<

SWISS

Thirty-Four

Head of flood

Teaming
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VD-SiNE’s
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TO BF DISTRIBUTED IN

B.

16Tth

SHE'S

REGULAR

MONTHLY

'GIFT ENTERPRISE!
TWO

O

Monday. June Sth,

I; A NT *

A I’

I

IT \i.S

Five

Prizes

S500

Ten

Prizes

SIOO^

j

Street, Jloston.
U. ('OLKMAX.

on

a

f.w-ll

the most

OF

PREPARED

At a Probate t ot
the
Oliut V of \\ .1!
t
1
April, \ 1

I

GREEN,

PAINT 1
■

II A

II i: s

LIGHTEST AND

1

L. D. SINE, Box 86.
101 W. Fifth SI.
Cincinnati, 0.

lion Id

|{i;r.r

Id

a

1

ll) thr 31

Wire

1:«I. I.iii.r

-I

PF31P, Tasteless, Durable F.lli
eient and Cheap. The best Pump
lor the least money. Attention
is especially invited to Blatcldey’s
Patent Improved Bracket & New
Drop Check Valve, which can be
withdrawn without return ingthe
Pump, or disturbing the joints.
Also, the Copper Chamber, which
never cracks or scales, and will
outlast any other.
in hi ii

not

by Dealers

& the Trade
generally. Inquire for Bhitchlev's
tor sale m your town, send direct

ur

Rigging
ii-,1 lldri

d

U|

rior to airy other uialcc.

Just Arrived uud for Solo

CHAS. G. BLATCHLEY,
Manufacturer,
otHi Commerce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

salemlbadco

Warranted PURE WHITE LEAD. Well
known
throughout New England as the \\ HITES I
FINEST, and BEST.
LEAD TAPE, 5-s in. wide, on reels for (’nr

well broken, and suitable for trumiiii-’ or otin r In
work,
l o be set n at t in- Stable 01
I > i: A 1 * li \ H \ll.
I I iedhuiu
V.
llo ton, April I
Is.' I.
lu I
«

bundled and i\t> latlnme eij;ld
able in nice i.rder I'lvuioutb rope
in far). In-ad-, l.ine- Hook-, 1 raw I-, Don ;.
Dory Anchors and lioade-, Booln Match, Storm
.1 In I iInrun* al-o
Irysail, &c., and all
.>1
u lot of laifM* and mall Him !>.
I w ill ell tin-above
which i- now at IV intei-|..n \«n l.n\.
I-or further
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able terms, with despatch. Researches made to de
termini* the validity and utility of Patents of Invi-n
tions, ami legal and other advice rendered in :i!l
matters touching the same. Copies of the claim- of
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As
signments recorded in Washington.
AV) Agency in the I'nited States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inrentions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
•ure a Patent, and the usual gn at delay then*, are
here saved inventors.
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In the District Court of the United State f,r the
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WM. H. SIMPSON

In the matter of EMERY A. CAL- )
111 »a“kiuptt>.
DERWOOD, Bankrupt.
)
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition lias
been presented to the Court, this loth day of
April, 1874, by Emery A. Calderwood of Waldo, a Recently burned out, has started again with new
Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a and complete stock, in Western Corner <tore, tipper
side of Main St., Stockton, Me.
lull discharge from all his debts, provable under the
Bankrupt Act, and now on the 27th day of April,
Prices as LOW as the LOWEST.
Repairing done
1874, upon reading said Petition,
Om'L'
at Sight.
It l* Okdekkd by the Court that a hearing be
had upon the same, oh the first Monday of SeptemA.
I).
ber,
1874, before the Court in Portland, in said
District, at lo o’clock, A. M., and that the second |
meeting of the creditors of said Bankrupt, be held
before Chas. Hamlin, Esq,, Register, on the 27th
day of May, 1874, and the third meeting of the same
on the 27th
of
1874, and that notice there
of be published in the Bangor Daily Whig & Courier
and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in
said District, once a week for three successive weeks,
——AND—
and once in the Weekly Bangor Courier, the last
publication to be
days at least before the day
of hearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest, mav
ap
pear at said time and place, and show cause, it' any
The subscriber informs bis old friends ami
they have, why the prayer of said Petition should
not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE.
the public that he has resumed the manage3w43
Clerk of District Court for said District.
ment of the American House, and that he
will proceed at once to renovate it from top
to bottom and refurnish it with entirely
/u the District Court of the United States far the
new furniture, and in all respects make it one of the
District of Maine.
best, hotels in the State.
In the matter of ISAAC *NES )
Having had long experience in the hotel business,
MITH & THADDED* I. IIUX
In liaulrnntcn.
he flatters himself that travellers and guests who
)
FORD, Bankrupts.
DISTRICT OF MAINE, S.S.-At Belfast, the 22d patronize the American House will tiud a good table,
good room and attentive waiters.
day of April, A. D. 1874.
H
>
LANCASTER.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his apISelfast, Nov. *20, 1872.
-_'2tf
of
the
as
and
individjoint
pointment
assignee
ual estate of Isaac C. Nesmith and Th addons I. Ilux
of
in
tie
of
and
State
lord,
Brooks,
Waldo,
County
of Maine, within said District, who have been adjudged Bankrupts upon their own Petition, by the
District Court of said District, filed March 20, 1874.
3\v43
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
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A few Fowl*

Family I'se, which we art* selling :it -tort
or delivered at houses in lots to suit customers,
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at reasonable rates.
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Tickets £1,00 each.
COCK’S Bookstore.
Iln* W«)i#* Wen of tlie Lanil, the Divine
tin Physician, the Judge, tidaily, in their own
homes, and r. commend to all invalids and sufferers
from Dyspepsia. Sick Headache, Sour Stomach, Costi\ e m •, Heartburn. Indigestion, Piles, Bilious Attack-. l.iv.-r complaints, (.out and Rheumatic Affection-, .Nature'- own great and good Remedy.
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live,
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ELMER SMALL. M.
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24. A three story
has been adjudged
Maine,
District,
wooden house on Stockton street, Brooku Bankrupt upon his own Petition, by the District
lyn, which had been raised on insufficient women feel sad. The crusade has
of said District, filed Oct. 15, 1873.
Court
on
to
begun;
3w43
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
underpinning, fell this morning, burying victory. .Mi n or women wanted to canvass every
several mechanics in the ruins. Two men town. Addle
•
1
District Court of the United States. District of
1KBBINS, Hartford, Conn.
have been taken out dead, and three or
Maine.
four with terrible fatal injuries. < >ne man
SY< HUM A N< Y. OR SOU I. CHARMING.” In the matter of EMERY A. CAL /
ii(l1lL' ^>u "■
the
corner
at
the
timbers
was caught by
llow either >« x may fascinate and gain the
\
DERWOOD, Bankrupt.
of the building and his head was exposed love and affections of any person they choose, inthird general meetings of the
second
and
stantly. This Simple mental acquirement all can
creditors of said Bankrupt will be held at Belto view while his body was crushed.
35 cents; together with a
possess, free, by mail, for
in said District, on the 27th day of May, A. 1>.
Guide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to fast, at ten o’clock, A. M at the Custom
Marriage
House, be1874,
The New York Times says: “In Gen. Ladies, A queer book. 100,000 sold. Address T. fore
Chas. Hamlin, Esq., one of the Registers in
Butler’s ease, perhaps the back-pay grab WILLIAM &. CO., Publishers, Philadelphia.
in
said
for
the
District,
Bankruptcy
purposes named
in the Twenty-seventh and Twenty eight Sections
may be pardoned, his conspiracy with
of
the
Act
of
March
1807.
2,
Bankrupt
Pendleton may be palliated, his ancient
A
H AV
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
3w43
and bitter pro-slavery ism may be forgotBelfast, April 27, 1874.
OF CUBA.
be explained
ten, the Mnmford ease may
Prospectus forls'l now ready. Address GEORGE
be passed by as it ri’HAM, No. o W.ybo -et St., Providence, R. I.
away. Fort Fisher may
the spoon
was'by the General himself,
sample bottle of Adamson’*
false—but when
story may be set down as
ACL Koiuuic Baliiim at all drug
on hand a large assortment of CLOCKS,
what is Butists’. Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for
Fine Styles of Bronze Clock $|0 to $|5- Also
you have got rid of them all,
Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &c. Walnut, Rosewood, and Mahogany Cases. Correct
ler? A village pettifogger. With these LargeAsthma,
bottles, 35 cts. Dr. F. \Y. IvINSMAN, Prothat can be warranted at.
additions to his fame, what is lie,J A na- prietor, Augusta, Maine. $5000 for a case it will not Timers
11
cure! Try it.
HERVEY'S Jewelry Store.
tional pettifogger.1

April

k 10 Main

V*

j

I will
11 tin- 1 aria oil \\ hich 1 i,
or will exchange ii lor city oj
vessel property. It is situated about
1 1j miles inim the i’ o. in this
citv, at the intersection of the l.iith 1!iv<-r road.
called, with the road leading through .Nortliport to
it contain' >,o acres »,f tin
Liucolnville Corner,
is un
best of land, divided into tillage and pasturt
der good improvement; is well watered and well
fenced; has a young. Inuring orchard of * uurafted
apple and pear trees and an abundance <1 small
fruits upon it.
The buildings are a story and half h >u-e. with ell,
wood-house, carriage lions, and barn -all connected,
finished, painted and in ..I repair. For pleasantness of situation ajnl c u\• nieiio
this ph.o i- un
!
surpassed. Call and see.
I. M. r>»\ HUMAN
Belfast. April
tl'h»

New and Nice Rooms.

If

Splendid Skylight.
y Elegant Instruments,
J The Best Artists.

for

Farm

^

^PHOTOGRAPH
Jj

JOHNSON,

Attorney

New Furniture Store
BLOCK,

E.

G

Orders left at the office over Geo. F. White’s,
Phenix Row, will meet with prompt attention.
W. W. CASTLK. President & Manager.
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, Sec’y & Superintendent.
tf 12
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1S73

AT PEIRCE’S

t

Church Street,
ti3f.
BELFAST, ME.

tomers.

FRANCIS J. HUNTER & CO.
Belfast, Maine.

GLAD10LAS

Yoke,

n /•: y t i ,s

KILGORE's\
STUDIO

Huyford Block,

cus-

■

.,

G, M STODDARD, D. 0, S,

neers-

FLOWERl

New

No. 7 l'l.MliKR'l'oN SlJL'AHK,
UniOS
ROOM II.
]10STo.\

supervisors

be found at the

It Is.

as

-.

WORK.
Mr.

Behold It

well known >. v ii«1
k.
situated «.n ! I :gl; -tivi :,
lift fas}. I i- a well built twoston
house, with |,ll and barn, and suit
able for two latuiiieUa< iiv»
eights ot an acre of laud, n achin
to l IIion street ; tlii> land h.i .1 tin.
M ,|. j,,
t in
v. id
n,..de
•hieing a good crop of apple
favorable to putvha<ers.
•l.V.M.i i.lMi.'U,
\
I tel last, \pril I. !>.'\.
,u p*

to Fill all Orders

Prepared

»i the C ount'
To tin- JiottoruM* Judge of Probate
! Will do.
J.I.A HA? ‘II V <d I'nitv, in the < ounty of
Waldo, Administratrix of Hit* estate of Warren
Hadley late ofJack-on, in .-aid County, deceased,
ri -peelt'ull> represents that the goods, chatties and
ereuits of .-aid deceased are not sufficient to answer
In- iu-t debts and charge- oi Administration, by tin
■■IIin of nine hundred dollar.-.
Wherefore your petitioner pray s your honor t
grant her a license I" .-ell and cum ey so much of .-aid
real e-t.o. of -aid deceased. including the rex er-ion
•i : h«* x’.idow
do xx
thereon, a- will suti.-fx hidebt and incidental e: irgc-. and charges of Admin
OK/JLLA HADLEE

CATARRH! OI!/l

House for Sale.

NICKERSON.

S.

F.

ro

a

FITS and EPILEPSY

Terrible Accident.

e

rompt attention.

superior tools of every description, Lathes, l’laners,
&c., and is

ary that every black man should
rich man, but he must ha've a respective class at any rate. There must be an
actual number of respective- of intelligent
not

be

Of course, this celebration puts a new face
Indeed, a provokingm our centennial.
ly new face. When wo turn with these
solitary people to search for their ancestors back in the distant ages gone down
Tarrant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,
into the eternal darkness anil silence of
as tlx- be-: ami most reliable medicine ever offered
Polar seas.
the above class of diseases. The
George Washington, and to the people for
Bunker llill, anil the brick State house, mir.-ing babe, it- brothers and sisters, its parents
and grand parents, will all find this pleasant remedy
in
and the brass bell
Philadelphia appear well adapted for their different complaints. For
as
things of yesterday—vulgarly and in- sale by all druggists.
offensively modern. We are disgusted
with our vouth ; we discover that we are
tint bo vs, at the end ol a single school
cured,
fhe worst cases, of longest standterm, and the less perhaps that is said of po.-itive!\
in» lo nsi„o dr. hebbard s cure. A bottle
do be sure, we sen! fr«**» tu all
our doings the better
addr.---ing .1. F. DlKHl.l.K, Drughave grown bigger and broader than our gist. sH (ifh Ave.. N.F
and can make
grave and ancient neighbor,
a
louder noise at our birthday; but is
bigness a virtue in any tiling but cattle
at a prize show? and will our size and
C. JL. ALLE.H offers his surplus stock of
weight really be written down to our
credit by the Judge who takes account of CHOICE MIXED
at w holesale for
Sent by
the nations?
per loo, SJO per 1,000.
upon receipt of price. Send for catalogue.
The Icelander during the decade of cen- expres*
Andress
C. L. ALLEl.Uu^ni, A.¥.
turies has built no cities, fought no civil
war, made no bruit of any kind into the
world. His history during these thousand
been
years simply is that he lias always

A

i1

rec<

public that since the tire he

COAL OF ALL

centre.

that far-off day which made them inheriof its sulphurs, seals and lava. The
details of the celebration are not yet resolved upon, but we, their American
le-jojibors, are expected to join in some

moss
poor, digging sulphur, or gathering
ii-oni the rocks, or dragging seals from tinwater as his meagre contribution to the
traffic of the world; that lie has always
been contented, taking both his poverty
and iiis work easily; that without free
schools he is educated: that he lias sung
ene great undying song on behalf of his
native laud; while compelled to live in
dirty houses of lava and clay, his moral
nature and habits are exceptionally clean ;
that, having been granted nothing of the
beauty and warmth of God’s world, he yet
o-ives to him a singular adherence and
gratitude. His record is. in brief, that of
a man who has for a thousand years had
faith in his country, in himself, and in his
(iod. What like "message shall we send
back of ourselves on our first birthday to
It is proposed to found, or rather
him ?
increase, a national library and museum
at Reykjavik, the Icelandic capital, as a
anniversalasting commemoration of this
American books,
ry, and contributions of
The Pennsylvania
etc., are asked lor it.
Historical Society in Philadelphia has off-red to receive any such books lrom authors and publishers, and to forward them.
As this is probably the only practical way
in which we can aid our ancient neighbors
in their rejoicing, wchope it may be done
in a manner suited to their dignity of
of size.
years and ours

ill

w

acres

Clothing Material I It Ell AT M <H III.
COAL!
WINTERPORT, MAINE.,
BRADLEY’S
COAL! X I, SUPERPHOSPHATE
lTitxismxo Goods! Pure Bred Fowls

tors

sort of way, and that with the more heart
iness because the return ot the island to
her ancient rights of self-government is
also to be made a subject for rejoicing.

■ft^r-All business entrusted to him

PROBATE NOTICES.

CATARRH!

Situated in ltd fast, u i-: miles from
the lily. on the Augusta load, conof land. liuiMings nearly new and in
well
watered; loo cords hard wood,
good repair;
and cuts about 17 ton.-ol‘hav. (iood orchard.
IfoK.vtT. HANKS.
Inquire of
*:>w
!*«>.>•' Mill
tains '.»?

All kinds of Furniture, I. M. BOAEDMA N,
MARINE
HATH
INSURANCE
BROKER!

will lie jii't a thousand years ago this
-ummor since the first Viking from Norway. =:iiling to and fro according to Iris
remain
of that noted revival
The
habit in search of new worlds in which to
Lon-n/o Dow, who died in 18; 14,
-teal anil kill, ran aground upon a mass preacher
and wa- buried by his brother Free Mai volcanic mountains rising out of the
son-. we. i.- unearthed last week as their
mi-tv confines of the Arctic Sea, and
resting p'aee I- to lie sold in building lots.
wrapped in the unbroken snows and .scor- The
skeleton was perteet, and on the
ia' of ages; while sulphurous flames and
breast bone lay the long white heard. A
boiling "fountains hurst from the plains
if the camlet wrapper in which
The Viking called it Iceland, and portion
below
was buried wa
nndccayod. The reHarold the Fair-Haired became proprietor he
main-were rc-imem-d in Oak Hill C'emi—
thereof: and it certainly speaks very little
ti-vv in (.corgetown where Dow used to
fi.r the comfort or domestic advantages ot
ii is rumored,
du -inglii-lifetime,
that picturesque state ol society snug by preach
Ids relative- will endeavor
in which fair-haired li.iwi ver. that
bv
and
seers,
-ages
to hav. hi remains returned to ConnectiVikings played such an active part, to
li
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has leased and fitted up the Wilder Foundry, at the
Head of the Tide, Belfast, and is supplying it with

—

lose in loneliness. than Bask in love
all day:
B -tter the fountain in the heart, than the fountain by the way.

Better to

|

WALLACE,

at Law!
FOUNDRY CO. Attorney
H A it ADEN BLOCK, Belfast. Mo,

Manufacturers and Dealers in
'tands a neat row of miners’
dwellings, and a little further off a schoolroom : at the time of the explosion tx pi'ayer
meeting was in progress, a number of
C'lotli Goods, Chamber Suits, Cane and
A hymn had just
Wood Seat Chairs of all kinds, Lounges in
persons being present.
and
Bedsteads of all kind*. C vski.ts
Damask,
1 uvu sung, and the llible was being read, Heps
and Coffins made a specialty. Hit n ui l- i:\>ii:>
when tin* crash of the explosion was heal’d, of all kinds on hand and made to order at short no
and ere any one could move one-half of tice. Si.11*1*1:1: and Wall 1’ockkts made t«» order.
M.I A7.Y/>n OF RFPA Till XO DOS/'.
>iie -if the boilers came crashing
through
merit
the roof. On its way it was subsequently
By a close attention to business we hope
a share of your patronage.
Give us a call before
found it had unroofed four or live of the
purchasing elsewhere, lb-member the place.
houses, while the other half, driven in the
PEIRCES
BLOCK.
opposite direction, caused serious damage
A LYIN' BLOl'X. LIT.
In the school-house the
GKO. DlHKOlX.
to the railroad.
F.m.TJ
greatest consternation prevailed. Three
children were killed outright, and a number of persons, including the missionary,
were injured more or less.
The heat of
the boiler added to the agony of those'
wlm wi re injured, arid it was a long time
befiir- they -ould be relieved, as the
Wm. Pitcher & Son
weight of tie.! boiler upon the debris was
A
immense
singular circumstance of the
IIA\
accident wa- that two boys who were
on hand a Large Stock
Constantly
near
the
boiler
at
the
time
playing quite
—OF—
escaped without injury. The boiler appear' 1 Lav broken fairly in two at the
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Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.

Bonnet

Bleaching.

rilll ls i- to notits my old customer-, and am
«juan-•
til; ui new ones, that I am reads' to receive
HATS and llONNK.rs in ativ ui'ANim t«» he
mad*- into the l.A I'KST S’lA l'l-s with M A I'NKSS
ai d DISUAIMI.
At tin icn <1 th* straw \\ <>rk
Hast Sid** ol‘ the Bis er.
K
A.
:<ni4u
Belfast, April s. 1-: j.
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Cmmty ami ii.un
'"it M-mi animal Bunds lor
I
.Sal,' in sum
i ltu.ti. rnlmblo. Call ami r x aniti 11
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